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Introduction
I didn’t know that as I set out on that day, 5 October 1964, aged 23, that my life would
change and me with it forever. We all eight of us, set out to drive overland to India in a long
wheel-base Land Rover painted Oxford & Cambridge Blue. Setting off from my mother’s
house, where we had all spent the night, with a huge breakfast inside us, I expect everyone’s
feelings and thoughts were different.
Tony and I had set out with two others the previous Summer. We returned with our tails
between our legs. We were cooking on a petrol stove that exploded. Tony and I were caught in
a ball of fire that engulfed us both – we dived for cover, rolling about on the ground beating
our arms out on the grass. Tony said “I’m very badly burnt and I don’t quite know what to do
about it.” He was thinking of our little first aid box, which would have been like putting out a
fire with a cup full of water. His ear looked like a fried rasher of bacon. I didn’t know that I
was also burnt. I was too busy getting Tony’s shirt off him and throwing all the burning things
out of the back door of the Land Rover. We tramped over to some German campers who called
an ambulance. It was then I realised I also had burnt skin hanging off me. I got in the ambulance
with Tony.
The other two decided that this was a sign from God to go home (Joke). Tony and I from our
hospital beds started planning our next trip and, to cut a boring story short, we ended up with
a fully equipped Land Rover and the other two (Lesley & Jeffery) took the money. It took over
a year for Tony to properly heal and get everything organised. Tony did the advertising,
itinerary and route; he was good at this as he had a three-year commission in the Army under
his belt, whilst I swanned about in a long wheelbase Land Rover, doing the odd bit of work to
it, still working in the foundry.
While on the trip I kept a diary that was posted back, for the folks back home to make head and
tail of my unique spelling of every other word. At this time we had read every book in the
library about the countries we would go through, and there weren’t many of them - a book
called “1st Overland” that was written by rich kids, who stayed with relations and friends in the
Foreign Office, that was no good to us. We had to live on our wits, Tony said years later “we
wrote the book”.
Today everybody has a library full of information in their pocket and can access it in minutes.
We had to wade through books and glean what we could from them. I have left this in the diary
form that it was written in. I wonder if anybody will ever read it?

Newspaper Advertisement in The Times, 17 February 1964 for the first ‘Encounter
Overland’ expedition to India
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Monday 05 October 1964
Not a flap, everything ran as smooth as silk. I am feeling blue; this feeling takes a bit of getting
over. We managed to get as far as Brussels and are now camping on the outskirts. With
Brussels behind us, somehow we managed to miss the Autobahn through Brussels. This feat I
have managed twice already. We pick up the green card insurance that awaits us in Germany,
I hope!
The food is now being prepared by the girls in the dark aided by the lights of the torches, really
tonight’s camp is a bit of a shambles. I think things will get organised soon. I am not sure what
the menu is tonight; we bought 28lbs of potatoes in Dover and there are bound to be a few of
these, broad beans (fresh) and scrambled eggs, onion soup and coffee - very nice. The girls
thought their job was to do both the washing up and the cooking. I put my foot in it by starting
to do it, I hope I can change this back to their original idea.
I will now attempt to assess some of the characters of some of the people:
Ross (an Australian) we get on very well. So far we have had many laughs, this I think
will be the trend between us. I like Ross and can’t see myself falling out with him.
Max (Australian) is alright. I can’t really try to make a judgment on him as he seems
remote in some way. I knew he was like this from the start, I think he will turn up trumps
in the end.
Helen (also Australian) is of course what one expects. She tends not to know when I’m
joking and when I’m serious; this I have put right by telling her that I am never serious
or at least not very often.
Judith I think Judith is the next female with a laughing personality, as it turns out she is
a Catholic with many ideas like Helen as to the way to go about cooking.
Sarah seems unhappy, whether this is her normal self or not I don’t know. She sticks to
her vegetarian diet like mad, sitting there eating nuts with a disconcerting look on her
face; she sympathises with Ross when we are chivvying each other.
Susan, quiet and resourceful.
Tuesday 06 October 1964
Koblenz, Germany
One never seems to get time to write in peace, there is always someone talking to me or talking
through me There is still the happy laughing atmosphere in the camp with only Tony taking
things seriously. We are now camping in Germany at a place called Koblenz where the Moselle
meets the Rhine on its leisurely pace to the sea. Barges chug up and down with lights glittering,
sometimes the odd pleasure steamer glides blazing past.
Tonight’s food was ham, potatoes and cauliflower of course the inevitable bread and butter. So
far only two days the food, if nothing else, filling and good and warm which to my un-gourmet
palate is sufficient.
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Wednesday 07 October 1964
A late start this morning due to a political argument that developed after we had walked into
town for a few beers last night. We did not get to bed until 12 o’clock and when one rises early
this tends to tire one.
After lunch when motoring along the Autobahn, people started waving furiously at us. On the
third time we decided to stop and look, and low and behold our near side rear tyre had
punctured. As quick as lightening we started to change the wheel. Ross ran down the road to
warn on-coming traffic of our plight, while Max and I did a combined effort and changed the
wheel and put 10lbs more in the tyre with the hand pump. Whilst we were pumping a Police
car came tearing up; one of them jumped out and started to go frantic, telling us in a torrent of
German to move off and to park further up the road; this we did; he took his whistle out and
called Ross back. We just threw everything in the back; Judy jumped on top of the junk, four
of us piled in the centre seat, and away we went; the police car showed us where to park. We
stopped and sorted ourselves out before carrying on to Freiburg where we are now camping in
the pouring rain. Luckily the cooking was done before the rain came down so we were able to
eat our very substantial meal in the dry with the fly sheet of the tent catching the wind and
billowing out like a great parachute.
Thursday 08 October 1964
Freiburg, Germany
Woken rather rudely this morning at one o’clock, and felt rain splashing my face, I tried to
ignore it but in the end was forced to open my eyes to find I was lying under the stars, in the
pouring rain, the tent having blown completely away; a terrific gust just lifted it off us. After
trying unsuccessfully to pull the fallen tent over me lying there, I grabbed everything of mine
that could get wet, and paddled to the Land Rover to bed down on the front seat. Tony and
Ross put the centre seat forward and slept on the floor; Max with his water-proof sleeping bag
stuck it out under the canvas that had fallen on him.
It took us some time to sort ourselves out next morning, when the rain thank God stopped for
two hours, then continued on to rain all day except when going over the first Austrian pass,
when it snowed really hard. We are lucky we were not a day later or it would have been tough
going. I took two pictures from inside the moving Land Rover of the blizzard; it was raining
too hard to pitch the tent tonight so we found ourselves a nice Y.H.A. place at Landbec, where
I am now going to sleep on a straw mattress. What a nice change to be in the dry!
Friday 09 October 1964
Innsbruck, Austria
After having a good night’s rest, and breakfasting on broken fried eggs we started off late as
per usual, to meet the first snow of the year on the Brenner Pass. After an elongated stay at
Innsbruck to buy parts for the stove and petrol lamp, namely washers and mantles, the Brenner
was most disappointing; it hardly climbed at all, but the scenery for those of us who were not
driving was rugged in its splendour. In fact, today has been the best so far for scenery. We had
our lunch on the Italian side of the Brenner, with snow balls for afters. We had a bit of a fright.
Tony bent down to make a snow ball and split his trousers right down the back seam, which
left him in quite an embarrassing predicament. Ha! Ha! We are now camped at Toronto. We
met two young English people, boy and girl, and invited them to join us in our meal, and at this
moment Tony, Ross and Max are chatting to them under the fly sheet in the light of the table
lamp. I am now going to join them.
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Saturday 10 October 1964
Venice, Italy
We took our time starting this morning. We laid our wet belongings in the warm early morning
sun to dry.
Ross was cold last night but was too idle to get more clothing to keep himself warm. I slept
well again. I always do when dry and warm, where comfort is concerned I look after number
one. We wound our way leisurely way through this beautiful valley until we reached the flat
and uninteresting plains. We stopped in a small village shop where the old people in the shop
made a real fuss of us, then beckoned us into her kitchen where she was cooking a yellow pasta,
vegetable, and sparrows whole. They had been plucked and were deep friend in oil.
We arrived in Venezia (Venice) early in time to pitch the tent, have a meal and go back to
Venice. The camping site is some way out so we drove in about 9 o’clock.
Venice is really fantastic. Although there are many tourists it somehow is not commercialised
and has a charm all of its own. After wandering about its maze of alleys that are linked across
the canals by quaint hump backed bridges we arrived at St Mark’s Square. This place reminds
me of a vast ballroom, with the lights reflecting off the white paving of the floor. There are
seats and tables outside the hotels, with a band playing waltzes by Strauss; also the West Side
Story. We sat at a table to listen and (5/-)25p per beer.
I think Venice is to be seen by night to get the mystery of the place. There is no noise of traffic
as there is no road to take them. The only wheeled vehicles I saw were prams pushed by their
proud mothers; children of three or four are running about at 11 o’clock at night.
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Sunday 11 October 1964
Venice
Today I lay in until 11 o’clock, washed myself and all my clothes, gave my mosquito bites an
airing. I got one near my eye that has swollen so that I look as though I have been fighting. We
had a lunch of bread and cheese, then went again to Venice, visited once again St Mark’s
Square; found a nice little café that sold Pitzza Pie. Then wandered around until thoroughly
lost; retraced our steps to St Mark’s again, then home.
I can hear the girls talking in their tent about Tony and how he cannot hold a conversation
without laying the law down, and that one cannot get on with him because he is so dogmatic,
and that I am easy to get on with so is Ross, this is most interesting to hear about ourselves –
eavesdroppers never hear good about themselves. What they didn’t know is we had a job to do,
get them to India within time and within the amount of money we had to do the job.
Tony and I went into Venice this morning to buy the food for the day and get our letters from
the British Consulate. We did not bother to get up early because the rain was pouring down.
As the ground was not porous it swept under the tent and our beds were like islands on stilts
with all our belongings piled on top of us to stay dry. The rain subsided when we rose; we still
sloshed about until we moved off; then it began to rain again all the way to the Yugoslav border.
We were greeted with surprising friendliness. From then on we drove in the dark, along twisting
turning roads. Tony was driving; I could feel the tension in the others as he tore at breakneck
speed into bends. I told him to slow down. He did this after a fashion but still drove fast when
able.
We arrived at Rijeke at 7.30 in the dark and rain with nowhere to go. We spied the information
bureau, parked and as we got out of the Land Rover, a parking attendant came up to us. We
spoke about the parking fee, then he said Schlaf (German for sleep), we nodded, he jumped in
beside us and directed us to a block of flats. There we climbed five storeys and were shown a
large flat where two large rooms were made ready for us, at a price of 1,000 Dana each (10/-)
50p. As this was our only chance of a dry bed we, after a little bargaining accepted; we
unloaded the Land Rover and carted our belongings up the stairs. The first thing offered us
was a small glass of something that was clear and rather gin tasting. It blew my head off so I
wouldn’t touch any more. Then the English fags and rum we bought came out. The old man is
playing a toy mouth organ and became half-cut with Tony. The party is now warming up so I
went back to see what is going on.
We cooked our evening meal on the stove belonging to the woman of the house. We had a very
successful experiment. Fish - we bought sprats and cuttlefish cooked by deep frying in oil.
With this we had potatoes, beans (fresh) and dressed salad – a very large meal and enjoyable.
Once again a dry soft bed for the night.
Tuesday 13 October 1964
Yugoslavia
We left Rijeke behind us, driving into the gloom, except on the odd occasion when the sun
tried to shine through the clouds. The Yugoslavia coast line is very bleak and barren, just rough
limestone rock and mountains with green shrub scattered about. The girls had a go at driving
today. Judy is a very good driver. Helen is not so sure of herself and tends to stay in third gear.
Susan has yet to drive.
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Two peasant girls were selling grapes by the side of the road, we stopped and bought some.
We were there for about five minutes when a policeman came over and gave us a 500 dena fine
(5/-) 25p, we then motored on to Zadar where we bought our food for the day and camped for
the night.
The camping site was shut for the season so we opened the gates and moved into the canteen
to save pitching the tents. We thought we were going to be moved on, but the chap’s wife’s
sister was in Australia and we could do no wrong and are now camping with the boys under
the veranda and the girls inside what in the summer is a shop. I hope the weather turns better
soon, so far the rain seems to follow us along. The company is very good we all get on well
together and have lots of laughs even though some of the scenery is marred by the bad weather.
Wednesday 14 October 1964
Split, Yugoslavia
Rain all night, it was so hard that we did not bother to get up until 10 o’clock and then we had
breakfast of eggs boiled hard. We moved off about 12.30 into the drizzle of what could have
been a perfect day.
The ‘showdown’ had to come with Tony and the others, points made on both sides and now
the air has cleared and both Tony and myself acting as mediator. I think now Tony knows that
harmony is what I consider to be the most important aspect of this trip with everything else
playing second fiddle to it. Tony’s attitude is that efficiency must come first; things I think and
hope are now on an even keel and the atmosphere what it should be from now on.
All those with watches have put them forward one hour to try and get more daylight in the
evening. We once again are sleeping in a house; every time we stop someone comes up and
asks us if we want a bed for the night, as the weather is bad we accept. We only paid 2,500
dena the lot about 25/- (£1.20). More than at a camping site but we do not have to put tents up,
or get the stores out and the stoves going; this is a bind when everything is wet. At the moment
eight of us are sleeping on the floor this leaves just enough room for the door to open. The rest
of the floor is covered with camp beds, and everyone sits on their various beds writing, reading
or just trying to sleep.
Helen had a shower tonight; every bathroom here has a shower and the water splashed on the
wall and washed the paint off leaving a bare patch. When I went to wash the woman was
almost in tears about it. The two houses we have stayed at so far have been truly spotless – it
seems that every woman is really house-proud; inside the front door are pads that people
entering put their feet on and shuffle across the floor with one under each foot. This is a
serviceable way to keep the floors shining and also getting about the house.
My beard is coming along very well; the only thing, the mosquito bites have brought up big
lumps on my forehead. I look like a prize fighter!
Thursday 15 October 1964
Yugoslavia
We rose early and got ourselves organised then wandered around the town until 11 o’clock (12
our time) until the British Consulate opened. I received two letters, one from both Mum and
Julia, that although my morale is high, it was boosted even higher.
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We went our way to try and get to Dubrovnik and in doing so following the sign posts there.
When it pointed inland we followed and started to climb on incredibly bad roads that got worse
and worse as we went inland – too late to turn back so we pushed on to the utter amazement of
the people we passed en route who waved at us, or shook fists as their donkeys and mules ran
in terror before us. We bumped our way over and in potholes, round bends that the Land Rover
could just do in one turn. We are now camping about 15 miles from Mostar; from then on we
hope the roads will improve as we rarely do more than 30 mph in third gear. The petrol tank
at the back has sprung a slow leak. I first tried to stop it with soap, this did not work, so I tried
hermilite, with luck it may hold. The camping site is by a river; handy for washing in. Ross
went in for a splash came out blue and tried to kid me into going in too. Not me, maybe in the
morning I may pluck up courage when I’m drugged with sleep.
We bought fish for dinner tonight, I don’t know what it was but I think it was not meant for
eating in large quantities. Tony took one mouthful and spewed (sick) up making a run for cover
in the wide open. I chucked the rest of the fish in the river without eating any – it smelt like
rotten fish – but could not face the rest of the meal so I left it all and ate only fruit and drank
coffee. We are really camping in the wilds, where people have not changed for centuries; their
farming methods must be the same as they were 100 years ago; the only things we passed were
two lorries and two coaches and one car in 30 miles of road.
P.S. We call our time of one hour in advance of everyone else – “Safari Daylight Saving Time”
(SDST). (We have now covered 1600 miles).
It rained hard again last night and the water seeped through the ground and left the floor of the
tent awash. I just lifted my bag and boots on the bed with me and slept on. We awoke at 8
o’clock SDST and after a breakfast of fried eggs, fried potatoes and the inevitable bread and
butter and coffee, left at 9.30.
The roads soon improved at Mostar and were good all the way to Sarajevo where we stopped
to try and find the place where Count Ferdinand was assassinated that sparked off the First
World War. Very soon a very large crowd gathered; when we asked a French speaking chap
the result of the election, he produced a Yugoslav newspaper. He told us Harold Wilson was
in. This we do not believe. He then told us that, so far Labour had won 20 seats from the
Tories, out of 161 results. Then we wanted to know the Olympic results, then they told us of
Khrushchev’s retirement. I took two photos of the crowd and took directions to a camping site.
When we arrived, the place was awash and bumpy so we moved on to find another. This was
impossible, so turning up a small side road we saw a deserted house, and asked people if we
could use it, and a good job too as it is raining again. The weather today has been good but we
have had rain every night; the reason for the house being empty is that it is not finished yet.
An English speaking chap of Turkish decent is having a meal with us tonight. People are
beginning to feel a bit shattered. I think it’s fatigue and the pace caught up with us today with
a bang. The house we are in is typical with stables underneath and the living area on top. I must
go now and get my coffee. This meat stew is taking a long time. It is already becoming cheap
to keep the eight of us. Today we only bought £2 worth of food – in the past we have spent £2
- £3 pounds. One of the chaps asked me how much I earn a month, I told him half, when
translated, they whistled in amazement, at the great amount I earn.
It poured again in the night; we rose early and got breakfast, again of eggs, then went our way
once more off the tourist route through unmade roads that stretched through miles of forest that
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climbed and descended into beautiful valleys. I drove again all day as no-one else can handle
the gear box so well. We are getting behind on schedule because of the road conditions but
now are becoming accustomed to them and can do 30 to 40 mph when not twisting and turning.
We can now tell what the police mean to the people. A crowd gathers round us when we stop.
A policeman walks by – they suddenly disperse. We stopped in a remote village to get petrol,
about 30 – 40 kids gathered round the pump. The attendant came out with a long stick and
wacked them away with it, they ran out of the way; like running through a flock of pigeons at
Trafalgar Square.
We drove on into the wild forest where I am sure not many tourists go, only a Land Rover with
low range gears could make it over some of the passes. Ross sits in the back with his hand on
the door handle ready to jump out if we went over the edge.
We stopped the night in a small town, as there were no camping sites and it was dark, we
decided to stay at the hotel, they first said yes, then they said they only have room for four,
then they said they have no room at all. We got angry about it but the lavatory stank to high
heaven so we did not worry too much.
We asked some youths where we could stay and they told us of what we took to be a monastery
about 5km (3 miles) away. They said this old man will show you the way. When we arrived
there it turned out to be a Convent. They said yes, but we must go back into the town and get
some cards that must be filled in. This we did, armed with a note for the hotel that first turned
us down. They produced the cards for us, we took them back to the Convent, and were shown
our rooms. The girls have two rooms for two, the boys have one room for three, and one for
one that I am in. It has a smell of sweetness about it and is far more lavish than any of the other
rooms. I think it is for someone special. The bed has embroidered silk cushions, stuffed with
straw. There is a large window with embroidered curtains round it, lace curtains over the
windows and bright carpeting on the floor. But best of all is the tapestry hanging on the wall
by the bed, and an oil painting of Christ holding a scroll and a cross on another wall. I have
just finished our evening meal of bread butter and honey, with fresh fruit. Here you can buy a
huge bunch of grapes for 10d (5p) but the whole place has a chilled atmosphere about it, and
one senses a feeling of history in the air; this of course could be imagination. The dull weather
we are having is spoiling the beauty of the Autumn forest spoilt by the continual rain that belts
down. I am now getting tired and it must be 11.30 SDST.
Once again we got overcharged for the night’s rest, even Nuns think we are fair game. We
thought that today would see us on good roads. They were so rough that our speed was kept
low and consequently our mileage was low. At one time we churned through mud at least a
foot deep with great ruts in it where lorries had gone before us. It has rained again all day and
this made the beautiful views that even in very hazy conditions were beautiful. I am trying to
get the others to agree to cut our routes down because it’s pointless driving all day seeing
nothing, covering low mileage, I think I have won my point.
We are now camped in a half-finished house on the outskirts of Pec that is nothing more than
a shanty town. The girls are cooking the evening meal of rissoles, cauliflower, soup, potatoes.
We need this as we have not been able to prepare cooked food for 24 hours; things could if
allowed to become pretty miserable. Yugoslavia under better conditions would be the most
beautiful country I have yet seen. Its scenery far surpasses places like Switzerland and Austria
but one must suffer the bumps and bad roads and mountain passes that leave one’s nerves in a
bad state.
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After our very large meal, we have now got the girls on the right track by getting the girls to
do both the cooking and the washing up. The rissoles turned out to be minced meat, as hard as
bullets and had to be mashed up, before becoming edible.
Monday 19 October 1964
We have found it easy to find a half-finished house and camp under the first floor roof, nobody
seems to mind.
I woke last night after hearing in my subconscious an unusual noise over the noise of the pelting
rain. I rose to look over the porch wall of the unfinished house we were sleeping in to see
shapes that I took to be sheep wandering around the porch. I shouted and clapped my hands
and they moved off without a noise. I thought this strange, the noise I had heard was one of
them knocking the stove. I head the noise again later, got out of bed to look and was amazed
to see a pack of dogs, foraging for food amongst our belongings. I shouted again and they
leaped off again. Two of them were like Alsatians; one was a small white mongrel and the
other looked like a woolly sheep dog like the Old English sheep dog. It was still pouring when
we woke to get up. I slept on and forgot about the dogs. At one time I looked over a wall and
my gaze met the gaze of a dog on the other side about one foot between our faces. He turned
and ran out in the rain
It poured all day and all of us boys except clever Max, who somehow manages to miss all the
drowning got wet through. We motored all day to try and get Yugoslavia behind us.
Our visit to Skopje was only a month after a very large earthquake. Skopje was a shambles,
buildings with great spider cracks in them, minarets with the tops shattered, block of flats
without windows or verandas being shored up by rough-hewn logs. The outskirts of the town
have the best roads in Yugoslavia, probably built by the Americans, with rows of huts for the
homeless people, with made up roads round the huts, obviously not Yugoslavian. We got on
what they call an Autobahn through to Titov-Veles where finding no more places to camp we
bought ourselves two cups of Turkish coffee and decided to drive all night to try and catch up
some good weather. I did the first stretch of 1 hour 30 mins that got us to the Greek border.
We drove through a moon clear night and felt at last our luck had changed. I went to the back
seat of the Land Rover and slept through the remainder of the night.
Tuesday 20 October 1964
Greece
I awoke to find myself looking up at the mountains of Meteora, like gigantic rocks sticking out
of the plains, with monasteries built in inaccessible places. Some can be approached and
weather permitting we shall try. One monk lives alone, in a crag in the rock. He lets down a
rope when he wants to reach civilisation; when he climbs up he pulls his rope up again.
I am now writing sitting in the tent, the rain has started again and is really pouring. We have
dug a ditch round the tent to take the water away, the water is running along this like a small
river.
I, and I am sure everyone else is fed up to the teeth with the weather; we are wet all day long
and never seem to be completely dry for a whole day at a time. (Some time later) At last it
stopped raining and we took the Land Rover, minus three girls who had wandered off earlier,
to see two of the Monasteries. One only had one monk in it. He was mad at us because Sarah
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was wearing trousers. This is forbidden but we wandered around to see what he allowed us to
see. I went out in the small garden and poked my nose in a shed there. Inside were 45 human
skulls and other human bones in boxes such as pelvises and thigh bones. We went to another
Monastery that was much larger and much more of a tourist attraction. It was interesting but
not as good as the small one. Tomorrow we will visit more. This is the strangest place I have
ever seen. It has a strange mystique all of its own. How these places were built I’ll never know,
the rock formation is strange and forbidding. I have taken some colour pictures and will send
them home.

Meteora
We bought a meal out tonight. It was cheaper and less trouble than preparing our own, then to
a good night’s sleep.
Wednesday 21 October 1964
Meteora, Greece
After visiting one more monastery and clambering about the rocks looking for hermit caves,
we set off on what we were told was very good road, turned out to be under construction and
in places worse than any before encountered. We staggered our way from Meteora to Ionira1
over what would have been breath-taking scenery but for the cursed weather that moves with
us. Every time we stop and camp it rains. The people around tell us that yesterday the sun
shone all day. Because of the rain at Ionia we decided to drive out on the road to Antirion, as
the landscapes from now on are flat and uninteresting until we reach the Peloponnese. Whilst
I was driving it had just begun to rain again.
A great lump of cliff began to landslide in front of us. I braked hard and stopped 10 feet away
from a boulder about 5ft dia. that rolled gently and gracefully in front of us. Tony moved a
1

probably Ioannina
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smaller one that allowed us to drive through. We then hoped for a cease-fire on the rain. This
was not to be. After getting the Land Rover stuck in ditches twice we finally came to rest in a
half finished house that’s floor was so bumpy that we had to suspend ourselves on planks to
level out the ground. All wet, all hoping for better weather, we went to bed to the sound of
pelting rain.
Thursday 22 October 1964
We did not bother to get up early this morning because of the pelting rain. When we did get
up and eventually had our meagre breakfast of grapes, bread and honey, we moved off to get
well and truly stuck in the mud. The rain had been so much that our exit had become a bog;
the two wheels on the driving side were well and truly stuck in the mud. That left the Land
Rover leaning over at a crazy angle. We tried to put rocks under us to drive out, no good, we
then tried winching ourselves out, but this too, would not work because the rope could only be
anchored about 40 feet away, and this only gave us one thickness that when we tried, the rope
stretched until it looked as though it would break.
A lorry pulled up and gave us a tow out, with everyone else pushing on the low side to hold it
up, and with a squelch, it came out. The lorry driver was paid off by Helen with 40 English
fags. He probably would have been just as happy with 20.
We then went our way with tearaway Tony at the wheel. We are having trouble with our
steering and have located the fault – will buy the parts in Athens.
Aiioyon, Greece
We passed a sign to a camping site and after investigation hired for one night, two rooms, one
for each sex and bought a meal all for 18 drachma and a drachma is worth about 3d (1p). A
good deal I thought, we are now bedding down for the night on a bed once more, after a cool
swim.
Friday 23 October 1964
Gulf of Corinth, near Aiioyon Greece. Woke up this morning to see for the first time a blue
sky and a clear sun. Everyone took time getting up and the breakfast read. Hung our piles of
clothes that I had washed and stored for a day such as this in a large plastic bag. They are now
drying in the gentle breeze and a warm sun.
We moved off about 10.30 into the best day so far and followed the coast road to Korinthos,
our first ancient ruin. We wound our way up a dirt road to the old fort at the top of a small
mountain and what a view was to be had of the clear blue gulf of Corinth. The air was still and
warm, a dog barking miles away could be heard, the cries of the birds, the noise of crickets,
one could sit and be alone and happy just to look in silence.
We have found out that the ruins we had been looking at were only medieval and that the
ancient ruins of Korinthos were below us at the bottom of the hill. So we spent the rest of the
afternoon wandering around them. I took a colour photo that I think will be very successful,
(No 29 approx.) of the remaining pillars with the sun setting behind them and a skyline of
mountains. We, Tony, Helen and myself went shopping. We wanted curry but could not buy
any because they hadn’t got it. We settled for stew because it takes less time to make.
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Judy has felt sick today, she has gone to bed already without any food. Sarah felt sick in
sympathy but has now recovered, she is a vegetarian. I think a good meat stew would do her
good.
I expect we will all go to bed after the meal, if anyone reads this rubbish I’m writing they must
be as nuts as me!
Saturday 14 October 1964
Mycenae
We woke to find that our camping spot was en route to a quarry and we were woken by the
sound of heavy lorries passing close by. Again the girls fiddled around and we were away late.
No worry though because we have only a few miles to travel.
We visited Mykinae (Mycenae). We (Ross and I) jumped over the fence to avoid paying and
spent an hour or so scrambling over the ruins without a guide to give us knowledge so we
gleaned little knowledge from it. I managed to fall over and bash my knee on a rock. We walked
boldly out of the gate and bought a post card on our way.
The next port of call was the Amphitheatre of Epidhavos (also Epidavros), where we tested for
acoustics. They were excellent. Then listened to a German guide who was giving a lecture on
the place. Of course, I understood nothing, but then gave a demonstration on the acoustics by
striking a match that could be heard at the top of the theatre, and breathing heavily, this also
could be heard from the back. After this had finished I stayed on the back of a group of English
people being guided round, and listened to what she had to say, then off to pitch camp at the
coast at Epidhavos. The food is being prepared by the girls, we are having meat amongst other
things, probably horse meat.
Tony went swimming and trod on a sea urchin that left a lot of spikes in his foot. Ross took
most of them out with tweezers. Now the old boy who owns the camping site is telling him
what to put on it but we haven’t got the right thing. He’s hopping about like mad. The thing
he trod on was like the case of a chestnut with long spikes.
The old man stayed and talked whilst we ate and stayed talking until well into the night. He
was well versed in modern Greek history and of the Greek wars. He had been to America as a
boy and spoke English.
His philosophy of life was that of a person who has lived through wars. He came back from
America to fight and free his land from the Turks in 1912 and then fought the Bulgarians for
15 days, then the French for another 15 days, then the 1914-18 war, and so on. We listened
and talked for a long time and only the need of sleep enticed him away and left us to get ready
our bed rolls; then to sleep. We always (the boys) get to bed first, the girls spend another hour
messing about before retiring then won’t get up in the morning. Goodnight until tomorrow,
when we make our way to Athens.
Sunday 15 October 1964
Athens
On route to Athinai (Athens). A very ordinary drive. Here we bought fish at the small village
at which we stayed, straight off the boat as it pulled into harbour. They look like sea perch and
are golden in colour. The girls are worried as how to cook it. I thought their worries were
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justified. On our way we stopped to gape at the Corinth Canal which is in a deep gully man
made. Then on to Athens.
Our camping site is on the outskirts and we can see the Acropolis from here. The girls’ fears
were justified. I was called over to cut up the fish. I had to use a hatchet as no other knife had
any impression – then the camp warden took over. He says he is a specialist in cooking. This
relieved the girls and we are now awaiting the results, all dressed up to go into town afterwards
to have a look at Athens.
P.S.

Tomorrow I receive your letter, Hooray

Tony and I wandered by ourselves last night around the seamy side of Athens and received
usual offers of feminine hospitality which we of course refused, and asked him if he had any
men for us. His eyes went wide, and looked disbelieving at us, I laughed so much that he was
soon convinced of our insincerity and carried on about his Greek girls.
We rose fairly late and wasted the morning doing our washing and cleaning the mud off the
Land Rover. The sun shone brilliantly, the temp. was about 84c. (Ross and I looked at the
steering, but could find nothing wrong so left it alone. I think we rectified the trouble by
tightening four nuts that had worked loose through faulty tab washers, that broke when we tried
to straighten them out to tighten the loose nuts.
It was late afternoon when we made our way to the Parthenon. On our arrival we were asked
for 15 denar and told that we would have to leave in 25 minutes so we didn’t bother. Instead
we went to Licabitos which is the Church of St George on the hill that overlooks Athens. We
arrived there at dusk, after racing Tony up the steep and never-ending flights of steps to look
down on Athens and its lights at night. We sat there for a good two hours, talking and looking,
waiting for the flood lights of the Parthenon to be turned on. From where we sat it was not
spectacular but worth the wait. I tried a long exposure on a colour film.
After the quick decent we went looking for food and had quite a good meal and a beer, and ice
cream coffee for less than 50p. Then once more to wander through the streets. Everyone sits
in bars, one in the street, eating drinking and singing to the music that floats or forces its way
from the bars. The whole place is a buzz and has life about it. I like this city and would spend
months in Greece and her Islands. The people are nice and friendly but will smile as they
charge you double, or short change you. This of course is the exception rather than the rule.
Some of the queers pucker their lips at you and wink making that noise the men make to passing
girls in England; this is part of the excitement of Greece, the whole atmosphere is conducive
to gaiety that the Athenians seem to enjoy in their leisure hours.
I still puff up as though a snake has bitten me, rather than a gnat or mosquito. This gives me
the same pride as a small boy returning to school after having his tonsils out and being the hero
for a day, showing everyone where they used to be, as I display my finger or hand that has
swollen out of recognition with its unbitten mate on the other side. I’m always intending to rig
up a mosquito net but never get around to it.
Tuesday 27 October 1964
We rose quite early and drove about 40 miles to a place called Gap-Sunion to the temple of
Poseidon, where after jumping the fence again, we wandered and spent hours looking and
taking photographs, then having lunch. In years gone by, people took to carving their names
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in the stone. Evidently Lord Byron had visited the place, and there for all to see, was his name,
well polished by the rubbing of fingers.
We idled away hours having lunch and lazing in the noon—day sun writing cards home. We
then motored back to Athens and spent the rest of the day at the Acropolis slipping in with the
guides to hear what they told the American tourists, some of it was tripe to butter up the
Americans by telling them that the only comparable buildings to the Parthenon are in the States.
All the cigar-smoking, camera-clicking Americans nodded in complete agreement.
Nevertheless, it was more than interesting. We stayed until it got dusk and after a troop of
sloppy soldiers came in, presented arms, played the national anthem, lowered the Greek flag,
then, after most of them not being unable to release bayonets from their rifles, ambled out with
us on their tail.
Then we drove to Omonia Square, parked the car, posted our mail, had a meal in a spit and
sawdust joint then back to the camp at 9 o’clock. We are going to the bar where the Greeks go
to dance and generally let off steam. I hope it is as good as it has been painted by the camp
warden who has definite homosexual tendencies in his mannerisms.
The bar turned out to be very good with dancing girls, a good band, and too much Ouzo that
tastes of aniseed, and is easy to drink, like lemonade with a kick like a mule. Max and I drove
Ross back to camp and put him into bed – out like a light; we went back and came in the bar,
half way through a fantastic belly dance on a table above starry-eyed Tony; and he was wearing
her veil round his neck; she leapt off the table and carried on shaking back bending in her silver
bikini. Everyone including the girls enjoyed the evening and we did not leave until three
o’clock in the morning. I felt reasonably sober, Max dead sober, Tony pickled and the girls
ranging from slightly drunk to sober. I got into bed and the world started to turn. I knew that I
was going to be sick. And sure enough I did, I lifted up the bottom of the tent and ‘sicked’ out
the back, then fell to sleep.
Wednesday 28 October 1964
I woke this morning with a thick head, tried to rouse myself into life, but after drinking a cup
of coffee, then bringing it up again, went back to bed, to waste another day in Athens. Tony
left his tape recorder in the bar last night, so we have to wait until 5 o’clock and see if they
have it. I hope so. I took a tape of the dancing and singing, mumbled a few drunken words on
the mike and will send it home, no matter what it’s like, otherwise it will never go.
We, the boys just wasted today lazing around, and trying to trace his tape recorder. He was too
drunk really to remember. The only think we know for sure is that it’s gone, presumed stolen
and now we have to go through the procedure of reporting it to the police; and Tony has to
report it to the insurance, and all the rest of the rigmarole. The tape I recorded at the restaurant,
I have had no chance to play it back so I don’t know whether there is anything on it or not, it’s
probably tripe anyway.
Thursday 29 October 1964
We packed the camp after breakfast, we went back to Athens to report the loss of the tape
recorder to the Special Tourist Police, who will deal with the matter. We then went to the
British Embassy, if the tape recorder was found then they would be contacted. Whilst Tony
was inside two Land Rovers drew up, they belonged to the Embassy. I asked the drivers about
the steering, they told me that their cars were the same, and advised me to go and see the
manager of the Embassy garage.
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I went to see the chap, he was a stout Englishman with a rough voice. He advised me that the
road springs had settled, and to have a wedge made up, that slides on top of the spring thus
putting the front axle at a different angle, thus giving the springs a new lease of life. If the
wedge goes in one way it improves, in the other it gets worse and there is no way of telling
which side it should go, just trial and error.
We went to the garage advised by the chap, with sign language indicated what was wanted, he
understood as though it was normal procedure, the first time the wedges went in the wrong
way, this made the steering worse; then we reversed it, and since then touch wood, we have
had no trouble.
Five miles later the clutch cylinder went, Ross and I got a bus into Athens to buy the parts
necessary, we were lucky and got a bus that took us past the Rover dealers. We purchased the
parts and caught the same bus on its return journey.
The rest of the night was spent by the side of the road, fixing it in and got into bed at 12.30.
Friday 30 October 1964
Marathon
We left our roadside camp behind us, and the locals in bewilderment wondering why we
camped behind the olive store house. They are used to people camping but not foreigners
because one passes great tribes of gypsies every day, moving along the road in gaily painted
carts, with donkeys trailing along, and goods or goats tied under the cart, so that they run at the
same pace as the horse or mule goes.
The women in the fields pick olives by thrashing the trees with 10ft canes so the olives fall to
the ground thus making them easy for collecting. Along the plains from Athens en route to
Thessaloniki there are fields and fields of cotton, with the cotton hanging out like small
snowballs and the fields scattered with white. The plants are not very big only standing about
18 ins in height, mere dwarfs to the photographs I have seen of the American cotton crops.
All over Greece and Yugoslavia herds of sheep or goats spill into the road in front of the car as
we round the bends, leaving the shepherds to throw stones at the leader to make it run in the
right direction to the clanging of the bell that even in the most remote areas can be heard like
strong music from a distance, floating over the hills and round the valleys.
We visited the tomb of the marathon warriors on the plain of Marathon then on to Delphi, once
again to wander among the ruins of the past. An officious keeper told me that the place had
closed. I grinned and walked by, he could not believe his eyes, and trotted along behind saying
did I not know what closed meant. I said “no” and carried on walking, he moaned on so I told
him that I could pay his country no greater respect than to come just to look, he looked hurt,
shut up and walked away. I wandered on my way.
Our camp consisted of a ploughed field. We just cooked a meal, put the beds down and ate the
meal. We did not bother with the tents just put them on top of us and slept as warm as toast.
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Saturday 31 October 1964
Thessaloniki
We lay in, or out, as we may see it, until 8 o’clock, and rose to find we were lying for all to see
from the road; and young boys, two on a bike were cycling up and down the road whistling.
One must have ridden past 10 times, ogling and showing off. The rest of the day passed
uneventfully, we just motored to make up the miles lost on the previous day.
We had our evening meal consisting of vegetables and meat that was tough even when tearing
it off the bone with our teeth. We are now going to Thessaloniki to see the town.
Route to Istanbul
After breakfasting on eggs, we went into Thessaloniki and waited for the bank to open at 11
o’clock, to change some money. I then spent a bomb on postage at the post office, that is also
open on Sundays.
Slowly and time taking, as we were in no great hurry, we drove our steady way to “Philippi”.
There is not much remaining. We managed to talk our way in for nothing, the main thing of
interest were open graves full of tortoises. Helen says she saw a snake. The Amphitheatre was
in reasonable repair. We then drove on until it was dark and managed to find a town with open
shops to buy food for the evening.
We have decided that we will drive on until 7.30 because if we stop at five, it’s soon dark so
we motor on. We have to camp in the dark, so we do most of miles of the day when it’s night,
we tend to roll and miles passed in the last two hours. Tonight we had fish, potatoes,
cauliflower. I would not eat the fish, it was all batter by the time it got to me.
Monday 02 November 1964
Turkey
I slept or tried to, all the way to the Turkish border, and collected a few more stamps in my
passport. We are now camping on the outskirts of Istanbul, waiting while the girls mess about
taking twice as long as we do when we cook the evening meal. Helen is deliberately
aggravating Tony and to some extent myself. Things will come to a head shortly, and Tony out
of his own pocket wants to pay her off to get rid of the thorn in our side. I do not wholly agree
but, my usual motto ‘wait and see!’
We are going into town tonight. I wonder if it meets our expectations.
We have clocked up 4,000 miles since leaving home. It seems so near and yet so far. When
we stopped for lunch inside the Turkish border, it was by a small mud and brick house. A boy
and an old lady lived there and we could see them looking out at us. Before long the boy was
out to give us a melon and indicated for us to eat it. We thanked him and he returned to his
house. Before we had a chance to cut it, he was out with another one. His generosity was
repaid by a tin of meat some apples and cigs. We went into his and we think his mother’s house;
it was about five paces square, bare except for two rough beds; food in the way of fruit and
vegetables spread out all over the place, hanging from the roof, on the shelves. She wanted to
give it all, although both she and her son were in rags, we were all touched with her generosity.
When we arrived at the camp Helen went to look at the swimming pool, so I threw her in fully
clothed for good measure. The whole atmosphere changed and morale shot up for a while.
The four girls have spent two hours cooking a stew. What they do I don’t know. We are using
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the cook facility of the camping site and we are now starving. I think they’re all “bloody
useless” I’d swap them for boys any day.
I have just finished the meal up; half cooked meat, and vegetables in stew and heard
disillusioning stories about what price we can expect for our Land Rover in Nepal. An
Australian couple have had the car broken into, and lost everything, and have been here five
weeks trying to get the insurances due to them. They told me afterwards that they got back
most of their gear but are still waiting to hear from the insurance company to get some money.
We wandered around the night’s show, that wasn’t up to much. Parts of it were exciting, the
first one was the best, a knife thrower, then they got progressively worse, fat belly dancers and
such. They did not like us there because we did not want any of the women, whose only
knowledge of English was “You buy me one drink for 40 lira, then afterwards to my house”. I
grinned and asked them how much they would pay me through a chap who acted as interpreter.
We spent 40p on one bottle of beer and that was our lot.
Tuesday 03 November 1964
Istanbul
First thing this morning I started to adjust the steering by taking shims out of the steering at the
swivel pin on the front wheel. This job should have taken two or three hours, instead it has
taken all day, and I’m waiting for Ross to come back from town with a part from the Land
Rover dealer, the choking thing is I could do without it now, but must wait in case he turns up
any minute. Tony has gone in too, to get the mail, from the British Consulate. So Max and I
have been here all day, another day wasted when I could be wandering around the Bazaar here,
that is supposed to be the biggest in the world. We’ll make up for it by going to another club
tonight.
After finishing the job, I got ready and we all went into town to a night club. It cost us 35p each
for a very good night out.
Wednesday 04 November 1964 to Friday 06 November 1964
Istanbul and leaving
I have had no time to write during my stay in Istanbul so I will write my impressions.
First the highlight and a day spent wandering round the largest covered bazaar in the world
where, at the jeweller’s shop no. 6 at the entrance near the burnt cauldron, one can get 30 lira
for a £1 note, instead of 25, the official rate of exchange. Where one can buy leather goods I
bargained for a fur-lined waistcoat for less than a £1 that started off at £2; a leather coat for £4
that started off at £8. Even if they do make on it, it’s still great fun bargaining.
The second feature, is the terrific cars – every 5 out of 6 is a taxi and does not wait to be hailed,
but stops everywhere and asks where people want to go. The taxi states its direction or
destination and people get on or off if it coincides with their wishes. This can be in the middle
of a three-lane traffic doing 40 m.p.h. where people are left to fend for themselves. No cars
have mirrors. The rule is pull out and make people stop for you. Most of them are great big
mostly old American cars, one in 10 has no lights that work, no-one takes any notice. One way
streets are used as such until one wants to go the other way. Everyone just makes room for
him working on the principle that they will do the same for you one day. If the traffic lights are
turned on, no-one takes any notice so they are often turned off. Yet there are few accidents
although thousands of very near misses that everyone laughs about. If someone runs in the
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road straight in front of you, and you miss him by a foot, it’s a great joke, everyone laughs
including the person just missed.
Food is cheap and good. One can eat out for 1/6d to 7/- at the most in a good restaurant. Food
is more expensive to buy fresh. Tonight, Friday 6th, we bought a meal for 6 people and coffee
for 8 for 18 lire. There are 30 to the pound (black market), so you can see just how cheap it is
here.
The people are the friendliest without a doubt we have encountered so far, although they charge
you double laughing their heads off. They laugh more when one catches them out. Everything
can be bought cheaper than the list price.
The night clubs are good and cheap, the hostesses don’t pester you to buy them drinks or for
them to entertain you otherwise. The floor shows are good and exciting although the girls
rarely strip to less than ‘G’ string and bra but they dance in a most exotic and exciting fashion.
The juggling and balancing acts are also good, often with children doing dangerous feats. Some
of them can only be 4 or 5 years old, and the cabarets start at 1.30 in the morning and end at
about 3.
I like Istanbul, it lives up to its ‘mind’s eye’ reputation, it’s mad, good fun and good to look at
with its domes and minarets all over the place. But one must be careful what one leaves lying
around, otherwise you don’t have it for long.
Friday 06 November 1964
near Sardis Turkey
We got away quite early and uneventfully motored down the coast road on route to Sardis, then
on to Izmir. We are camping by the side of the road under a clear sky. It rained in the early
evening and into the darkness, but has now stopped. We have the tent and fly sheet up, the
girls in the tent and the boys under the fly sheet. Now time for bed and sleep.
Saturday 07 November 1964
Turkey
After stopping for a look at the recently excavated site at Sardis, we drove to and through Izmir,
the second port of Turkey and camped a couple of miles out the other side. We stopped in the
town, it was bustling and a mass of life. Ross, Tony and I are going back after the girls have
finished spending hours over the meal preparations. Tonight we are having spaghetti with
tomato sauce, meat and veg. I told Helen what I thought was wrong. She nearly went into tears,
said she was sorry and we are all living happily ever after, until the next time. Why should I
worry, I’m only running the show.
We went out to a night club – it was the worst yet.
Sunday 08 November 1964
near Ephesus
We rose leisurely to have a look round Izmir, a nice town. We first went and looked at the
quaint old boats moored at the quay side. We got chatting to the crew and were invited aboard.
We got from them that they sailed round the Black Sea and back to Izmir. They had a cargo of
timber and were in the preparations of unloading. I took their picture they gave me their address
to send them a copy. If I had been alone I would have been tempted to do a trip with them. The
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boat was about 50ft long and 20 across, with timber piled high on its decks. It was all wood
with a diesel engine to drive her. I’m sure for a very small fee I could have done a trip with
these tough, hard friendly Turks. The bows and stern were high in the centre, the gunnels were
low; it only had a tiller like a dingy to steer her and an old compass to guide her. A real old
junk type tramp.
We then saw the Roman ruins, not good, then went to the top of the hill of the town for a view
of the bay. There are twin hills, one with a castle and the other with slums we went up the slum
one.
Two chaps were sitting at the top smoking pot. I have been shown the stuff by the seamen, they
offered me a drag, I accepted, inhaling hard, as instructed. I received no sensation until driving
to our camping site en route to Ephesus, when I began to feel drowsy, so I let Tony take over
the wheel. But everyone was feeling tired with the heat, so that could be it. We camped early,
and got the tent up in daylight. We are now sitting round the table writing after a meal of fish
and vegetables - early to bed.
Today was spent doing my washing, mending, lying in the sun and fishing off the end of a jetty
into the sea; whilst the others went to see the ruins of Ephesus. I spent a blissful idle day for a
change. At Ephesus Tony met an Englishman who was well informed on ruins. He has done
our trip in reverse spending eight months so far, taking thousands of photographs of ruins and
castles en route, and gone miles round to find them. He had an evening meal with us and he
told us he was a doctor in the Royal Navy and managed this trip by saying he wanted to
specialise in tropical diseases. Somehow he managed to kid them the Middle East came under
that category, visiting hospitals en route. He advised us on what and how to use our drugs,
what else we should have, also the places to miss, and what to see en route. He was a real
character – we have taken his advice and are now going to follow the Turkish coast line round
after his assurance that the roads are reasonably good. His name is Richard Cleave, and he
lives in Putney.
Tuesday 10 November 1964
Turkey
Richard rose before dawn, to photograph Ephesus at the right time. When he came back we
had packed and were ready to roll. We looked at Ephesus. We only meant to spend an hour
but ended up all morning at Ephesus, and the church at the top of the hill overlooking Ephesus.
The church was supposed to be the last house of Mary, and pilgrims go to drink from the
miracle healing spring. I washed, drank, and filled up our water cans at the spring, the water
was beautiful, cool and clear.
We motored on over the plains of Turkey, passing through Izmir, Aydin, Denizli to Antalya,
passing many camels some of them strung out in a long line, silhouetted against the falling sun.
We camped before reaching Antalya in a field of dust. The roads were also of dust and
everywhere were clouds of dust as though it hadn’t rained for months. We threw up a great
cloud of dust behind us, and so did other vehicles so many times. We were motoring through
a miniature dust storm, there was not a breath of wind to clear it from the road. We ate apples
to take its taste from our throats.
We dragged ourselves out of the dusty bed, packed up and moved off without breakfast,
shopping in a one-horse town, with almost empty shops to buy odds and ends, post letters. We
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motored on over better roads having brunch by a pond full of ducks, frogs, fish and a horse that
waded around making the ducks fly in panic.
We then went onto Termessos, the road leading to it we were told could be driven up but we
decided to abandon the attempt to be kind to the car’s springs and walked up. The climb up
twisting and turning on never ending paths, was steep and gruelling but on arrival was made
worthwhile by entering an untouched and overgrown amphitheatre, that I did see, and an
acropolis that I didn’t.
We spoke to an old boy with a shot-gun whose job was fire watching from a small hut on top
of the very highest hill. He said that Germans, French and English had been digging there and
had dug up many coins and treasures. The place was famous because it’s the only town
Aliszander (Alexander) the Great couldn’t conquer – no wonder it took up hours to make the
top. There was nobody there except us. Made one feel that we were the only people to be there
for years. I’m sure very few people visit it (now there are hundreds every day).
Four hours later we were moving off to find a camping place. We ended up on the beach at
Side in a fisherman’s hut drying nets. It’s more like the south seas than the south seas itself.
The hut stands on stilts with a real thatched roof and half open sides. We cook, eat our spaghetti
and now are preparing for bed. We (Tony and I) now find it necessary to show our authority.
Tony and I have put ourselves on the other side of the fence – harassed by the petty whims of
the others, excluding Max; things as far as relationships are going better since we have taken
the reins.
Thursday 12 November 1964
Turkey
We rose to a beautiful sunrise. I thought about getting up and taking a picture but I’m afraid it
never got more than a good idea and I slept on. We had scrambled eggs and tomatoes.
We motored on following the coast round that turned into a dirt road and began to wind and
climb over some of the most beautiful roads and countryside through pine forests and
incredibly rough roads.
We stopped on the road for a swim in the cool clear waters of the Mediterranean, the sun shone
until the evening when the sky became slightly cloudy giving the best sunset I have ever seen
– the whole sky looked as though it was on fire. I took two photographs in colour, one of the
sun as it seemed to fall into the sea, and one of the inflamed sky, that left me breathless, (well
impressed anyway).
Tony and I shopped. Finding nothing worth buying bought a meal out, consisting of kebabs,
salad and beans, we then found a camping site on the beach under the stars.
Crowds of locals came round, regarding us with great interest, trying to help us, but hindering
us more than helping. One of the old boys took a fancy to Ross. Ross has been leading him on
ever since, the old boy has already made improper advances. Ross still thinks it’s a joke, and
accepted an invitation to go out in the old boy’s boat in the morning.
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Friday 15 November 1964
Turkey
When I awoke the locals had already gathered round in numbers, this to say they hinder all the
progress of the morning chores. Finding a quiet place becomes almost impossible because you
are followed everywhere.

Termessos
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We set off at twenty to ten, and motored only a short way to a crusader castle situated on the
beach. It’s a fabulous place, no-one to look after it, no-one to tell you not to do this or that. The
water was so tempting I stripped off when no-one was about and went in for a swim round the
castle; it was glorious, the waters clear and cool, one can lie in it for hours. I took two
photographs of the castle one black and white and another in colour. Later, we stopped for
lunch at a lovely unspoilt cove. Before eating we had another swim. The sea I have never seen
so blue, the sun’s still shining, and a cool refreshing breeze is blowing in from the sea. We had
our second puncture on the rough roads here. According to the map we should be on good roads
soon. The only thing that spoils life are the flies, they are always with us in swarms; every
time we stop to eat, they are a real pest.
We motored on and stopped at Silifke for provisions, where there two Americans working for
the Peace Corps. They were keen to talk to us so we made arrangements to meet that evening.
We carried on to set up camp and cooked grub. We returned to their house at 8.30 and spent
one of the most interesting and enlightening evenings so far. We learnt a lot about the Peace
Corps, but much more about the Turks, their customs, likes, hates, abilities and possibilities. I
have both their home addresses as they are both interesting. We got back to bed about 1.30 to
watching the shooting stars. I saw four, the mosquitoes zeroing in to bite.
Saturday 14 November 1964
Iskenderun, Turkey
Uneventful day, we were camped at a Mocamp. They have proved to be the best in Turkey,
with hot showers and cooking facilities free, but one pays a reasonable price in the first place.
The camps are run by B.P. Petrol and B.P. Garages hand out maps with their camps marked on
them.

Anamur Castle, Turkey
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I spent most of the hot, fly ridden morning under the bonnet of the Land Rover doing routine
checks on things like plugs, re-adjusted the tappets, cleared the points and similar maintenance.
The steering still is not perfect but I can do no more to it. There is also a knocking in the engine
that comes in at certain revs when accelerating or climbing. I think this is probably weak valve
springs.
We drove through uninteresting country after the scenic splendour of the past two days. I defy
anyone to show me a more beautiful coast line so near Europe than this.
We are now camped among orange and tangerine trees at a Shell camp site at Iskenderun.
Tomorrow we will be out of Turkey and into Syria. I am not looking forward to Syria, it could
never be as pleasant as Turkey. One day I want to return and spend more time on this coast. I
will have forgotten the flies by then.
This morning I awoke and could only open one eye, the other had been bitten above the eye
and it had swollen shut, it soon went down. I hope soon to become immune to bites and not
look like a prize fighter all the time. I am getting a good sun tan and my back is as brown as a
nut.
We rose early and got cracking after helping ourselves to a few oranges and tangerines. We
stopped to buy our last food and provisions at Antakya before going on to the Turkish border
on the road leading into Halep (Aleppo), Syria.
At the border we stopped to see what all the banging of drums and a noise that sounded like
bag-pipes was about. We went there and people pulled out chairs for us to sit on and watch. It
wasn’t long before they asked us to join in. They danced in a long line that if long enough
would make a circle, a man leading the dance was at the front. The dance was simple, three
steps forwards a kick with the left, bring it down, kick with the right, leg forwards and across
the left, one pace back, then again and again, to the beat of the two drummers that kept perfect
time.
Very soon these drums got tame, they asked us to twist; I was pushed to the fore, so being a
sometimes extravert I did so, they got in a big circle round me, clapping in time to the frenzied
pipes and drums. Helen took a film of it all and I gave a bow and left exhausted. We stayed
longer and asked what the dancing was for and was told it was a Moslem circumcision
ceremony. It seems that all Moslems celebrate this.
Monday 16 November 1964
Syria
We, including Ross, spent the night in the old man’s room. He turned out to be a shepherd,
and left us during the night to tend his flock. In the morning (this morning) he brought a sheep
in, got four pieces of iron hot, held the sheep on its side and proceeded to burn a ring round its
eye. The eye was inflamed, it looked like an abscess to me. He then rubbed what looked like
salt in the eye and round the burn, spitting as he went. He then pulled a lump of wool out of
the sheep wiped it clean and sent the sheep on its way. He turned to me grinning and asked for
money. I gave him some Turkish small change for the boy, as it was all that I have. They are
Arab and being joined by a friend who looks older and more grizzly and is watching the girls.
They stand and watch all day, saying nothing but missing nothing. They are a strange lot.
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We were about to depart when we were descended upon by the village dignitary who wore a
smart western suit, collar and tie, white shoes and hat. I must have been asked to twist again
by him. I gave a short one, they are content with anything, their lives are so monotonous,
anyway there is so little variation in their dances.
We got through the Syrian border with less fuss than we first anticipated and after taking a
wrong turning and retracing our steps some miles. We drove round the back of some building
and set camp. As soon as we arrived one Arab in typical Arabian clothes with a sheep skin
cloak approached us. In sign language we asked if we would be allowed to sleep where we
were. He beckoned us to a large room that he had and I took it to be his son asleep and living
in. His hospitality is so generous that Tony and I want to stay. The others want to chance their
luck under the stars again as we never bother with the tent unless we are stopping for two days
or more or its raining. At this moment the old Arab is squatting on his haunches watching the
girls prepare the evening meal. We will invite him to join but I don’t know whether he has
ever used a fork before. I hope so, people have been very friendly and I feel I know lots about
them. When I get the chance I’ll learn more about the customs etc. of these people.
On the way to Palmyra we had two punctures, ruining two tyres and tubes, a very expensive
time for Tony and me. We decided to turn round after putting on the spare tyre and tube on
the wheel and motored back to Homs. We were bargaining for a second-hand tyre, they wanted
too much for it, when an English-speaking Arab asked us all to stay at his house. We accepted
as it was getting dark and our tyre was being repaired by putting a rubber sheath inside the
blown-out tyre; we stayed the night sleeping on the roof of the house whilst the girls used a
room.
The Arabs certainly stretch out their hands in a most hospitable way to tourists; they have
helped us any way they can, giving to us things that in comparison in wealth we could not
repay. We can use anything of theirs we wish, and they ask us to use more; in short they are
thoroughly likeable. We have heard of the trouble between Syria and Israel, I can’t see it in any
way interfering with us and our plans.
Tuesday 17 November 1964
Syria
I am now at Palmyra to stand and stare, take photographs and say I’ve done it. As strange as
this place is, standing by itself in a sea of sand and blowing dust, I can build no true enthusiasm
for it. I think only Sarah and Tony can, and the others just to say ‘done it’. I say I’m not
interested and wandered off alone down the maze of mud and stone walls, too high to see over,
except for the towering date palms, and the deep dusty grass foliage of the olive trees.
There are iron gates set in the walls with square peep holes in, when one looks through one
sees only more and more palms, no sign of any dwelling. Now and again someone passes on a
donkey, that has a load of two or three times its size on its back, and still has strength to turn
round without its master’s permission and follow a she donkey, with their masters trying
frantically to part them.
There is a strange mixture of east and west here. The town people regard those of the villages
and therefore not in western dress as savages at the same time trying to impress us to the extent
of bowing and scraping and calling me the unwarranted title of ‘Sir’. One of the first things
told us at our hospital friend’s house is that the Arab has a culture and is not barbarian as the
West tend to think. When Helen who is so simple, with a motto that if somebody does not get
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on with me, there is something wrong with them, asks our host if he has a television. He
flusters and replies that he is getting one next month. We know that this possibility is more
than remote, as he is a student and his father is a foreman road sweeper.
Helen plays a dangerous game of tease the Arab. Our host, who is one of the local muscle men
at the age of twenty, has more chance of flying in the air, must be at the breaking point of
frustration, with all the girls being dead keen one minute and wanting to get rid of them the
next. If then (Helen) comes to grief I will not help her for she has been warned, but thinks she
can handle them. For her sake, I hope she can because the Arab regards any foreign girl as
forward. Their only image of the west comes from films where everyone jumps into bed with
each other, therefore naturally they think that they can do the same, and when the opportunity
presents itself their hands are flying. This to me is an understandable way of thought for people
who have very little experience of a woman and should be treated accordingly. They think that
if you want a European girl you can just take her.
The desert is not the romantic place one expects. The people, their dress and mannerisms make
it more so. They have a sign language that I have adopted; when one is offered something, that
I don’t want to eat, drink or smoke, one pats one’s chest with the right hand and smilingly
shakes one’s head. This means respectfully, no, I don’t want it thank you. To say welcome,
one places the right hand on the chest and gives a slight bow. When one says no, one throws
one’s head in the air and makes a tut. Yes, is just a nod of the head. To say it is not right one
makes a tutting sound.
One rarely sees the face of a young girl. In the towns girls wear a fine mesh black veil over
the whole head. Out of the towns heavy black cloaks with hoods and veils are used but
sometimes the head is completely bare.
Wednesday 18 November 1964
We left the house of Kavim, the Syrian boy who had helped us with accommodation at his
home, leaving a mirror behind as a present for the man of the house. This was customary in
Syria. We then gave our farewells somewhat gladly, the pressure of being a peep show for all
neighbours and friends and not having a minute to relax gets too much, especially when one is
in the company of a large crowd anyway.
The locals learnt a new phrase that some kind person taught them, everyone repeats it every
time I was near them which was every five minutes that is “Harry! Have you locked the door
of the car with a key!” – this just about drove me potty and was I happy to say goodbye.
We visited the supposedly best crusader castle left at Qalaat al-Hosn (Krak des Chevaliers)
approximately 60kms from Homs. We spent a good few hours stumbling down dark twisting
staircases through tunnels that once the senseless crusaders used, swore and fought in. It started
to rain whilst there and continued all the way to the Lebanese border and on to Tripoli where
the thunder smashed and lightening flashed. The puddles were so deep and large that water was
splashed on the engine and often we were sparking on only two or three plugs but carried on
until it dried out.
We were driving around the town wondering where to go when a young boy took a fancy to
the girls in the back. When we stopped he stopped also and asked us if he could help, we told
him we wanted a roof and not a hotel. He drove his car around to see if he could find us shelter,
and came back with his brother who also spoke English, who allowed us to use his beach hut,
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for which we were very grateful. He has now gone to find his Uncle who owns a house near
here which is near the beach to see if we can use the house. If he finds his Uncle and gets the
key, the rain is belting down and the flashes of lightening light up the bay, it will be good for
us.
Thursday 19 November 1964
Tripoli, Lebanon
The Arab boy whose name is Ahmed brought the key from his Uncle who he says is very rich
and owns six houses, he has many plantations on the island off South America – I think it is
called Curacao. He told us we can use the house for as long as we wish. These chaps are as
civilised as the Arabs of Syria, their generosity and willingness to help is beyond appreciation
for the reader of this Diary. The Uncle turned up this morning, a small fat nice looking man of
70 years, we were told he was once poor until he went away. The two brothers are going to
show us around Tripoli but one can sense frictions between them as though there is family
rivalry there. I believe it is common in Arabs for brother to be against brother for the eyes of
favour from the father, we have been told to stay here a month if we so wish. I for one would
like to stay for a week.
There was only one bed in the house, and as the girls didn’t want it, I jumped in, it was glorious
to lie on a soft mattress and pillow; it is the small things that one misses most after 6 weeks
away from home. It is nice to have a lavatory when one has a mild dose of dysentery. I think
that everyone has had this at one time or another, and must endure not only the diarrhoea but
the stink of the primitive bogs here. I think that now we all use any bog irrespective of stink.
One of the brothers came by the name of Mohammed, he took us out to do some shopping and
change money to buy two tyres with thicker walls than the last ones, for £28 including one tube
that we managed to get, through the bargaining powers of my good friends.
The tyres’ original price was £17 for each tyre but this is still a lump out of our pockets. We
then went to see a movie and saw for the second time “To Kill a Mocking Bird.” I enjoyed it
almost as much as the first time, the only thing that is off putting are the Arab and French subtitles. This was paid for us by the most sincere Arab I have yet to meet; he speaks not one word
of English, and I no Arabic, but his friendliness can be felt. His name is Abdullah Babury, and
he has invited us to lunch at his house tomorrow.
Abdullah then sneaked off somewhere. I thought he was upset about something, he then came
back and asked us to go with him for a drink. We followed up a seven-storey lift into a
seemingly bare room in which stood a man who looked in his 60’s but turned out to be 72. His
wisdom was apparent from the word go. It turned out he lived 50 years in America, and sang
the tenor lead in many operas, had four sons, most of them actors, and now played the Zither
to entertain himself and us. He told us he had studied music in Italy, and he had been to most
European countries singing. He played a few short tunes for us then sang, as we drank the
bottle of whisky that had been provided for us. His name is, I think “Serberger” something.
We left at a respectable hour and returned to the house, where Helen has been ill and had not
moved very much from her bed since we arrived at the house. Judy who had stayed with her,
was also asleep. It’s a good job for Helen’s sake that we have this house; it would be very
miserable if we were on the road for her.
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Friday 20 November 1964
Tripoli, Lebanon
I woke several times in the night midst the wildest wind and storm I have ever known. The
wind is almost flattening the trees and bushes outside the window of my bedroom. The people
of Lebanon tell us this is the first rain for seven months. If only we had left two weeks earlier,
we should have missed the bad weather we have encountered along the route.
Mohammed Barude met us in the town whilst Tony and I were out shopping. He has turned
out to be a very fine chap and a good friend. He came back with us to the house of his Uncle,
in which we are staying. Then we left again at 11.30 to lunch with one of the finest and most
sincere men I have ever met, his name is Abdulla Badbury. We first arrived, and drank coffee,
an old Arab custom, the first thing of welcome is a cup of coffee. He then brought his children
in to be introduced; he has two of the cutest boys and a darling little girl I have ever seen in
one family. He acted as the best host it has ever been my privilege to be a guest of. Among the
guests was one whose name I can’t remember, the old man I mentioned before, and we talked
of many things, before the lunch that was a real bean feast. There were four main dishes; one
was fish, and rice, with large meaty lumps of fish, rice and nuts, which was delicious, one of
fried meat and tomatoes and the best of the main dishes, a speciality of Lebanon, raw meat that
has been beaten to a pulp, laid out on a plate like a pancake, and garnished with nuts and oil; a
little of this at a time is enough, as it tends to get sickly. There were three or four other dishes,
but in small quantities; also the flat Arab bread that is like a round pancake. I felt bloated and
after washing my hands after the meal as well as before, sat down to a cigarette thinking the
meal had finished. Then was brought in a sweet sticky pancake filled with cream, then one
large apple, orange and a bunch of grapes for everyone. The warmth with which this was given
is beyond my pen. I only hope that if by chance I have the opportunity to repay them, I do it in
full.
We then returned to the house armed with two bottles of whisky a crate of Pepsi cola and a
large block of ice with Mohammed, Abdullah and two friends. We drank and tried to play
party games, to try to do something through the language barrier. We ended up by laughing
between the flat periods. Then Tony and I took everyone home, stopping on the way to play a
game of cards at the card houses where tea is drunk and Hubble Bubble Pipes are smoked.
Tony and I had one between us. We then returned to the house that we now refer to as home,
the wind and rain still going a tempest with the lightening lighting up the room brighter than
day.
Saturday 21 November 1964
Tripoli, Lebanon
I wrote until my pen and candle ran out simultaneously, then lay in bed thinking as for some
reason I was wide awake so I just listened to the noise of the storm, letting my mind build
castles in the air, a thing that with my mind I find easy to do. The storm was wonderful. At
times so close that I felt fear, as this house and the beach is the highest place around here. The
flat roof holds the water on it like a great tank. The weight of the water on the skimpy roof
also went through my thoughts. Thank God we are not in a tent. I know that the tent is really
not strong enough to have withstood these gales.
Helen did her stupid girl act this morning, by screaming the house down at the sight of a lizard,
daft bastard.
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The rain has stopped, we are trying to get Mohammed to drive us into Beirut to collect the mail,
but he now does not have to go because the weather is so bad, darn it. One of the jobs for today
is to get the two tyres on the back of the car and I hope, post this letter.
Sunday 22 November 1964
Tripoli, Lebanon
The only thing I have done today is to go into Tripoli and fit the new tyres, post a letter, and
buy fruit. The rest of the day was spent in glorious leisure, just sitting, smoking, and writing
home and to you. We are now going out again, for no reason really but that Mohammed wants
to, he is fed up with standing around. It is now 4.45, the ideal day has flashed past, the rain
has rained and the wind has blown-this is the main reason for not going out. Also, when I go
I do all the driving, and with a mad Arab giving me driving directions when not necessary, and
forgetting when it is.
I did not bother to go out, I stayed behind to wash my trousers and my hair and chat around the
oil lamp with Max and Ross, when Tony came back with the girls with Mohammed and
Achmed, a miserable looking money changer, who is always trying his hand with the girls. He
always is good to the boys but the Arabs only see Western girls in films in night clubs. The
girls will not listen to us, and in the eyes of the Arabs, act like their only comparison, so they
must expect the man-handling they receive, until they learn to act as the Arab women act, and
that is to be modest and take a back seat.
When one visits a foreign country, one picks up the customs and acts accordingly, if this is not
done, one can only expect them to have one’s actions misinterpreted.
All the boys accompanied by Achmed and Mohammed went out to a coffee house, where Arabs
rich and poor get together and play cards, dominoes, and a game that is a mixture between
draughts and chess; they drink tea, coffee and smoke on the hubble bubble pipe, one of which
Tony and I had, I found it most enjoyable to sit and puff.
Of course, we soon were sitting in a large circle with everyone who could speak English talking
at once. We were then taken to one side, I played cards with three other men. Tony, Ross and
Max played the chess game. My partners were Mohammed, Achmed and a Gypsy looking man
who worked on the buildings. Everyone argues furiously about everything and cheats all the
time, this is part of the game and everyone does it. My good friend Abdullah was behind me
telling or I should say showing me how to play my hand. I had the most incredible luck and
could not put a foot wrong. We completed two games, amongst an uproar, the gypsy-looking
man insisting I played my own hand, and everyone else playing my hand for me. They argue
as though the next step is a fight but it never happens, they all end up laughing. Achmed lost
every game. This was thought of as a huge joke by one and all, because he loses every time he
plays, and losers pay for the tea. Achmed’s face got longer and longer, and his, of all faces, can
look a picture of misery. I won every time thus this too was considered a great joke with the
onlookers and there was plenty of roaring with laughter the whole time. I spent a very enjoyable
evening playing and smoking all the time. The only words of English Achmed knows are
‘Harry. Welcome’. He said this as he, out of the blue, took me by the arm and led me out of
the coffee house across the road to a cake shop. It really seems strange to walk arm in arm with
a man, but to the Arab this is just a gesture of great friendliness and is only done to one’s special
friends. He bought a cake for all of us which was warm, sticky with syrup and filled with cream.
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After our cake, we left for home saying goodbye to our newfound friends and drove off into
the night, stopping to give a lift to a cousin of Mohammed who is in the Ministry of
Immigration and would wangle any fiddles we wanted to extend our visas. We do not want
this, but in Tony’s mind is the idea that Lebanon could be his haven for life. I can quite see
why too, the people make the country.
Sunday 21 November to Tuesday 23 November 1964
Lebanon, Tripoli
I have not had time to write the past days, we broke a half-shaft going up to see the Cedars of
Lebanon and I had had to spend time and money going to Beirut to get the parts. There have
been many things for my pen to write but now they have slipped from my memory.
The main impression received in the past days is the way the elders of the family have absolute
power over the youngsters; the word of a father or uncle will never be gone against. I have seen
Mohammed turn on his heels and leave at the word of an uncle, it was only our liking for him
that made the uncle change his mind and allow him back. It is much stronger than I have written
but at the moment I have a headache and cannot concentrate. It turned out that Mohammed was
running an Orange Farm in Curacao, in the Caribbean. He had divorced his Lebanese wife, and
was living with his new Dutch woman. He refused to take back his Lebanese wife and would
not give up his Dutch woman. All unbeknown to us, this big family rift was going on.
Later, headache gone.
We left with a round of goodbyes, taking Mohammed with us to Beirut, he had some business
there. Tony and I spent our time bargaining for good rates of exchange for the countries left to
pass through. In most cases we have made quite a bit of profit on the original rate of exchange.
We hope that things turn out fine for us. In most cases for every five pounds we changed we
gained one. We are hoping that we do not get approached by the black market of these countries
offering us a better rate, one must try not to be too clever, or we’ll cut our own throats.
I was supposed to collect a package from Mum here containing a fiberglass kit to repair a hole
in the petrol tank. It was sent ages ago, but not yet arrived, blast it. Tomorrow we are going to
the central post office, I hope it is there. Tony and I ate out tonight we had half a chicken each
for just over 5/- each, we are staying at a youth hostel only one night though.
Thursday 26 November 1964
We got breakfast over and drove our merry way into town. Tony and I bought lots of provisions
for the lean part of the trip yet to come. We bought mostly tinned meat and fish, rice and coffee
and vegetables.
We then went to Baalbek and did that taking colour photographs to bore everybody when I get
home, then on to Damascus, crossing the Syrian border in the meantime without any trouble
with our Lebanese visa out of date by one day.
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Temple of Jupiter, Baalbeck
Tony and I put our foot down about paying for accommodation. As we see it, it is not the
responsibility of the kitty, Tony and I, to pay for the expenses incurred. We won our point;
with Tony’s beat about the bush approach and my straight to the point, we managed to get our
point over and win the day without much of a problem.
It was dark when we arrived in Damascus so we drove to the main square, parked in a taxi rank
and waited. We were soon approached by a taxi driver, who spoke perfect English. He had
spent one year in the British Army and three and a half years in the Navy – he came from
Palestine, he spoke with very little bitterness about the Jews for a man in his position.
He directed us to a cheap hotel about 3/3d per night, we have again got beds. I think people
will prefer this to camping and so set the trend; this suits me down to the ground, and now each
paying for one’s self as a precedent the kitty is in no danger of crumbling. We are having cured
meat, and rice tonight. We may go out after the meal or stay in, our room in the hotel overlooks
the street, the Bazaars are close at hand so we are in a prime position to see the town tomorrow.
Later
I did not go out, we sat round the table after the meal, talking about stamps and stamp collecting
instead. We washed up, me washing by way of a change. I do nothing most of the time. Went
to the bog for the second time since arriving at the hotel; I still have a mild dose of the trots,
one time constipated next time diarrhoea but never getting bad enough to worry about taking
any medicine, then sat on my bed writing a long letter to Mum, Dad and the rest. It’s now time
for bed so that’s what I’ll do, goodnight.
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Friday 27 November 1964
Damascus, Syria
Arose to the call of breakfast, then went out to buy the food for the day. On the way we saw a
shop window – a load of sovereigns and half-sovereigns: we asked the price of them, and they
told me they were made in Italy. I can’t understand this. Anyway, we met an English speaking
Arab. He is quite young and took us down the street called Straight2. The bazaar shops were
closed, today being Friday the Muslim half day, but the Christian and Jewish, I repeat Jewish
population, are open today. I bought two metres of brocade, it’s pink and gold, one of the more
subtle colours they had on display. I bargained for at least half an hour and got it for a price I
considered to be fair, although if the receiver is happy with it I would willingly have paid more.
Tony and I said goodbye to our friend who promised to meet up again at our hotel at 9.30 and
go to a night club. Damascus is a nice place but not the hustle and bustle that I am sure we will
find if we stay tomorrow. that is debateable until we decide after the meal that is being prepared
now. I also bought an Arab head-dress, including black verruse and head scarf.
We went to the night club, it was the worst yet, the cabaret was pathetic and the beer expensive.
Saturday 28 November 1964
Lodib, Jordan
My first morning job was to find a garage and get the petrol tank mended. After finding the
small back-street garage who would do the job, waiting about three hours while they took the
tank off, soldered up the hole, and put it back again. This cost £1 but the amount of work
involved, and dirt the man removing the tank got smothered in, I thought it was well worth the
money. I have not looked to see if it is o.k. or not but I think so.

2

The Street called Straight in the New Testament, or Damascus Straight Street is the Roman street (Decumanus
Maximus) which runs from east to west in the old city of Damascus, Syria. It was visited by Paul the Apostle as
recorded in the Acts of the Apostles (Acts 9:11)
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We packed up and left Damascus at three o’clock with Tony at the wheel and me trying to
sleep in the back on a bumpy road. Every time I dozed off, we went over a bigger bump and I
clouted my head on the bloody Land Rover roof.
Whilst at the border a Greek Catholic Priest came over and asked us if we needed a place to
sleep that night, we thought and said yes. He directed us to his church and told us we could
sleep in the crypt under his church.
By the church is a hospital run by the “Save the Children Fund”. Two English nurses and one
English doctor are here. We were invited over but when we arrived there was only the L.R.
mechanic here, who was sent by his firm Rolls Royce to spend a year in Jordon, maintaining
the Land Rovers. He is a Scot by the name of Donald Fraser. We spent an hour talking to him
but did not see the nurses, who had had a tough day of it, and were in bed; and after washing I
shall do likewise.
Sunday 29 November 1964
On the banks of the River Jordan en route to Jericho.
After going to the 8 o’clock mass that we felt obliged to go to we were entertained by the Father
and an English-speaking Nun to a coffee after the service.

We went to a pile of stone called Jerash. They were very interesting but most of my time was
spent looking at the left-hand brake lining that had caught on fire, and was locking on when
braking.
We picked up a crazy American boy who is 22, and left America because he said “I used to be
worried for a while”. We asked no more; he stayed with us all day, lunch and he is now waiting
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for dinner. He’s a prize scrounger, but we don’t mind for a day. He wants to go to Jericho and
we will drop him there tomorrow.
The brake lining is now just a charred lump of cinder, and the brake drums scored; we will
have to get them done; we seem to have quite a lot of trouble with little things blast it.
Tonight we are having curry and rice with other junk. As long as it’s in large proportions I
don’t care; I feel hungry. The American boy tells us he has some hashish that we are all going
to try tonight. I do so with some hesitation; I feel it is degrading to try and see pleasure in such
a pathetic way. But the experience should be interesting; he says it’s all in the mind, and if you
really wish for a sensation you will get it, but if you don’t believe that this will be wonderful,
no sensation at all will be achieved. I hope not, but I’ll let you know the result of it.
Monday 30 November 1964
near Jericho Jordon on the River
I tried hashish, and never again. I have never felt so disgusted and degraded with myself, as I
lost all control of my physical power; I fought to control my senses, I managed this, but could
not manage physical control. Every part of me at one time was useless. I could not control my
bowels and excrement just poured from my body; I being like a man paralysed with no control
over my abdomen muscles and spewing at the same time. I was so weak that only with a mental
fight could I stand and manage to do the things necessary for a man in my position. The
American told us he was homosexual, he too was under the influence, he said that he could
never have sexual intercourse and the story he told us was only a figment of his imagination. I
feel not sorry but repulsed by him who used this to pull himself into a world of unreality where
he is a man and tells all to face up to life instead of running away, the reason he is here.
The experience I would not have missed for the world but like becoming drunk, once
experienced will never do it again; the stupidity of this hashish smoking is beyond my
reasoning as to why people need this stupid world of unreality to relax themselves. The
American tells us about the way he, as a New Yorker, carries on taking the stuff. I remember
he confessed at one time that New York was not his home, and he told people it was for some
reason he could not understand; he could not understand our disgust at it, and in his warped
way laughed at us for being naive and tried to boast what the kids at home do. We dropped
him at Jerusalem. I hope not to see him again. Even now, the following morning, I do not feel
my old self and a bit dead, never again will I be so stupid to take this stuff. The others never
took it properly and never experienced what I did. I probably overdosed.
We stopped in Jericho to buy provisions for the day, more-time wasted, then out to some
scrubby ruins nearby that were less than uninteresting, and I have not a clue as to what they
were or represented. I am now doing something to the car instead. I have just changed the oil.
Next time it will be the oil filter – the sun is strong and hot we are now below sea level only a
few miles from Jerusalem and the Dead Sea; once again it’s becoming a drag only because of
my lack of interest in the ruins.
I am now through almost two writing pads. When reading back, it always seems tripe; I hope
you at least enjoy some of it, so that my writing time is not completely wasted. HARRY
We dropped our American friend and after making many enquiries we took a cheap hotel at
3/9 (18p) per night, 4 per room. This is a reasonable price to pay, considering we run riot,
turning the bedroom into a kitchen, filling the place up with the smells of cooking.
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Tony was floored today at Jericho. He still wonders why. There was a man praying towards
Mecca and Tony walked in front of him. The man hit Tony and knocked him out with a stool.
There are two probabilities; blocking path to Mecca – this may be a great insult, the other, the
man, a soldier, was guarding something and Tony walked up without his knowing, so annoying
him. I think the first idea is probably right.
Tuesday 1 December 1964
Jerusalem, Jordan
Jerusalem is a fabulous place, but not if one expects it to hold religious significances. Inside
the walled town were very few cars and one enormous market, a maze of streets where every
other shop sells souvenirs usually with religious symbols. Everyone seems to speak English,
even small boys 5-6 call out after you in English. One can bargain for everything. I bought all
my Christmas cards and will send them by ordinary post. I also bought a camel leather holdall bag for 30/-. The workmanship is not as good but it will serve my purposes.
First thing this morning was to have the brake fixed. I had our spare linings fitted and the drum
skimmed for £1. Considering the amount of work involved the price was good.
Tony and I wandered around seeing the dome of the rock where Abraham was going to sacrifice
his son Isaac. And the hill of Calvary, if one believes that it is the place it is supposed to be. I
think there are three of them here along with three tombs of Christ and one of Mary. There is
also one in Turkey. One man said there are 50 stations of the cross, depending on your religion,
each one saying Christ carried the cross a different way. He was a Moslem though and rather
sneered at the stupid Christians who could not make up their minds. For myself – I’ll for the
sake of argument go by the Fourteen given out by the Jordan Tourist Authority.
Somehow I have managed to get myself a stinking cold, so I now have to look after myself.
The Times and the Arabs inform us of the Pope’s decision to exempt the Jews of blame for the
Crucifixion of Christ. I think that the Arab churches will break away from the Church in Rome
because of this.
After the best breakfast yet of eggs, tomatoes and fried bread cooked by Tony and Ross, I admit
that they only cooked for four, because the girls got up to see dawn break near Jerusalem. The
only trouble is that the only hill one can climb has the sun behind them. They say that they
won’t bother again.
I went up the Mount of Olives to see what, in a small round shrine, is the shape that people
with imagination say was Jesus’ foot print. We met two other chaps en route to Australia; they
had a diesel Land Rover and their fuel bill was less than one third of ours, their car was new
and this makes a difference in comparison.
We talked with them and an Arab who owned the small café where we ate our midday
sandwich. He was in the British Army during the war and spoke politics some of which we
roared at. We then looked at the garden tomb, and the Mandelbaum Gate, then into the main
town where we met two chaps from Essex who were travelling on a motor bike and side car. I
wish them luck. It’s a hard way to travel in this weather and conditions.
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While Tony was cooking the evening meal, Helen came in with an American who had been a
swimming coach at Tokyo. He was dying to tell us about his own swimming ability but we
would not ask him. He was a right big head anyway.
I must apologise for the standard of my writing, I seem to have lost my mood and can only
scratch the surface of things, nothing has any thought behind it. Sorry.
Thursday 3 December 1964
Jordan
We left Jerusalem for Bethlehem and visited the site where the Holy Manger is supposed to be;
there is more tripe and ballyhoo connected with this place than any other. About five yards
from the Holy Manger is a cave room where Herod had the babies killed. They then say it was
a tomb where lots of babies’ skeletons were found. The more one asks the more fairy tale the
story becomes, until it is out of all proportion for a wandering mind. The more controversial
the less believable it all becomes.
We then went down to the shores of the Dead Sea. I did not go in. Tony did and has been
coughing and sniffing ever since; he put his head under and got his eyes full of salt, and came
out with great red eyes. We wanted to go and see the Dead Sea caves but they wanted 5/- (25p)
before you get anywhere near them, so we turned round and went our way. After a late lunch
motored on to Petra and camped by the side of the road about 5 miles away in the pitch dark,
stumbling and cursing at the desert that has boulders strewn around everywhere which in the
dark are a real pest.
We all saw the Dead Sea Scrolls this morning at the very interesting Natural History Museum
in Jerusalem. I would have liked more time to have browsed round. I think tonight is curry, just
the thing for a cold desert night. I think everyone has a cold now, it started with Judy and spread
around us all.
near Amman
I spent one of the best days yet wandering around the ruins of Petra. I gave a boy a $1 bill, sent
by Win (my sister) to ride his donkey in and out of the gully that leads into the city proper.
This was less than half the price of a horse. The entry can never be forgotten. One just follows
a narrow gauge that twists and turns until the sun blinds you at the finish by reflecting on the
face of the Temple or Roman Treasury as you prefer. I took many colour pictures of the place.
I only hope I can do it justice with my photographs.
One should and could easily spend three or four days exploring and browsing around. This is
one place not spoilt by tourists even though there is a hotel tucked away in a corner where
Americans spend a day in the bar, eating and being driven in and out by Land Rovers instead
of walking about like the more romantic souls. One in the bar sent a shiver down my spine by
saying that it should be included in a coach tour. How easily it could be ruined if this should
happen (there are now thousands of tourists everyday (year 2000)). In 1964 we had the whole
place to ourselves. The mere fact that you could wander all day and meet only a few shepherds
is the whole romance of the place. I must return here one day to spend more time, it’s a fabulous
place and I’m hard to impress by ancient sights.
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The entrance to Petra
We left and motored through to almost Amman where we pitched camp and are now in the
process of cooking. I left the shopping bag in a shop. In it was most of the ingredients for the
evening meal, we were so busy bargaining about the price of meat, then walking out with
disgust, leaving the bag behind. Nevertheless the evening meal was good and wholesome,
consisting of two tins of Chinese corned mutton, one large tin of peas and ravioli (pasta) ending
with a cup of lemon tea with no milk available anywhere, then early to bed.
Friday 4 December 1964
Amman, Jordan
We left Amman for our long desert haul to Baghdad, making reasonable time driving into the
night. At Amman we watched the police frisk the people going in and out of the post office to
see if they were carrying a gun. We saw one Arab dressed in traditional clothes, hand in a
pistol and collect it on his outward journey. I have never seen so many guns, as I have in the
Arab countries. They seem to always keep them at the ready.
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We spent some time at the Jordan/Iraq border being shown a hunting falcon by its owner, and
Tony and Sarah talking to a French man about the road conditions in Afghanistan. All along
the desert road there are check points, with armed guards, demanding passports then almost
incredibly grinning and handing them back.
They always asked us if we are Deutsch (German). We say no English; they refuse to believe
it and insist we are German. Even at the showing of our passports, they only half believe we
are English. Why this is so, is still a mystery to me, perhaps they have a reason.
We were told we could use a room at an oil pumping station, so we asked a man who spoke
only a little English if we could. He said yes, until one o’clock. This we did not understand
so we cooked the meat and got our beds ready. At 12.30 we were ready to get into bed. The
soldier who said we could stay was looking very worried. We said ‘Nuts’. He said we must go
and we got into bed. The next thing we knew the captain turned up. We were laughing our
heads off by now at the antics of the soldiers who continuously ran to and fro through the room
to the bog outside.
The captain called me in. I went in with a soldier who saluted and clicked his heels. I shook
hands with him and explained our position. Exempting the worried soldier from blame he told
me nicely that we were in a military establishment and that the order is no one can stay for
more than an hour, and that we must go. We told him that it would take us a long time to pack
the Land Rover.
It was of no use, so everything was thrown in with Ross on top holding all the made up beds
in position, to save dismantling them, and off we went down the road until just out of sight and
mind then camped in the desert. It was bitter cold until inside the sleeping bag covered with
the heavy canvas of the fly sheet. We find this method of sleeping both the warmest and the
quickest. The morale on the trip gets brighter all the time. Everyone having the will and ability
to laugh all the time no matter what. Everyone having the ability to take on the circumstances
no matter how derogatory.
Sunday 6 December 1964
50 miles from Baghdad
We left our unchosen site and drove off into the baron wastes. I like the desert, it gives me the
impression that there is life everywhere; there are lizards, mice with long Kangaroo-type hind
legs. Tracks of animals are everywhere in the sand. Once off the road, herds of sheep being
driven along without a blade of grass in sight; bloody soldiers asking to see the passports all
the time, can’t read the English, then handing them back with a grin.
A bus had punctured and waved us down indicating they wanted a patch to mend a puncture.
We got out our puncture outfit and waited while they removed a tyre showing canvas all the
way round the tread. He got the tyre off the rim, and inside was another tyre with all the tread
cut off, inside this was a tube split round the centre, inside was the tube with a hole in.
I stuck a patch on for him and we went our way stopping 50 yards further down to chat with
the occupants of another Land Rover heading homewards towards England. They had been
climbing a mountain near Everest. We chatted, drawing what information we could from them
about the position of selling the Land Rover in Nepal. We were told that we could get a good
price but we will be paid in Nepalese money. This of course is of no use to us, as it is not
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negotiable currency in any other country; so the problem still remains, we must have sterling
and to try and change £800 worth of Nepalese with tourists would take a long time.
We drove through the town of Ramadi stopping to fight like mad to try and knock the price of
oranges down, without success. We had to pay 6d (21/2p) each for them and 1/- (5p) a pound
for apples, downright extortionists to our thinking, and camped in the desert on the other side
of it, only 60 miles from Baghdad, once again using the fly sheet to keep warm, and out of the
wind.
Monday 7 December 1964
Baghdad
I spent the coldest night of all last night, Max must have turned over, pulling the fly sheet off
me in the night.
We got into Baghdad about 11 o’clock and wasted two hours whilst the girls made up their
minds where to stay. Tony and I made their minds up for them and then spent 5 hours
wandering around looking at the wonders of the East, although our image of Baghdad is
shattered. On entering, the whole place looks as though a strong wind would blow it over. We
wandered around the Bazaars and spent an hour watching a little goldsmith making jewellery
and drawing gold wire through progressively smaller holes, making it both longer and thinner.
He was an old man who knew great patience, dressed in rags, squatting on the floor of his tiny
shop, making crude jewellery. Here there is much poverty and beggars who are pushed away
by other people when they try and approach us, the richer are ashamed that foreigners like us
should see their poverty.
I want to give every beggar a small coin, I can do no more. All they want is enough for the
next meal, for I’m sure their thoughts and wishes go no further than the next bite; let after that
look for itself, and I can do no more than give them the next bite; the problem is too great for
me to even begin. One woman was spat at in the face by a soldier for pestering us; not only are
they poor but they suffer much humiliation with degradation.
One can well see how the power in Iraq must have military backing, soldiers are everywhere.
One can never look at a crowd without seeing a mass of uniformed men. This may be
exaggerated by the fact that anyone can buy a uniform in the bazaars and the poor are often
wearing army clothing. The bazaars are full of tailors making uniforms for the army, and pistol
holsters for the many people who for some reason carry a pistol on them at all times. Why I
can’t imagine.
We decided to spend the night at the Y.M.C.A. where I had my first bath since leaving England
and now feel clean like I have never felt. Tony and I had a meal here of roast beef, baked
potatoes, carrots, preceded by cream of egg soup and followed by Swiss roll and coffee, and a
long chat. The meal cost us 2/- (10p) each and the bed 6/- (30p). We slept between sheets and
a real pillow, I must finish now because I can think of no more and must not waste the bed.
Tuesday 8 December 1964
Babylon Iraq (8,000 miles)
We left Baghdad with another hot wash, then on the one-and-a-half-hour drive to Babylon, to
have breakfast again of eggs. I don’t remember a breakfast yet where we haven’t had them,
mostly scrambled with tomatoes.
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I spent only a little time wandering around the ruins of Babylon. It’s only a pile of crumbling
dust covered brickwork, with nothing else to see there not worth the stop in my opinion. But I
am no lover of ruins, I have not the imagination to think myself into the past like the people
who think they should be impressed.
We motored on the road as smooth as silk until we passed Bilwaniya when the road suddenly
turned into the roughest dirt track yet, except from Yugoslavia, and we have miles of this; every
time the Euphrates floods, it covers the road and washes it away. The road is wide enough for
six lane traffic but everyone uses the smoothest part, so only one way is used; the dust leaves
one blind until the wind blows it away, but the greatest pest are the stupid bloody police who,
at every village have posts where we are supposed to get ourselves registered. This takes about
half an hour, but we now have a method. We drive straight passed the police waving at him as
he is waving his arms frantically trying to stop us, we wave back grinning. If he follows, we
get angry with him. We write down our passport numbers and names. Tony signs it to make it
look official, thrusts it in the now frightened man’s hand and drive off in contempt. So far it
works.
We accidentally drove into a small town of Rumatha, we were turning round when we noticed
there was a festival in the town. We were invited by an English-speaking man to have a look.
We wandered around being followed by crowds of people, some of them spending all their
time chasing the kids away and giving some of them a good bashing. They told us that at 7
o’clock there was going to be a play and would we like to stay; we did not want to wait the
hour and so they started early, talking Tony into giving a performance so we climbed all eight
of us on the stage, and were met by a tremendous applause. I twisted. Tony twisted. We all
sang ‘Green Grow the Rushes O’ amidst thunderous applause. They are thrilled with anything
that’s different from the usual run of their own entertainment. The crowning straw was the
local police chief who had talked us into staying kept us half an hour trying to find something
wrong with our passports. Tony overdid the shouting stuff and the poor bloke got in such a flap
he couldn’t write and took twice the time to fill the forms in. We then motored on. Just outside
the village, on the opposite side of the Euphrates, we passed a long line of black hooded shapes,
the women who were not allowed to mix with the men at the fair were watching what was
going on from across the river. They did look like a strange mass of black in their black robes
covering their heads and leaving only their eyes, standing in a line.
We drove through one more town, dodging the police and ended by camping in an open field
amidst the dust. This is a god-forsaken place in the area of the Marsh Arabs, near the
confluence of the Tigris and Euphrates. The irrigation here relies on them both flooding and
the signs of this are everywhere. The people live in horrible mud and straw huts in stinking
conditions, everything has a coating of dust.
The evening meal consisted of corned beef potatoes beans and cabbage, the corned beef was
cooked with onions and tasted delicious.
Wednesday 9 December 1964
Iraq, Ur
We left our dusty camping site and motored on to Ur, passing great herds of camels and donkey
trains. None of the roads have sign posts and only half of the signposts have English on them,
and our map has no Arabic to compare so we drive by senses. There is nothing of interest to
me, just a pointless looking brick lump; the roads are again terrible and there is a haze of dust
blown by the wind that cuts visibility down to about half a mile. I would hate to have to spend
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the rest of my days in this god forsaken place. I’m sitting on the temple at Ur, and there is
nothing to be seen for miles except sand and flying dust. This land is so flat that when the
floods come they must stretch for miles and miles; the ground is baked and cracked as though
water was in it not so long ago.
We left Ur and headed towards Nasirija; according to our map the best roads could be expected
by following the Euphrates for 80 klms then turning right at Qurna into Basra.
We followed this road right into the swamps of the Euphrates Tigris fork, right into the land of
the Marsh Arabs, (read “A Reed shaken by the Wind”), and what turned out to be a blunder
because the road came to a dead end. The only way to come on to Basra was by boat so we
retraced our steps wasting miles, but boy was it worth it.
I had a glimpse into the lives of these strong peoples who live in huts of reeds and cow dung;
for me to attempt to describe the wonders of the people and wild life around. Thesiger, the
explorer, has just written a book on them. I must read it. I myself would love to come back to
this area with a movie camera, this is perfect material for a film.
We eventually found our way back to the main road to Basra and came to a small café and a
mass of tracks. I said we should go back and make sure we were on the right road as it had got
dark an hour before. Tony said it was the right road but the further we drove the more it looked
as though we were driving straight into the desert, and road was non-existent. We decided to
camp for the night and see what there was to see in the morning. Our worries were soon sent
to nought. A bus came rumbling past, we waved it down and asked the way, and Tony was
right, but for some time we were quite worried about our position as we could have taken a
road that headed into the desert, and we could have been on our way to Saudi Arabia. What a
flap, we stopped with half a tank of petrol.
We are now camped miles away from any habitation, probably the remotest place yet.
Tomorrow we will be in Basra, I hope, to post this letter It seems ages since I was in civilisation,
I don’t trust the postal service here but I have my fingers crossed. I am sending two letters as I
have written too much rubbish for one. HARRY
We set off on what we took for a road but was just a track in the desert, that we could pick our
way by following 44-gallon oil drums filled with sand as markers for the road; the road was so
rough that we headed for the open desert, keeping the drums to our left, and we knew there was
a railway somewhere on our right. We lost the oil drums once and ended up at the railway that
we followed to where we met the oil drums again. The path we took was incredibly rough and
shook the life out of the L.R. The whole body rattles and you can see gaps opening and closing
round the doors and the windscreen shaken in its frame, as the whole body shakes and distorts;
the top seems to have gotten wider, because the shelf above the driving cab fell down because
it wouldn’t reach each side. Next the engine started to fade and come back again.
We bought 4 gallons at twice the normal rate and, at a mud hut, where the railway meets the
oil drums, we normally pay 2/2d (20p) per gallon, but this rogue wanted 6/6d (60p) but got
4/4d (40p).
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The Ziggurat of Ur
We drove on, now following concrete posts with about ¼ mile spaces between them, the engine
still dying and me trying everything to see if I could rectify it, fitting a new distributor head,
cleaning all the points in sight, cleaning the carburettor and jets out, testing the spark all
working. As a last hope I tested all the contacts and found the earth at the coil to be loose, I
tightened and the fault was rectified. We carried on, mile after mile over bumpy roads that have
to be seen to be believed, with nothing on the skyline for as far as the eye could see in any
direction, except the posts stretching away into the distance, and hearing the ear shattering
rattle of the car over the never-ending bumps.
I hit one extra big bump that came up before I could stop and saw the roof rack fly past fully
laden and land upside down and intact by our side. We spent half an hour putting the bloody
things back on and repacking. I looked under the rear springs and noticed one of the rear rubber
shock absorbers had smashed to smithereens and the other was on its last legs, the spring on
the smashed side was bending the other way. So it must have been weakened by the bumps as
it withstood the extra weight; we limped on, the poor L.R. listing heavily to port.
A feeble cheer went up when we came in sight of the oil derricks, burning their great flame
that lights the desert sky like a sunset in the south. Another 10 more miles of limping found us
once again on tarmac after being twice without a bearing to drive by in the desert and only a
map with no compass. We had to leave the road to avoid a pot hole big enough to get stuck in
for hours and got stuck so that everyone had to get out and push to free her. The road improved
but we hit the main road about 10 miles before we expected, glad to see the desert behind us.
We went through one heavy dust storm, that cut visibility down to 10 yards and lasted about
10 minutes, just long enough to smooth over all the tracks of the cars and lorries before us. We
also had a rain storm, that if it had held, would have made the road deep in wallowing mud.
The road on the map is marked as useable, in dry periods, it didn’t say anything about there not
being a road at all. It was real desert with bleached white bones of animals scattered around. I
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think it did the L.R. a lot of harm, the best part of it is the engine, but that’s no good when the
rest of it is being shaken to bits.
On our arrival at Basra we made straight for the British Consulate to pick up mail, and for the
first time we were treated with a welcome grin even though we got the Consulate General out
of his bath. We must be a rarity amongst the travellers who come this way.
We then asked a taxi driver for a cheap hotel. He showed us one for 1/6d (12p) each a night
that we accepted even though it’s a flea-pit, it’s better than sleeping in the desert. One of the
chaps running it speaks English, and will teach it in two years’ time. His English is no better
than a person who has learned French for two years, and he has been studying five already.
We had a good meal and with my decision decided not to take the southern road into Persia,
the poor L.R. won’t take too much pounding. We will now go back to Baghdad on the good
road on the left of the Euphrates and then to Tehran; and see how the car goes before we decide
whether or not to miss Afghanistan.
Sarah just knocked on the door and said she had just see two big rats so we covered up all our
food and put a weight on the lid of the box. Goodnight.
Thursday 10 December 1964
Basra, Iraq
After breakfast I went and found the taxi driver who had found us the cheap hotel. I asked him
where the garages were as in the Middle East all garages for repairs are together. He told me
where to go and soon I had a chap taking the rear springs off to retemper them. By this they
mean getting a big hammer and bending each leaf separately back into the bow shape. I also
decided to get the front ones done, and new rubber pads fitted to the rear. It works. It’s quite
expensive but I hope will prove us trouble-free on the suspension from now on.
We are not going back to Baghdad but are taking a good road through Persia (Iran). This
should save time and miles to Tehran. I’m also going to get the roof rack securely fixed.
The springs cost us £8.25. If I had been in Iraq it would have cost £4. The roof rack cost us
another £1.25 so today for Tony and I has been an expensive one but we must expect things
like this to happen with the load we pile aboard. The roof rack could never have come off now
even if we wanted it to. The whole day for me has been spent at garages, telling the nits that if
they didn’t do it my way they would get no money so they did it my way.
We did not leave Basra until 1 o’clock. The one and only bridge on the Shat El Arab was a
pontoon bridge. The bank had been washed away and it was liable to collapse if any weight
was put on it, so we pushed our way to go to the front of the queue, received red carpet treatment
and was second to cross the bridge losing our place to another pig. But this meant one long
drive to Baghdad as there was no place to stay en route and the desert was water- logged; the
rain does not sink into the soil but lies on the surface because of its clay texture.
The clay was also washed all over the road making it like a skating rink. It rained nearly the
whole of the 350 miles; sometimes it poured in an electric storm. The car skidded twice, the
first time it was all controlled, the second time it went too far and I wrestled with the wheel to
keep it on the road, but the conditions in that patch were too bad. I could see that I was going
over the bank at the side, I straightened the wheel so we drove down at a direct angle instead
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of broadside and the Gods were with us and we remained upright. We found a piece of land
that was not too steep and drove in four-wheel drive through the now thick mud back to the
road, with everybody pushing to help grip-pats on the back for me driving. I walked back to
see what the road was like and so much clay was on the road that it was a job to stand let alone
drive. The road had been dry and this was a sudden wet patch.
We drove into the night and arrived in Baghdad at 1.30, managed to find a cheap and filthy
hotel at 3/- (30p) per night, a toilet wild horses wouldn’t get me into and two sinks with 1/4” of
slime around each one. Truly a first-class place and yet I had one of the best night’s sleep yet.
Sunday 13 December 1964
Baghdad, Iraq
We breezed out of Baghdad at 12.30 after seeing the museum which had many of the finds
from Ur, which was very interesting more so than the actual sight.
An uneventful day we only covered about 150 miles and spent some or most of our driving
time messing about with customs.
Iraq and into Iran, they are bloody pests. They have no idea of organisation and we have to
trot along and hang around for them.
We at last found a camping place and were told not to camp because of wolves in the area, we
can hear them howling, and foxes - he had one in the boot of his car. I don’t know for sure but
I think Sarah told him off about shooting the poor thing. I think she’s crackers she’ll walk past
a beggar and not turn a hair. We are encamped at the foot of the Zagros mountains and can see
the snow line by the moonlight. It truly is a ghostly sight; the great craggy rocks look ghostly
in the moonlight. It’s a haunting exciting place to camp. The grub tonight is my favourite curry,
but I bet the meat is tough. I know for a fact we have eaten camel, I saw the butcher cut it off
the carcass, and the fact of the hump was plain to see, it didn’t taste too bad at all. Any meat
is eaten here except pig.
Whilst eating our meal two armed policemen came up and told us in sign language that it is
dangerous to camp here because of bandits. At first they left us to get on with it, but then
changed their minds and got insistent but still friendly that we moved on. So we decided that
they knew best and perhaps there were bandits and we could hear the wolves and see the foxes,
so on we went packing the camp and away.
On the road into the mountains we were waved down by a policeman of course with his rifle
but their stop signals are never clear so we carried on. When he thought we weren’t going to
stop one of them that looked like a Russian before the revolution, raised his rifle to his shoulder
to take aim at us, we stopped as fast as we could, laughing. I am not convinced they thought us
bandits. When they saw we weren’t bandits they waved us on but I hope it’s the last time I
look down a rifle barrel the wrong way.
We drove on to the town whose name I don’t know and asked for a hotel, we got one but one
of us was advised to sleep in the car so I volunteered. I hope I get a good night’s sleep. One of
the girls came down for the insect powder and said her bed is full of fleas. So it looks as though
the idea to sleep in the L.R. was a good one for me.
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Monday 14 December 1964
Aveh, Persia (Iran)
We left our place of rest and drove higher and higher into the snow-covered mountains, all the
time getting colder and colder, our feet getting numb and ice-like. We spent the day motoring
through the snow. The mountains, although high, on the whole uninteresting. We breezed into
Aveh about 8 o’clock, found a hotel, knocked the chap down from £3 for all of us to £1 and
moved in, the girls cooking nosh, and me talking to the locals, drinking Persian tea, in of course
a glass. Tony does not look or act well tonight. He never looks after himself. Somehow we
managed to all cram in one room, I perchance had a soft bed and mattress and slept well.
Tuesday 15 December 1964
Tehran Iran (Persia)
We drove to Tehran over not very impressive mountains; but the distant mountains looked like
something out of a fairy land and somehow unreal. The sun shone, but it was still icy and one’s
feet could not be felt. We arrived at the British Embassy whilst it was still light and all sat in
the car reading our letters then off to find a hotel; we found a very ---(14 to 20 December missing)
Isfahan
I got a real shock when I realised that Christmas is only 5 days away, and me with no chance
of getting to Lahore to receive my Christmas mail in time. Somewhat of a disappointment that
I’m sure must be shared by my fellows. I wonder or where or what I’ll do upon the day - Max
and Ross are in favour of forgetting it, and I’m not sure whether they have the right idea or not
…
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(Diary pages from 16 to 20 December 1964 are missing.)
We started to put the cylinder head back again with low hopes of this being the complete
answer, and of course it was not. Although the engine sounded better, it was still not up to
much, so I accepted the invitation of a local garage who seemed to have one mechanic who
looked and proved to be competent. He listened and looked and took the carburettor to bits,
cleaned it, and it was grubby. I renewed the points and set the gap, he tinkered some more and
the result that for 12/- (60p) the L.R. was running like a bird again. Whilst the car was on the
Hydraulic Lift I went underneath and found the universal joint on the prop-shaft breaking. So
I’m taking it back tomorrow and having this done; and the whole car, including the engine,
cleaned for an extra 8/- (40p) and it really needs a good clean.
Tonight’s meal was chicken and chips. Ross fried the chips and between us we bought the
chicken ready cooked for 10/- it was funny but went down very well. The others go to bed
early, the time is now 10 o’clock and they have been in bed for an hour already. I like this, I
can sit and think and write in complete silence and solitude.
Monday 21 December 1964
Isfahan, Iran
We finished the front springs of the L.R. and tightened up all the nuts the mechanic at Basra
had bodged, then ran the car round to the garage. The mechanic seemed to know what he was
doing and he replaced the universal joint, that had broken and would have left us stranded if it
broke completely and lost our rear drive. We also had it washed, it made the world of difference
to the appearance.
Tuesday 22 December 1964
Isfahan, Iran
I spent the morning on the L.R. cutting off lengths of chain and fitting them on the spare wheel,
ready for the ice to come. I don’t know how long it will last for or how far the ice extends.
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The afternoon was spent talking to the girls about their escapades of their trip to Shiraz. By
the way they looked as though they had had a rough time of it; they had spent 18 hours
travelling in a slow-moving lorry crammed together tightly in the cab of the lorry.
Tony and I wandered around the town together looking at the Masjid-i-Shah Mosque. Quite a
spectacle but I’m not so fond of Islamic Art, for that matter in any art in large doses; then back
to the hotel and out again to spend £8 on things that last, like tins of food and such like.
Up to 24 December 1964
The Great Salt Desert
Onwards we went, struggling our way through the second largest desert in the world with
disastrous affects, we blew two tyres both with 6” splits along the tops of the treads. We stayed
one night at Rafsanjan, and temporarily patched up our tyres, by having great lumps of canvases
stitched over the great holes.
The bumping out way to Zada, again blew the two tyres. On our score we have had 10
punctures, 4 new tyres and 6 inner tubes, one of which we still have as a spare, altogether on
tyres we have spent £60 the lot.
The roads are worst – more than terrible, it is shaking the L.R. to death. To date on this road
we have had three punctures already described, had the exhaust pipe completely fall off, the
welding being shaken loose, the driving side door shaken off, the winch fall to pieces on us. I
may be lucky and have the part to fix it, the radiator shakes so loose that the fan clouts it and
has big grooves in it, and the air filter on the tappet cover shakes loose and gets lost.
All this, and only half way through the rough stage.
Friday 25 December 1964 Christmas Day
Kerman, Iran
We limped into Kerman at three in the morning, without a spare tyre or tube to our names.
After a lot of running around we found a cheap hotel, all 8 of us for 12/6d (62p) per night, and
I awoke at some early hour, to see Tony and the three English girls amongst us preparing for
Church.
The only Christian Church for 400 miles around was there and holding a Christmas Service in
English, so I shot out of bed and rushed to join them. The service was a bit of a hash up. An
American girl was playing the organ for the first time in her life so one can guess what it was
like (another Peace Corps Worker).And then there were not enough hymn books to go around
of the same type, and the carols had different words in different hymn books so everyone was
trying to press their words over the others and it ended in a complete hash up. We afterwards
had tea at the vicarage and met two English boys on a motor bike and sidecar, with a Canadian
on a Honda m/cycle. We chatted in the vicarage and decided to try and make a Christmas of it
together.
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Tony and I went out to buy two tyres and the Christmas grub (half a roast chicken each at 5/(20p per meat-eating head) and the boys lobbing 10/- (50p) each for beer and vodka at 6/- (30p)
per bottle. When we returned there were four strange men sitting in our room drinking vodka
and coke, two English and two Canadian. They invited us all to spend Christmas at their house,
and they were working on a contract to install a radio-communication system here.
So we all traipsed round taking our booze and chicken with us, and had a reasonable evening,
mostly sitting round chatting and back to bed for me, having the worst dose of dysentery yet –
four times on the bog in an hour, each time desperate, and woke early in the morning ready for
a good spew that didn’t come. I think it may have been the rich food; for a long time, I have
been not eating, I had half a chicken and the biggest steak I have yet had.
Saturday 26 December 1964 – Boxing Day
Iran
After spending a sweltering morning putting on the two new tyres and swopping the spare onto
a different rim and a lunch I did not eat much of because of my stomach-ache, we bounced
onwards, the Land Rover doing 120 spring-shattering miles before stopping at Bam for the
night. Amidst changing the tyres, Tony was flogging one of our tents, it cost us £7 and we
flogged it for £17 – I hope we can make this profit on all our goods - I’ll be rich.
Bam for a night of well-earned rest, I have felt so tired of late, full of ideas for what to write
but no time to do it, or inclination, I need all the sleep I can get and so have no time to write.
Sunday 27 December 1964
Mirjawa (Mirjaveh), Iran
From Bam we bashed and bumped our way to Mirjawa, 12 kl. from the Pakistan border. The
only interesting part of the road was where the Land Rover bumped and bashed its way up a
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dry river bed. Every time it rains, the road becomes a river then after the rain the first lorry
through makes the road for the rest.
Our springs are well down at the back again. I’m not sure what to do. I think I’ll wait until the
journey’s end before I do any more to them.
We are staying at the workman’s hut at the customs post. It looks as though many hitch-hikers
come this way and stay here and wait for a water train, to take them into Pakistan. They have
all left their impressions of Iran in the various languages mainly German and English.
The old night watchman has already stated in his pigeon English “this place no good, no whisky
no fags” the girls are cooking the grub, corned beef stew again.
Monday 28 December 1964
Quetta, Pakistan
A day spent mostly motoring and messing about with the Pakistan customs that were not as
stringent as we expected. From the border we covered 80 miles of not so bad cinder roads and
then hit the tarmac, that we hope will see us through to Ceylon – we stopped at Quetta at 2
Tuesday morning; this was more by necessity than desire because the place we wanted to stop
was like a ghost town at 10 o’clock with no lights, and only a few mangy dogs roaming around.
So we drove the 80 miles to Quetta all the time being reminded of the good old British Colonies,
the signs are clear and in English, the roads are marked with painted white stones and Englishtype road signs. Every shop has a sign in English and Pakistani.
Then into the Faran Hotel, cutting his price from four rupees to two, then to sleep through until
12.30 the next morning.
Tuesday 29 December 1964
Quetta Pakistan
I awoke as previously stated at 12.30 this morning, after getting into bed at 2.30 the previous
night. I wandered down to the Restaurant below and had an English style two fried eggs, toast
and tea, most delicious.
Then Tony and I went to see the Afghan consulate and took from them the visas forms to be
completed in triplicate, with a photo on each, but free.
We then went round the vegetable market and bought our stocks remarkably good and
reasonable and cheap, had some food mostly rubbish that we couldn’t eat.
We finished off with tea and cakes at the restaurant below our hotel. Whilst in there a Pakistani
wanted to know if it was our car outside, I said yes and proceeded to try out the land for selling
it here, we talked for a while, and he said he would return later. We then returned to the hotel
and was told by the girls that Ross was off to buy an air ticket home and would we try and stop
him. After a long and sometimes heated discussion as to the whys and wherefores of the case
Ross had put up as to his reasons, largely placed on the shoulders of Tony and I, and we in turn
or should I say, I, as we both presented different cases, chucked the ball back in their court,
defended ourselves as to our position on the trip as we both know quite definitely that we are
on the other side of the fence and if we go down the pan, they would not consider helping us
in any way.
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Anyway, Ross returned and after not so much persuasions on our part, decided to stay and went
with Tony to have a bath. On their return I went, and on my return, Tony was sitting in our
room with the two Pakistanis talking about selling the Land Rover. After an hour it was left
that we contact them as to what price we have been offered and they would let us know straight
away whether or not they could better this. One is the relation of the Maharajah of a still semiindependent state of Pakistan near the N.W. Frontier and the other a captain in the army, and
they have told us because of their positions they can work round the illegalities of the deal. The
price we quoted was £1000 sterling and they did not raise any eye brow at this, and it looks as
though we may get this amount and in sterling - let’s hope!
Then back into the hornet’s nest, and after a meal of vegetables curry with mango chutney, told
all present that we need another £6 per head per week – the trip is extended. We received a
cool reception and will not know until the morning whether or not it will be accepted. Tony
thinks it will, as for me I can’t say, I think some will, some won’t; most of them only think of
their pound of flesh, and consider our gamble at their advantage, for they have had the best
bargain of any trip we have yet encountered.
Off to bed we go to think on it, but the morning will tell. If the answer is no, from here we
drive non-stop to Ceylon. If yes, we go into Afghanistan and then Nepal and on to Ceylon. I’m
hoping for all our sakes it’s extended. It would be a great shame if we missed out on the best
and probably the most enriching experience yet.
Afghanistan
We left Quetta at 12 o’clock after doing precious little except hang around for the girls who
vanished somewhere and came back glowing as though they had had their bottoms pinched by
an amorous Pakistani, and quickly motored over the good roads into Afghanistan to spend two
hours at the Pakistani customs and another hour at the Afghan frontier in the most laborious
and red-taped way possible. More time was spent when Tony realised in Afghanistan he left a
pen he had used for 12 years at the Pakistani border and the Afghans refused to let us go back
and get it, mainly because they did not realise our request. So Tony, under the cover of darkness
crossed the border, retrieved his pen and back, dodging the armed guards whilst we kept them
busy. On thinking afterwards, I realised he did a risky thing and if I had known his intentions
would not have agreed to it.
We arrived in Kandahar quite late and walked into places marked hotel, only to find that they
were only tea houses, but eventually found our way to the only hotel and after beating his price
down to half, accepted, moved in and Tony and I went out to buy a load of ready cooked kebabs
to go with our meal of cauliflower spuds and kebabs then off to bed. Tony was first to bed
looking mentally and physically worn out.
Tony lets the pettiness of the others worry him and suffers as a consequence. I take no notice
and remain one of the remaining three who do not show any signs of mental strain, thank God.
Tony works like a horse, he had everything thought out and organised well in advance, this
must be the main reason of his strain but what grits him most is the way the others regard his
efforts and treat him. But as always, he will get over it, he’s a tough boy and takes his knocks
well.
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Thursday 31 December 1964 - New Year’s Eve
Ghazni, Afghanistan
Again the day was spent up until 11.30 preparing breakfast, packing the Land Rover, Tony and
I shopping whilst the others looked around and the girls used their letters of introduction to the
Pakistani Consulate here.
Then we motored on to Ghazni over what we expected to be good roads, that were until it ran
out and went onto the old road, where the Americans hadn’t completed the new road and took
another bumpy ride. We misjudged the day’s mileage and arrived after dark after travelling in
most disappointing country to what the name Afghanistan conjures up in one’s mind’s eye, flat
plains with bleak mountains.
Our grub tonight was the usual chopped meat only curried, and eggs. Tony after stating his
case, and receiving sympathy is his old self again thank goodness. The light of the hotel goes
out at 10 o’clock when the local generator is turned off, so I must close now and get into bed
before I get caught in the dark.
Friday 1 January 1965 – New Year’s Day
Kabul, Afghanistan
When left for dead on Afghanistan plains
And the women come out to cut up your remains
Just roll on your rifle and blow out your brains
For you’re a better man that I am Gunga-Din.
I spent the morning thawing out the engine, it had frozen solid overnight. In doing so I missed
looking at the old area of Ghazni and from what I hear I missed a trip into 400 years in the past,
with everything crude, dirty and primitive. I felt choked but it had to be done.
We left Ghazni at 11.30 and after 50 miles reached the new American road again and drove the
remaining 50 miles in good time, to arrive in Kabul in good time and daylight.
The scenery was typical of the previous day, mountains and more snow. I don’t think
Afghanistan will ever really appeal to tourists. The only things that attract is the fact that it’s
not a tourist country, the only thing of real interest would be the mountain tribes; they are as
remote, but for a fleeting glimpse it’s impossible to make contact and if I could, I wouldn’t
know how to go about doing so.
From what little I’ve see of Kabul I think it will be interesting. I hope tomorrow to buy a sheepskin coat, if the price is right; also a women’s head-piece, that completely covers the body, and
leaves only a mesh peep hole to see through.
We moved into a good clean hotel at 4/6d per night and bought a meal for six here for just over
£1. It was the best meal bought yet, there is also what they call a bathroom here, that consists
of a hot and cold tap, and a rusty tin, one just pours the water over oneself but it’s quite
effective.
Tony is very much his old self again, once he gets things off his chest, he resumes his normal
self.
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Saturday 2 January 1965
Today’s the day when everyone spends like mad.
I have bought a sheep-skin wool lined 3/4 length cost 600 Afghanis, and on the Black Market I
get 190 Afghanis to that £1 sterling. I also in bargaining got him to throw in a pair of slippers,
wool lined and embroidered and bought for 20 Afghanis, a little over 2/0d (10d), a pair of
slippers for Sarah Jane (my niece).
We all spent a marvellous day getting into the swing of bargaining and I think doing well here
is the list of goodies purchased.
Helen 1 sheep skin rug or Eiderdown and 5 pairs of slippers.
Judy
1 rug, one coat, one hat, both very good for less than £8.
Sarah One coat, two hats, and slippers
Susan One coat and several pairs of slippers.
Tony
One more expensive coat at 900 Afghanis, 2 pairs of shoes.
And all of the gear was remarkably cheap and to catch up on Tony, I have to spend another 600
Afghanis, I may get another coat, but when thinking, I’ll only ever want one; if not I’ll catch
up by buying something else, somewhere else.

We are all going in for the black market like mad, Ross is buying his air ticket from Delhi to
Australia and saving £40 on the deal. He was told to do this by the man in the booking office.
There is no such thing as laws here. Even the chief of police will tell you the best way to work
the fiddles. One only realises how straight Britain is when one is out of it, but for us it is an
advantage.
The people here have a strange strong Mongol look about them - of course only the men. What
the women look like cannot be seen as after the age of 10 or 11 they are walking mounds of
shapeless femininity that in the open never show their faces. The Mongol influence is only in
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a certain % of the men, the rest sport beards in some cases 5 or 6 inches long and swathe their
beards in loose scruffy turbans and baggy bloomers and long shirt tails with western jackets
and blankets round their shoulders and over their heads.
Their toilet is wherever they are at the time and piles of human excreta have to be gingerly
danced over and round in any quiet alley.
For the evening meal we all ate at the Khyber Restaurant – it caters mainly for European people,
we all ate well on 30/- - £1.50 the lot. Tony and I stayed late chatting over a beer, the first one
for months, and walked slowly back to the hotel for me to spend another night lying in bed
wide awake and thinking.
I rose at 10 o’clock to change more money then on to the market to spend it on tinned food for
the lean times in India, where the meat cost 10/- (50p) per tin, along with everything else at
extortionate prices, then to eat at the Kubal hotel, we pay 15/- (75p) per two. The Kubal is the
biggest hotel in Kabul, that is itself a small place and can be walked round in a day and one
keeps coming again to the same spot.
We filled up with petrol that at our rate worked out at less than 1/6d (71/2 per gallon), then back
to our hotel, to take two street scenes in colour and to finish writing this letter. All this, instead
of taking an hour took 6 so the day here soon passes and the nights are long. Not a sign of the
daytime bustle can be seen after 7 o’clock and only 2 hours earlier the streets were packed with
people, and cars, moving at less than walking pace with the people holding them and their lives
in complete contempt. They have giant rickshaws drawn by four or more men, with great loads
on; all these men seem to be the ones with Mongol type features and the ones in the markets
straining under heavy sacks of grain also have almond eyes.
I have seen less beggars in Kabul than any country since the Middle East or the East itself. I
don’t know what to attribute this to. I believe it was 20o below a few weeks back so I expect it
killed them all off, and the ones about don’t look in bad shape, so maybe they are all new ones,
and will die off next winter.
Today is the beginning of a Moslem fast – Ramadan. We have been told that there will be
dancing tonight in the room below us, I can’t see why though, I think that it will be the exact
opposite and the place will close up for it has been closed all day.
Kabul is the nearest thing, once away from the stench, to Europe, with its clean cheap hotels,
sit down bogs, and paper to match, a cistern that works.
The Post Office here it's the weirdest yet – one goes, letter in hand to the stamp counter when
it is weighed and the postman puts the stamps on for you, then one takes the letter to a man in
the middle of the room who bangs the rubber stamp, and cancels the stamp, then one puts it in
the post box, where it is sent by coach to Pakistan, then on to its destination.
We were waiting to get an insurance certificate from England for India, it was not in the Post
Restante. The Afghan behind the counter got so exasperated that he invited Tony and I to look
for ourselves. All the continental names that start with surname first were in the wrong hole.
And the letter I needed was UNDER THE NAME ESQ (ESQUIRE - a courtesy title not used
today placed after a man’s surname). And as it was the last name the Afghan – who spoke no
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English had a pigeon hole under E. stacked full of ESQ. that Tony and I put in the correct
pigeon holes.
I wouldn’t like to be here in the height of summer, the stink would bowl me over, the rivers are
used as both laundries and lavatories.
Monday 4 January 1965
just in Pakistan
We left Kabul after taking back my Afghan coat, and changed it for one that was better made,
and smelt less, it still smells enough but I can bear to wear this one.
We drove over a fantastic pass that had a deep gorge with rushing waters of the Kabul River,
on to the Afghan customs and on to the babbling officialdom of the Pakistani customs, unable
to complete our progress because of Ramadan, where they fast in daylight and feast at night.
Of course, we arrived at dusk, and no one would see to us, we got half our customs junk outover and could not get the car finished because the no-one walla was at his feast, and everything
goes by the board.
Here also are an Australian and a Japanese chap travelling together. We had met them earlier
at Kabul so we invited them to eat with us; as no meat was available, so we had a vegetable
curry. It was quite good and wholesome. The Japanese chap seems a nice fellow. He carries
a small tear-gas pistol that he bought in Germany for 30/- (£1.50) – not a bad investment but I
cannot see any real practical use for it.

On talking more, I found out he was a black belt in Judo and we spent some time in discussion.
He makes me want to see Japan but I can’t see me going there.
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Tony was driving on a straight road at about 60 mph when we approached a bridge and not
until we were about 20 feet away did we see they had a half inch steel hawser across the road.
It was too late to stop, so we crashed it, pulling it out of its shackles so it whipped and smashed
the sides of the L.R. narrowly missing the rear windows, as it wrapped around us and we drove
over it. If it had been one inch each way it would have missed the seven inch wide panel
between the windows and smashed one of our windows. We stopped and the soldiers in charge
of the stupid barrier just stood there and did nothing but gape, so we drove on.
A mile further down the road we narrowly missed a lorry that pulled straight out of a field in
front of us. At this, Tony realised it was not his day and I took over the rest of the day’s driving.
We are one mile from the Khyber Pass, we can only cross in daylight because the area is still
tribal.
Tuesday 5 January 1965
Rawalpindi, Pakistan
We managed to get through the customs without too much messing around, and over the
Khyber Pass that was in no way a disappointment as a spectacle. One can see just why it is
such a strategical position. We broke the rules again and walked up the road, there are two –
one old for animals and one new for vehicles. It was quite an interesting walk and one felt in
the blood and glory of the past as we wound our way past both ancient and new fortifications
and gun emplacements. Many of the hillsmen here carry an old army 303 rifle; we looked at
some and they all had rounds ready to fire in the breach.
They are supposed to be wild and dangerous but we saw no indication of it. If anything, the
opposite. At the top of the pass is a small villa, and a new block of something is going up;
beneath it surrounded by a large crowd, stood a fiddler faker selling them some good luck
charms.
We spent some time looking for and photographing then found, Tony’s regimental crest, the
Sussex Reg. It was among the many plaques set in the mountain side. I took a photograph –and
one of the Khyber bus service with the gaily decorated sides. Then on to Peshawar, to have
lunch and wander around the bazaar. I went into the goldsmiths’ area where I watched two
small boys about 6 or 7 casting a gold ring. One never sees women but boys are always sitting
with the old men talking or smoking on the Hubble-bubble (Hooker) pipe.
Boys seem to do the work, until they are old enough to require money for their labours then
there is a sudden slump and they are no longer employed, this is only an idea and I have not
yet had it verified. We drove on to Rawalpindi crossing the Indus on a rather good bridge that
was two lanes, cars below and trains on top.
We arrived at Rawalpindi in time to spend an hour messing about finding a room for the night;
we managed to get a fairly large room with nothing in it for 2 rupees a night. Accommodation
is not cheap here and usually not good.
Wednesday 6 January 1965
20 miles from Lahore Pakistan
It was decided to retrace our steps 20 miles and do once again the rotten ruins of ??3. The
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Possibly Taxila
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museum was quite good but the sight itself was just the outlines of foundations so I spent little
time there, and instead took a photograph of a bullock-powered water wheel. We wasted time
and ended up leaving the site at three which left us a long hard drive into the night. In the
daylight we passed through some amazing country. It looked like another planet where the
wind and rain had blown and washed the earth into ravines and crevices with flat tops on them.
It was all the same shade of mud but quite impressive.

On the Khyber Pass
We stopped at a small town to buy the evening meat to go with the meal. We were as usual
surrounded by gaping onlookers and all the beggars regarded us as easy prey. One in particular
stood out, I estimate his age to be near mine, his head was shaved with a beard that could only
have been two or three months old; he was dressed in rags and displayed a weak and useless
arm but it was an arm so he is lucky. the thing remarkable about him was his striking good
looks, he had the most handsome face I have ever seen. I regret I gave nothing now; it’s hard
everyone now cries “baksheesh!’ everywhere we go. Every child that sees a foreigner asks for
money.
We motored on until 20 miles from Lahore and the long awaiting mail and asked our way to
the Dak Bungalow or Rest House and eventually found it. It was in a state of being repaired
but we talked our way in, passed the unwilling attendant and settled in carrying the gear from
the Land Rover to the Bungalow; the girls in all fairness also cart the gear in, and in the evening
spend their time in preparation of food, we did the more hefty jobs of bed getting.
For some reason we live off stewed meat and vegetables for the evening meal. Probably hunger
is the reason why.
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Thursday 7 January 1965
Lahore, Pakistan
Again, a late start then into Lahore after deciding to stay another night at the bungalow. We
drove as straight as we could through the mass of bullock carts and the horse-drawn Tonga
cabs and the mass of Vespa three wheel cabs to the British High Commissioner to receive the
mail.
Although pleased to receive it I received one letter from Julia dated 4th December, two cards
one from Ma and Su Gittins (very nice too) one from Jan and Brian and a letter from Sophia.
I’m sure many must have gone astray. I hope mine have not.
Lahore is a fascinating place, it is ahum with life and colour – I could spend weeks just
wandering. Tony and I visited the main mosque and the old fort, we only gave it a quick look
– expensive in India, there is plenty of poverty and signs of malnutrition. The town has the
largest flocks of hawks and vultures circling the city I have ever seen at one go; they are almost
as thick as pigeons over London.
We lunched at Shalimar Gardens that is supposed to be one of the best examples of Moghul
landscape architecture, but the ponds were dry and it did not look its full splendour. The park
was full of chipmunks that scampered everywhere. They are like small squirrels, with a dark
grey and brown stripe down their grey body. The air was full of the cries of birds with bright
green parrots flying around, so well camouflaged that they disappear directly they alight on a
tree. Also, masses of crows, they even look nice, with grey bodies, with grey wings and head.
Last but not least are the noble hawks (I think they are kites), and the huge craze vultures that
perch on the bare branches of high trees where they can watch to see if any decaying flesh is
to be taken.
The day was an enjoyable one, the sun shone with a warm freshness, the climate at this time is
ideal. The air feels warm and gay – I like today.
Friday 8 January 1965
Amritsar, India
Onwards from Lahore into India. We expected to be held up for some time by the customs
officials, but instead sailed through with the minimum of fuss.
I had felt ill in the morning. This built up to a painful stomach which prevailed most of the
day, I think it’s constipation. On our arrival at Amritsar, we were helped by a girl customs
official whom we had given a lift to, from the Indian customs post. The girls of course wanting
to go to a rest house, which cost us 8 rupees for the lot which consisted of one lounge, with a
ceiling at least 18ft high, one bedroom that the girls used, a kitchen also used by the girls, a
bathroom and a loo that I could not put to its full use.
I was soon in bed and slept almost solidly for 14 hours only waking to eat a little curry, then
once again into the arms of sleep.
Saturday 9 January 1965
Amritsar, India
I rose late having no sign of the pain the previous night, had a little breakfast, a wash then out
to the beautiful sunlight – outside there were no signs of the flocks of parrots (Parakeets) that
had filled the air the previous night at dusk but the air smelt fresh. We went to find the golden
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temple of the Sikhs. We drove into a maze of backstreets each one getting narrower than the
one before, until we were forced to stop.
The others got out to finish the journey by foot, I decided to stay for two reasons. One to guard
the L.R. the other because I did not really think I would be more than mildly interested (I did
go on a later trip with Kathy and it was very interesting); and I felt sick.
This is the area of the Sikhs and the sacred place of the Sikh religion. Most of the men sport
black beards, and under their turbans have shoulder-long hair; they still have a strong tendency
to giggle and act like girls. Along the narrow maze of streets, flow open ditches that are used
for everything; a woman walks out of her house and five yards up the road and dumps a tray
full of rubbish she has balanced on her head in the middle of the road to be flattened by the
heavy plod plod of the bullock carts that squeeze past the parked L.R.
Nearly everyone that passes runs their hands along the length of the car, looks at themselves in
the car mirrors or peers in the window; to move off with a start when they see me, no one
moves with any great pace, no wonder the price of food and the low rate of wages. In Pakistan
a building worker earns 3 rupees a day, this will just about enable him to buy corn, which they
can grind themselves to make bread. I feel India is worse, three rupees will buy next to nothing
and yet the people show some vitality so perhaps things aren’t as bad as I tend to see them.
I saw for the first time Leprosy, one was pushing another in a rough cart. Judy gave them a
rupee, I heard Sara say it was too much, I put mine away. There are many more sights such as
this to come and many more stomachs to temporarily fill.
When the rest returned we went to the square that is now a memorial where a British Officer,
General Dyer, ordered his troops to open fire on several thousand Sikhs, Moslems and Hindus
who were demonstrating there, supposedly killing 2,000 of them. This I think is a gross
exaggeration as in those days with no automatic weapons if two were killed with every bullet
it needed more soldiers in the area than he is supposed to have had.
On our way to Delhi we passed a field full of vultures. We stopped to see what they were
eating and crept up on them as they made a meal from a dead cow. There were also bloodstained dogs who were pulling the carcass that was rapidly disappearing. I took several
photographs of the bloody spectacle and of the cattle market nearby. One splendid old boy
posed standing to attention whilst I photographed him with his cow, who for some reason was
having his horns sharpened.
We drove on into the night wishing to cover the miles to leave Delhi an easy hop tomorrow.
We saw a sign to a rest house. We could find no-one around so we settled in. In rushed an
excited crowd of Indians - one with a long white beard and white jodhpur-like trousers and
smock – they had taken us for burglars. One man, the caretaker of the rest house swearing blind
we had broken in – in reality, we had just pushed the door open. First, they put on a big act of
anger but we pacified them when offering compensation and they went away with the idea that
in the morning the caretaker would be compensated very well for his trouble. During the
conversation afterwards they told us they had fired one shot into the air to frighten us away. It
was very obvious that they were frightened out of their lives.
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Sunday 10 January 1965
Delhi
We left leaving the dissatisfied caretaker with 10 rupees, that we considered fair payment
enough for nothing, on to see Chandigarh which is a modern monstrosity in rough unfinished
concrete; we could not make up our minds as to whether this was meant to look like this, or
it’s unfinished.
Then on to Delhi, a mass of humanity, the outskirts being a seething mass of shanties made of
rush matting and oil drums. On the pavements in the town, under the covered arches of doors,
sleep the homeless – they have their beds on the pavements, they all sit around on beds chatting,
puffing their home-made hubble-bubble pipes probably opium in them by the looks on some
of their faces.
After going in and out of six hotels we selected one. For this we pay 51/2 rupees a night,
consisting of breakfast, an evening meal and a bed – at our rate this is 5/- (25p) per night. We
had the meal tonight. It consisted of a piece of meat, curried rice, mixed vegs and some lentiltype stuff all in small separate bowls and was not too bad, or appetising.
The girls started a brisk trade from the word go, Helen trying to flog off her transistor and Ross
his camera, that does not work properly. I wouldn’t have it as a gift; no deals were made but I
had to pay a man who sleeps on the pavement 2 rupees a night to guard the L.R. I know bloody
well that if anyone tried to break in he would turn the other way but the poor man may starve
if we don’t employ him or he may be working a protection racket and if I don’t pay he will
make sure I wish I had, who knows?
Tony had got over the illness that has given him a fever for the past 48 hours; it’s tough on
anyone who falls sick, when one must move with the others every day.
Monday 11 January 1965
Delhi, India
Breakfast prepared by another, not bad although as usual here cold, the only meaning of hot
food they have is curry. A dhobi washer came in our room and asked us if we had any washing
we wanted doing. I gave him my white shirt, light trousers, jeans, and long johns all for 21/4
rupees, then out on the town dressed in what we hadn’t sent to be washed.
We first walked to the Red Fort, a not too interesting building so we had lunch. Whilst in the
restaurant a German and his Malay wife asked if they could join us, we replied “By all means.”
He has lived in India for two years as a Research Student. From him I got many answers to
questions that were in my mind as to the Indian peoples. One was the question of poverty, and
how they get in and cannot get out of it. The first one is the ages old caste system, the other is
they are not socially accepted and this is the basis of the whole problem. Unless a man has
money, he is nothing and is treated as such by the people who have, there is no starting platform
for them, it is impossible for them to get a job except unskilled because they cannot buy
contacts and here it’s not what you know, but who you know.
Some try and start by collecting paper, and selling it, but there are 1,000 others doing the same
thing. Some get a cart and start to push it in the hope someone will give them work, but there
are also 1,000 pushing carts so they give up and beg. One turns to glib talking, others into
trying magic potions; they are supposed to work wonders that they make up by powdering
anything, and the lucky few who somehow manage to buy and sell and make a profit out of it,
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become able to look after themselves. They will buy for a good price anything we have to sell.
Three times a day at least we are approached to buy anything we want to sell, watches, cameras,
whisky, transistors and clothes.
There is another way and examples of it line the streets: men who get themselves the basic
requirements and set themselves up squatting in the streets as shoe menders, makers, barbers
who cut hair, shave beards and heads. I think many poor men only shave once a 6 month, this
includes both head and chin, many have this done for Ramadan; there are also sellers of
peanuts, toys, bread, old magazines probably rescued from the dustbins of the rich, trinkets
junk jewellery; household requisites, matches, cigarettes and 1,000 other small things; some
have a meagre stock, some have a pavement full of it, that is often trod on by passersby. Life
goes on, some who are more lucky have a pedal rickshaw, this is like a long tricycle with two
seats behind that often carry three or more and the poor chap on the tricycle pushes his guts out
at three miles per hour.
One thing that grates more than all the rest thrown baksheesh together are the tiny hands of
dirty pock marked angel-faced kids that hang on crying “Baksheesh baksheesh”. They look so
pathetic they hardly come up to my waist, all of them with beautiful clear dark eyes, staring
out of a small dirty face very often with shaved heads if not black matted hair. When they
receive a pittance, they run yelling and whooping for joy back to their mud huts, to give to their
parents who send them out again to pester for more.
A thing I said in my previous writing I must amend, that is that the children receive no parental
love. The truth I have seen and am told is the exact opposite the parent treats the child as
though it’s the only precious thing they possess which in many ways is the truth. A father with
no work will spend hours playing with the child often to be seen one on each knee feeding them
at malnutrition level. Naked children run about with thin arms and bloated stomachs but they
still laugh; their parents never seem to shout at them but the shouting soon begins when at six
years old they start to work as a child labour.
Here, we have the crux of the problem, this is not my idea but the thoughts of Europeans who
have been here for some time. A man who employs anyone who has no skill is less than a slave
he will do the most menial tasks for less than a rupee a day; if he sticks this job until in his
teens and is nice to the foreman/superintendent he could ask to go onto a machine and in a few
years learns a trade and increases his wages 100% - but why the hell should he.
If a boy has a home at all in the same two or three rooms live his grandparents, his mother,
father, all uncles and their wives, his brothers and sisters who require 5,000 rupees (approx.
£350) wedding dowry.
The sum total of all their earnings goes into the centre pot, from this every mouth is fed, a very
good idea but good also breeds bad. Why the hell should a man try to better himself, no matter
how much he earned he could not hope to increase his own status but it would go towards a
dowry for the many relations so they have no ambition and there hangs a tale.
The German and his wife left us to chew over in our thoughts and fit this into what we have
already seen and experienced. His ideas his research was to find what the basic problem here
is, so I have picked his brains and I hope answered the unanswered questions I had in my mind,
I think I have found some truth.
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We left the restaurant and made for the Mosque nearby – we had needed to wait because the 4
o’clock prayers were in progress. The steps leading up were one mass of beggars, all hoping
that the spirits of the prayers were stirred but faint hope, perhaps they too have no money to
spare. There is a uniformed man whose job it is to keep the stairs clear, an impossible job, he
only manages to keep the beggars from the top step.
All this seems to drain my emotions to the last drop. I can now look without inwardly flinching
at the most pathetic sights. One must experience life here, it is a slow painful unwilling feeling
that somehow blanks the brain, sometimes leaving me with a feeling of utter uselessness. It’s
easy to palm this off by saying that enthusiastic amateurs cannot even begin to help matters,
the problem is in the minds of the people rich and poor alike and I don’t have any answers.
We did one more site – that of the Tomb of Gandhi – not impressive but for the people who
lay flower petals in neat piles on the tomb led by a choir master walking round touching heads
of the followers with their hands, and sometimes lips singing a song that I can only take to be
a tribute to Gandhi. Then after chatting with two Indian boys we walked the two or more miles
back to the hotel through the darkening city. The night hides much.
The evening was spent in complete contrast. Tony and I went to the area of expensive hotels
and spent £1 each on a meal and soft music in these surroundings dressed in our newly washed
clothes. We could hardly believe we were in the same town, and what existed round the corner,
it’s impossible.
Tuesday 12 January 1965
Delhi, India
A long story I must cut short, first chore today was to go to the British High Commission to
see if we had any mail to receive, but of course none, it was about insurance. On our way out,
in the car and ready to drive away when the usual brown face came up and asked if he could
speak to us. With some reluctance I opened the window, the man was in a dire state. His first
question he asked was whether or not we were going to Pakistan, we said not, he asked if we
had any friends going that way and that he was a Christian and had to get to Kashmir to start a
job that would pay him 175 rupees a month, showing us the paper that told him to report to the
works office in two days’ time. He also showed me his bus pass from the station in Kashmir to
the works office where he had a store keepers job waiting.
He then told us he had served a ten-year prison sentence and he was unjustly imprisoned,
producing a document that said he should have been acquitted and that owing to a miscarriage
of justice he had served ten years for manslaughter. He had killed a man who was travelling on
a train with him. He was a devout Christian and was sitting reading his Bible, when another
man snatched it, and threw it out of the window, to try and stop him he punched him in the
stomach, killing him. He at the time was a trained boxer being trained by an English Padre.
Because he was a Christian he was punished to the extreme and got a sentence of 21 years.
After three years the Magistrate came to the prison and gave a surprise visit, he called the man
‘Larance Mitchal’ to him and in a private room told him that he cannot sleep at nights his mind
is full of worry as to the plight of Larance Mitchal. He told him he had to give him a life
sentence, he received a letter saying that unless he gave L.M. life his wife and children would
be killed, the man felt he could do nothing but condemn an innocent man.
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Such was the plight of a very clever man, he is a trained stenographer and had a speed of 140
words per minute. He had been out of jail for three years now and could not find work in his
trade because of the stigma that followed him.
He had applied and got many jobs if he was not turned down because of his religion he was
literally pushed out of the building. He had worked for a conjurer as an advanced booking clerk
but he died. Since then for three months he has tramped Delhi although his home is in the south;
at last he had a job to go to, the opportunity given by a German firm that knew the facts and
gave him a three-month probationary period. Of course, we did the necessary with as little fuss
as possible so he had a train ticket, and over a meal, he told us many things of his prison
experiences. It is always interesting to listen to the tales of a con man, and probably worth the
money just to hear his story and what a tangled web of woes he could weave.
More could be written about Larance but at this moment descriptions further come hard to my
pen. The day’s sight-seeing was lost, but later we tried to change money and a young chap
came to us with an idea that an American wanted to change 200 dollars. He was going to
collect the money from him, climb in the car with us, and drive off. We could split the loot
three ways. He was out of the car on his ear in no time – changing on the B.M. (Black Market)
is one thing but open theft is another.
After the usual food we drove past to Allahabad where the two rivers the Ganga and the
Yamuna join together. From then on, it’s called the Ganges. This is the holy place of the
Hindus and they in their thousands take the waters and bath in the filthy muck. We managed
to innocently get ourselves into trouble with the local jumped-up officials, by taking
photographs. One police chief told Helen to give him the camera or expose the film we refused
both and the poor chap had to climb down in front of his fellows.
We wandered around looking and listening to the followers who had gathered at the sacred
place three days before, but now had dwindled in numbers from thousands to hundreds but no
less intriguing. As we climbed into our boat to go back to the car, Tony, not thinking went to
take a photograph of the boat and there was an uproar and the frightened boatman was told to
pull to the side by a scruffy jumped-up (the same) official. From there he would not move.
We sat about waiting for about twenty minutes then decided we had waited long enough and
walked off to foot it back to the car; once off the triangle of sand between the joining of the
two rivers and on to the road I saw sights I never thought existed. Beggars lined the roads to
receive from the spiritually uplifted people in conditions I never thought people could live in.
They in many cases were just lumps of rotting flesh, some under blankets. I don’t know whether
they howled in pain or were chanting prayers. We gave all our money but the standards were
so bad that sometimes the sex was hard to define; they had to be in an advanced state of leprosy
before they stood a chance of getting any money.
I should state that the Indian Government have homes for such cases but what they are like I
can’t say, but most beggars and lepers prefer to be on the streets where they can get more
money. I think they eat better than the average labourer with a family.
We arrived in Varanasi just after dusk to the tourist bungalow. We had to wait whilst a room
was vacated for the girls so we had a meal here at a reasonable price. The three boys are in the
dormitory shared with an Indian, a German and two American Peace Corps. They are from
Kathmandu, one boy and one girl, they have been there 8 months; they were in bed when we
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arrived after the meal. Tony and I chatted with them for some time before we went out for a
coffee, before going to bed ourselves. The night is hot and most sleep on their sleeping bags.
The following was written on 1 February 2016:
We all went to see the Taj Mahal. It was closed. It closes at sun-set. This did not make
sense to us so we did no more than drive the Land Rover up some shallow steps. I
climbed the wall from the roof of the Land Rover, tied a rope round a tower nearly
dislodging a big piece of ornamental stonework in the process. The rest, except for
Ross and Max, followed me over. We spent some hours in the Taj; the chowkidar
(night watchman) came out and assumed as we were white Sahib we must have had
permission to see the Taj in moonlight and he opened the main Mausoleum – the moon
cast a shadow inside. Helen thought the shape in front of her was a carpet and a reason
best known to herself took a running jump into the middle of it. It was not a carpet. It
was a flight of marble stairs going to the real crypt below. She disappeared with a
shriek into the abyss. But came scurrying out without any damage. Helen and I think
Judy had a skinny dip in the pools in front of the Taj.
I took my camera and tripod with me and set the camera up. It was too dark to see
through the view finder. I tied my boot lace around the shutter button and left it while
I went to explore.

Taj Mahal
I met Tony and we walked around the rampart walls together, enjoying the adventure
of being somewhere that we weren’t supposed to be. The moon still out, I retrieved
my cameras and tripod, and much to my surprise got a super photograph of the Taj
bathed in moonlight. The stars were streaks in the sky and the lantern of the watchman
a blob of light. Of course, I
did not see it until I got home. No such thing as an instant picture in those days.
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When Tony and I got back to the part of the wall where we had left the Land Rover,
the four girls were not there. Only Ross and Max who had stayed with the Land Rover.
I passed them my camera gear, and we went to look for them. We saw them by looking
through the window into a dimly lit room. Two guards walked past us, Tony and I
melted into the shadows. They walked past only feet away. This was the real cloak and
dagger stuff we both seemed to get a kick out of.
When they had passed we went to the door of the room. As luck would have it, only a
bolt held the door shut. We opened it and silently made out way back to the rope, let
ourselves down to the roof of the Land Rover and away. Somebody said they had read
in a paper about English Tourists who were so keen to see the Taj by moonlight that
they climbed over the wall. I don’t think they would have been so enthusiastic if they
had realised I in climbing over the wall had dislodged a strip of ornamental stonework
about a metre high and two metres long. And almost dropped it onto the roof of the
Land Rover, let alone anyone standing behind me.
The next day we went to view it in daylight. It was nothing like the previous night, a
memory that will stay forever.4
During this time together, we visited some temples with erotic carvings5 on the outside
and on the inside were just plain with very little light. While in one Sarah came in and
started getting close and talking and describing the carvings outside. I think I probably
missed the opportunity of an amorous dalliance. Unfortunately, I didn’t see it!
(Diary pages from 13 to 19 January 1965 are missing.)
Wednesday 20 January 1965
Varanasi (Patna)
As per usual I rose late, this has become my custom to be the last out of bed due to the fact that
I stay up half the night writing – went down to my breakfast from the restaurant at the Tourists
Bungalow and met Max who was also having his breakfast. We sat down together. Tony had
risen early to try and be at the Ganges at dawn. He was too late but the girls had managed to
make it in time (I think).

4

In 2012 Kathy and I went back to India, this making my fourth visit and Kathy’s third. This time we travelled
by car with a chauffeur around Rajasthan. We went to see the Taj. It was a huge disappointment to me. when I
went in 1965 the Taj stood alone in the middle of farm land. This time we drove through streets of cheap hotels,
right up to the outside wall, that I hadn’t realised was there the first time we went. The first time we went we
drove through the entrance gate, my memory had forgotten was there, we parked in front of the entrance of the
Taj on what looked like a military parade ground. This time we lined up in a cattle grid type arrangement to queue
to get in. Tourists paid ten times more than locals to get in. We got in free before. This time we shared the
experience with a thousand others, instead of just a handful of people. But once inside, it was just as good except
the main building was out of bounds and could only be viewed from afar. The stairs that Helen jumped down
could not be viewed. The pools that the girls skinny dipped in have clean water instead of the green gunge that
was in them in 1965.
The wall we climbed over is still there. Looking much lower. The ornamental stonework I almost pulled on top
of me is still there. They say you should never revisit old haunts, and they are probably right.

5

probably Khajuraho, Madhya Pradesh
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Max and I took a peddle cab to the Post Office to post a letter I had not been able to post for
two days. Then to the riverside, hired a boat to take us along the banks of the river to see the
Hindus bathing in the holy waters of the Ganges, then lined the banks in their thousands young
and old alike that come to wash away their sins, a thing every Hindu tries to do at least once in
their lifetime. Women dressed in saris, men in loin-cloths ducking themselves completely
under the filthy, slowly flowing waters of the Ganges.
We rowed past the funeral fires where Hindus cremate their dead, and we could see the
shrouded bodies lying on the top ready to be burnt and many others being licked by the growing
flames.
We hit the bank and went ashore, to be shown by our guide – with great pride - a temple of
love, donated by the King of Nepal with erotic descriptive wood carvings of love making. Then
to the Golden Temple only for Hindus, who after their baths in the Ganges, take a brass vessel
of holy water and pour it over the effigy of their God (the Monkey or the Elephant God). This
is one of the parts of the ceremony. The ornamental spire is of thick gold plate but not
interesting to my mind.
Max and I then made our way back to the funeral fires sat down at a vantage point not too near
yet too far, and watched on, to me a process that can only be ‘ghoulish’ in its application.
The body is brought in shoulder high on a rough stretcher of bamboo, and rope-work in some
cases, followed by a procession, chanting in Urdu. “God is good, God is good” then taken to
the water’s edge and pushed in, so that the body is completely covered, then hauled out in the
sun to dry.
In the meantime, the logs are made in the fire; and when the body is dry, placed on top
sometimes with a little ceremony when they circle the fire chanting and sometimes with none
at all. Then the wood is ignited with bundles of straw, and the flames do their work, the shroud
being burnt off, exposing the naked burning flesh. Once under way the Brahmins attendants
help the process by breaking the charred and brittle limbs with long thick bamboo poles and
poke the leg, or arm into the flames, they also push the body deeper into the flames.
The body then becomes a charred mass. They hook it out of the fire, build the fire up again,
and put what’s left of it on the top to be thoroughly burnt. But the way this is carried out has
as much dignity about it as a coalman heaving sacks into a bunker. The Brahmins who do the
job, laugh and joke – on the odd occasion, children sit and watch, along with many adults but
not the relatives. Dogs scrounge round after any tit-bits that full to one side, cows wander
around eating the garlands of flowers that adorn the shrouded body, and the air if one is upwind,
is full of the smell of burnt flesh.
The information I received from our underpaid guide that in some cases was borne out and
others contradicted, was that only Brahmins were burnt in such a way, and their ashes thrown
in the Ganges. All other castes, and children under the age of five are weighed, rowed out to
the centre of the river, and unceremoniously thrown overboard, we saw two small bundles tied
on bricks, shrouded in white cloth, that indicated they were male as the women were shrouded
in orange or red, rowed out to the centre and thrown without any ceremony overboard. Tony
saw this happen to an adult.
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The way the whole procedure is carried out is in the manner I do my work in the foundry, with
no ceremony, or emotion. There is no respect for the dead and as an already hardened sole,
such as mine to human sufferings, I soon could watch all the time. It was the first time I had
ever seen a dead body. Perhaps there is no need for gentle respect when the body is only a
charred lump, but I would not cherish the idea of having someone near and dear to me burnt in
such a way.
We walked back having lunch on the way at a good restaurant, then back to the bungalow,
where we once again met the two American peace corps who turned out to be married. We had
a long talk as they killed time waiting for the train, and they left, leaving me their address in
Nepal. They will be away on a Tiger Shoot when we arrive the first time but have welcomed
us on the second time. This invitation was given out to many and not taken up, we probably
shall. I’m running out of paper so using this until I can purchase more air-mail.
Thursday 21 January 1965
near Patna, India
I rose at the stately time of 9.30 and had fried eggs prepared by Max. Then up until 12.30 I
spent under the bonnet, whilst Tony and Judy went out shopping. We rolled away at about 2
and spent a reasonably uneventful day, Judy at the wheel, until setting camp on a moonless
night, playing blind man’s bluff trying to cook in the pitch black; the moon slowly rising at
11.30 when the grub was on the table ready to be eaten. Then off to bed, after an after dinner
talk.
Friday 22 January 1965
near Nepalese border - Motinari
We rose extra early due to the fact that we have no idea of the correct time, all six with watches
having different times, and no-one knows which is the right time. We ate breakfast surrounded
by an extra large crowd of ogling, giggling villagers who squatted at a respectful distance from
us for a change; the children at the front and the adults and boys behind. Very few women ever
appear on the scene; they have work to do.
We dropped a big clanger, and wasted time and miles in the process. The day passed again
with little of note, we seemed to cover no ground at all on the map, and yet covered 200 miles.
We stopped to buy food for the evening meal and as usual were surrounded by the locals, they
spilled onto the road blocking it until an irate policeman came to clear them off, of course to
no avail. Being English commands authority here and when I told him we will be another 10
minutes, he went away almost with his tail between his legs. We had our usual evening grub. I
haven’t eaten meat for about a week. Now I don’t miss it but still look forward to a big steak.
Saturday 23 January 1965 – Tony’s birthday
Nepal - half way to Kathmandu
On the road early again and through the customs with far less trouble than we expected, even
though we hadn’t the correct papers due to a lucky mistake. He was so excited to find the
number of the car was wrong that he forgot to give us the customs declaration on which we
had to state the amount of money we changed and where this would mean we could only use
travellers cheques and not B.M (Black Market) money.
We drove across the fertile plains of Nepal up to a wall of mountains. The Himalayas. Then
proceeded to climb a fantastic pass, that turned round on itself time and time again, with the
thatch stilted houses looking quaint against the evening light, the sun set and we were still
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climbing. On the downward, came a Land Rover with four Swiss as its occupants; we stopped
and chatted, they gave us information that could and will be an advantage to us. Our hopes
were raised once again as to the price we can expect for the L.R. on our second visit to Nepal.

We motored on the climbing twisting road which on the whole was in good condition, rounded
a corner and came across a lorry drivers’ halt, where we got a space on the mud floor of a
smoke-filled café-type place and had a nice meal full of curry and chillies, that set the mouth
and tongue on fire.
To step into this place is like a step into the Middle Ages. A woman is cooking over an open
fire with no chimney to take the smoke away. So for the first ten minutes our eyes stream until
the eyes get used to it, then one gets cursed by the woman cooking because you are standing in
the one and only light and she can’t see what she is doing. The low beams are charcoal black
and I keep brushing my hair against them so my hair must now also be black.
Sunday 24 January 1965 – today is my 24th Birthday
Kathmandu, Nepal
We drove from our night’s unrest due to people talking and babies crying all night, over the
winding twisting beautiful roads that climbed and descended over the narrow pass to
Kathmandu.
On arrival we found ourselves a hotel – dirt cheap we managed to get one large, newly
decorated bare room for 4 rupees a night. At our rate a rupee here is worth 7d per rupee (21/2p).
I did little except settle in to deal with the prospective clients who are interested in the L.R.
Some people run at our price and others think it is reasonable so we are still in the air as to
what price to hope for when selling. I don’t think we will have any trouble in selling all our
gear, we must just wait for our next trip to Nepal and see what is offered.
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Monday 25 January 1965
Kathmandu (Heard of Churchill’s death)
The day was spent doing the chores that inevitably come when running a trip such as this. A
good day though. I received a letter and a Christmas card from home, the place that I now know
more than ever I want to return to, and build my life in England, a place that in my travels, I
have turned out to be proud of and respect.
Tuesday 26 January 1965 to 8 February 1965
Note: Diary pages between 26 January and 8 February 1965 are missing. The following was
written on 1 February 2016:
We must have said good bye to all the people on the trip with us. I don’t remember
whether we said good bye with joy or sorrow.
During this time when Tony and I were on our own, we decided to drive to see the
temple of Cuttack. The train station had sleeper coaches, that was cheap
accommodation. Tony was looking out of the window and said “come and look at
this”. A big fat man was chewing beetle nut. (This stains your mouth and teeth red).
He had three servants in front of him. One holding the beetle nut in a brass dish. No
2 was holding a glass of water and a towel - one in each hand. The third was holding
a brass spittoon. We gazed mesmerised at this ritual being played out before us. He
introduced himself to us as the Raja of Parikud (Challikot) and if we liked we could
go back to his Palace spend a holiday and shoot duck on lake Chilika on the West
coast, and would we like to go with him for a meal at the Railway Hotel that evening.
Which we did. During the meal he invited us once again to have a holiday at his
Palace, and tomorrow if we liked. We could take him and his three servants to see
some Raja friends and stay at their Palaces. An offer we could not refuse. When it
came to paying the bill for the meal our Raja produced a One Thousand Rupee Note.
The hotel and nobody else had change for such a large amount of money. So we paid.
This was his way, he never paid for anything. But the later experience was well worth
the money. We were told later that he was the biggest scrounger in the whole of India.
Monday 8 February 1965
As we arranged we left early to take the Raja of Parikud to Cuttack, but on the way, he talked
us into going to Konark where we looked at a very finely carved Hindu Temple of the Sun
God. The Hindus recognise sex and its importance in real love. There is no love without it, so
they adorn the outer walls of the temples with carved figures in every conceivable position of
love making.
When we were 15 miles from Konark our Raja decided to make a call on a Raja friend of his
that he had not seen for 30 years, and invited himself and us for dinner that night. This was
Raja Singh who had three brothers. The Raja was a thickset permanently smiling man of about
50. His smile showed all over his face, and he gave us a very warm welcome shaking our hands
somewhat vigorously I thought. Our Raja gave his order for the night’s menu, and we drove
on to see the temple that was one of the wonders of the world.
We lunched with the Raja at a tourist rest house, nothing special, the Raja went for his afternoon
nap whilst Tony and I went for another look at the temple and down to the beach for a swim.
On the beach lived a different tribe from the rest of the Indians I have seen. They were
fishermen, their boats were crude, just rough-hewn tree trunks bound together, the only reason
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they floated was because wood floats; the sea lapped through the floor below, with a crude sail
to propel the craft through the rough surf.
The men of the tribe wore only a flimsy loin cloth come ‘G’ string as they worked on their nets,
twisting line and boat making. The women wore the usual sari and the children nothing.
They were Buddhists, we could tell by their graves, with long bamboo poles sprouting from
the grave up to heaven. The poles are supposed to help the dead person to ascend into heaven
– some of the villagers spoke a little English, where they got it from I don’t know. He told me
that the people in the graves had gone. I took it he meant to heaven.
After a swim in the surf which had a very dangerous rip-tide that took your legs away we
wandered back the two miles to the house where our Raja was taking his after-dinner nap.
When we returned he was waiting to go to Raja Singh’s house for dinner, he lives only for food
and drink, and was merry after one whisky. We quickly washed and changed into our white
shirts and trousers. (The ones Nan gave me, I don’t know who Nan is?) and off we went to dine
with two Rajas.
We arrived early, and were well received by our hospitable host, and his two brothers the crown
prince among them. They were nothing like one would expect, we only saw one room of their
tumbledown farm-house like palace. This room showed signs of old splendour – we heard from
the crown prince that once their family owned most of the land in the whole of Sudia but their
downfall came when two of their grandfathers could not see eye to eye and the British
confiscated all their lands. The crown prince was a M.A. and told us most of his family’s past
history. But our Raja was jealous of our attention being taken by him and would yell and ball
just at the interesting bits, the old bastard!
After we had drunk a little whisky the meal was brought in, and a meal fit for a King it was
too. I think there were six different types of curry and rice, prawn, fish, chicken and vegetable
are all I can remember. All of them were delicious – definitely the best curry meal I have yet
had. Then off to sleep at the local Dak bungalow. Again, not to sleep well due to the heat and
mosquitoes.
Tuesday 9 February 1965
Cuttack, India
We had to rise early to get our Raja off to Cuttack where he had to see his lawyer and we had
to get cleaning equipment for the Land Rover and find out garage costs to have it sprayed.
Before we got to the main road the smiling Singh was waiting for us, and invited the Raja,
Tony and I to the wedding of his daughter at Puri on the 17th. As we intend to meet our Raja
there on the same day to start a state visit with him round all the Rajas and Maharajas of the
area, we gratefully accepted, then drove hell for leather to Cuttack just in time to get the Raja
to his appointment on time. We waited for him then drove to visit another Maharaja who was
out. Our Raja who we shall leave tomorrow and see again on the 17th is trying to arrange
accommodation at the home of his Maharaja friend, he will try and see him tomorrow before
we put our Raja on his train, then he will try and arrange accommodation. We left our Raja at
the law courts and went on our way to buy what we needed. Our night’s accommodation is in
the club frequented by Rajas. We were introduced to a Wing Commander of the Indian Air
Force who has invited us for dinner on the 18th at his home in Cuttack. We talked for a short
while, he was a very charming fellow. He told us our Raja was the biggest scrounger in India.
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We finished our working on the L.R. at dusk; cleared up in the dark, had a soft drink with the
Raja, then ran him round to do his various chores. One was to get a paper from his lawyer; the
second was to introduce himself to the new Chief Justice of the area. As we approached the
gates of the house a sentry slapped arms, and we drove through the gates then on to his dinner
date.
Tony and I got ourselves a good curry at a reasonable hotel and after the meal we drove back
to the club where we were sleeping in the conference room, Tony and I and the Raja at the
other end well away from us, and his three servants, and his book keeper sleeping outside. The
Raja arrived much the worst for drink, yelled and balled at his servants who rushed about. He
almost fell over twice then got into bed, yelled as his servants tried to keep the mosquitoes off
him. I got the fan working and he went snoring off to sleep, leaving his servants to sleep on the
porch, and me to sit and write up the past two days.
I have not yet described our Raja. He is 60 years old, walks with a stick – he tells us many
times that he broke his leg three times: once playing hockey, once in a motor accident and once
in a train accident. Every morning he gets up and walks up and down to get his leg working.
He eats twice a day, missing breakfast but making up for it with enormous lunches and dinners.
His English is not limited but his conversation is, he only tells us how much he is going to do
for us, how big a man he is, and what a big estate he had. We flatter him and agree with most
of what he says.
If half of what he says materialises we will live like Rajas, he has worn the same Dote (Indian
loin cloth) since we met him, that is splattered with beetle nut that he is always chewing and
spitting out – this stains his lips and teeth red, he is grumpy but to us couldn’t be more kind.
Wednesday 10 February 1965
Sabarnpur
We left the Raja at Cuttack station to catch his train into Puri. I have a notion we have offended
him because we paid for our own tea there – maybe he will go back on his promises he made
to us – his farewell was alright he just said “I’ll take my leave then” – and turned on his heels
and stomped off – I do hope things are ok.
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We, after buying some cleaning equipment drove out of Cuttack to find a camping place for
ourselves on the banks of the river Mahanadi – how far up-stream we are I don’t know or for
that where, but our camping place is ideal for our purposes, the main trouble being the
inquisitive villagers. They turned up soon after we arrived and stayed until we had finished our
work of cleaning the car’s interior and started preparing our curried hash – it was not a success.
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As soon as we started to eat the meal a deputation from the village arrived headed by a man in
European clothes, followed by a man we took to be a village elder and about 50 other villagers
– I shook hands with the one in European clothes who spoke good English and we started to
talk. He was typical of his type – a village boy who made good and was curious, asked us if
we needed anything or he could help us in any way. He seemed to think we were in trouble.
We asked him many questions. He told us the villagers could be trusted not to seal and that
this was the time for Hindu weddings. He picked up and toyed with everything we had lying
about in many ways like a child would. I was eating; he said he would go for a walk whilst I
finished adding he would take our torch and try it out, and he walked off with the torch, to
leave us alone with only 50 villagers to keep us company.
The Hindu wedding ceremony is a noisy affair; the people walk through the streets blowing
and banging anything that is blowable or bangable, the tune doesn’t count but the noise does.
As yet I don’t know all of the ceremony but one time the bride is carried from her house to that
of the husband’s father, she is carried completely shrouded in a small sedan chair in which she
is crouching – a small brother or sister to accompany her on the supposedly sorrowful journey
because she is leaving the house of her father. The band plays in front, walking the journey at
a slow pace halting every now and again to blow their heads off and bash like mad on the
drums, the base drum being the leader sometimes carried by the players and sometimes by two
bearers; the drummer dancing covered in perspiration leaps about as he plays. I have seen
about four such processions; on two occasions the bride is with it, on the others is not. The
sedan chair is supported by two or three bearers each end, it is like a large dog kennel with one
pole for the bearers’ shoulders each, and I have been invited to both join the procession at its
head and to help carry the bride. Through lack of time – I declined both offers.
We rigged up the mosquito net to give us bite-free dreams; I have been plagued by the pests
for the last two nights. I had to leave my bed and sleep in the L.R. last night, first spraying the
L.R. to rid it of its little friends. I sat up in the night with the light on being too plagued to
sleep. I picked a fly off me and squashed it, it was so fat it could hardly move also it was full
of blood it had just taken from me, without my approval of course.
The night is full of drum beats and the sounds of shouting and singing voices, the occasional
thunder flash mostly in the distance, but one was so near I thought I was being shot at, there
must be a wedding in every village. It is now about 11.30 at night, what time they will stop is
anybody’s guess, it sounds more like darkest Africa than India. Now we have the mosquito net
up there are none about only biting ants and they can get underneath – such is life!
Thursday 11 February 1965
same place - Samkalpur
We rose early due to the villagers’ children making such a racket outside our mosquito net.
Tony bawled at them to go away, he lets them get on his nerves too much. We had breakfast
of last night’s curry and rice, the thronging crowd watched on as I ate the stodgy muck. After
a swim in the river and a good wash, we went to work. I started by taking off the wheels one
by one, painting them blue and the bolts and nuts red, the result is it looks more like a fairycycle than a Land Rover – but is beginning to look something.
I thought for an hour or so that we had lost our popularity amongst the villagers for we were
left alone, no-one to squat and watch us working but they soon came back. It gets Tony’s goat,
he rants and raves in an attempt to get rid of them. Without exaggerating, on the average there
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must be 40 – 50 people mainly children –about 10 men and an occasional woman who stands
in the background until told to move on by the men.
We had quite a bit of work behind us as night fell – I went down to the river again for a wash
and to wash my clothes Indian style I bashed them on a rock then we prepared our evening
meal. We bought a fish about 20 inches long and weight three to four pounds for 1.75 rupees
– Tony filleted this and we had it with chips and peas, apart from the fact that the fish broke up
in the pan and we had fish mash it was very good. We talked about Rugger and washed up.
Tony climbed under the mosquito net into bed and I sat smoking and contemplating, watching
the insects die in the powder I had spilt on the ground whilst trying to rid my sleeping bag of
imaginary fleas that I imagine creeping over and biting me in the night.
I started to write my diary when I heard a noise of beating wings and a bird’s startled cry – I
took the torch and wandered out from beneath our shade tree. I both saw and heard an object
fly from the tree, it was a huge brown bat with a wing span of no less than two feet, I followed
its progress across the sky with a beam of a torch. I do hope it’s not a Vampire!
Friday 12 February 1965
Sabarnpur
Woken by the shouts of boys who had grown impatient at waiting for us to wake of our own
accord. Tony was hopping mad and remained so all day, chasing the villagers away whenever
they came too close which was often. He was as mad with me for encouraging them by talking
and joking with them, also for bartering for eggs with cups and spoons that we no longer
required. The villagers prefer this method because there is little to buy with money and barter
is still the main system of selling.
Towards the end of the day Tony was chasing the kids and men about like a stupid grumpy old
man. I tried to reason with him but he thinks he can win and get them to keep their distance.
We heard today that for the majority of them we are the first while faces they have ever seen.
This I believe is because there is no cause for whites to come here in this part of India. There
is no industry for miles and the river is a natural barrier. Tony chased one young man and thank
goodness missed him for he was too fleet afoot and Tony stubbed his toe. I know if he had
caught him the fool would have thumped him.
In the evening many villagers were round talking, they kept telling me to go and fetch our tent
that was spread out on the river bank to dry. In the end they told me that it was no longer there.
I think I feel they knew for a long time but wanted me to find out it was stolen. I spent the rest
of the night traipsing around with the village head men. The children had seen a man with it,
one at least said he was pulling it. The village men had gone to him and told him to give it
back He said he hadn’t got it. They told him the police would be informed. He said “I don’t
care get the police”. I have never seen him but the head man assures me it will be returned. I
went to bed full of hopes
Saturday 13 February 1965
I was woken by one of the boys who was chasing around with me last night calling ‘Mr Harry
Mr Harry’. I got up after only a few hours sleep. They told me that man they suspected has
gone away and I must inform the police. I did not want to. I asked Tony what he thought but
he was playing stubborn bugger because I wouldn’t play chase the villagers away. A man told
me he was going to the local police station so I wrote a quick letter just informing them of the
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theft. We have the tent but are missing the fly-sheet, of course we blame ourselves for leaving
it there.
Tony and I had a shouting session. He shouted I talked, he told me his nerves were a wreck and
he’s all in. The price I must pay for my friendliness towards the villagers was him. I told him
or should I say shouted to clear off and rest. India is not the place for peace and quiet. One
cannot be alone for more than five minutes at a time before some twit says “From where you
come, what country are you, what is the purpose of your visit.” I think one in five Indians know
only these sentences and try them out whenever they get a chance.
Tony went away for a kip while I ran around the neighbourhood after a wild goose chase for
someone who was supposed to be seen carrying the fly-sheet. I came back and started cleaning
the junk we are selling. Tony soon came round and changed to a friendlier attitude towards the
villagers, after lunch and many assurances of the policemen’s ability to get it returned, a man
pushed to the fore of the crowd. I have been counting of late, the average is 80 souls standing
or squatting watching the white men work.
He pushed his son to us whose hand was oozing, posing a mass of ulcers and boils I think
ulcers, the poor mite could only have been four. Tony’s attitude changed completely as he
became Dr Jones. We could not properly bathe the hand but doused it in T.C.P. and put loads
of sulphur ointment on it, we gave the father loads of ointment T.C.P. lint, plasters and
bandages to do the same every day. The poor mite screamed his head off during this operation.
The policeman had now shown up and held his thumb and fingers apart so Tony could put a
big dollop of sulphur ointment and lint on the worst part, it looked as though someone had cut
a big lump away. I hope I never see a child’s hand this way again. I cried inside and almost
shed tears. We left him with his hand bandaged and cleaner at least. He also had some below
his ear this too got the same treatment, he left smiling. He treated two more cases after that, but
mild in comparison.
The ace policeman has everything under control, he has called in a witch doctor. He will tell
us where it is by looking at his thumb nails, and we are assured this sometimes works. Some
method of crime detection! A man asked us if we have any medicine for toothache, his sister
had a bad ache and asked him where the nearest dentist is. He said at a hospital half a mile
away. I asked him why he doesn’t take his sister there (his English was good). He said it was
a man doctor and women will not go to men doctors – all I could say and do was to tell him to
take his sister and stand by her all the time. He said he would, he won’t though. He has put his
faith in a ‘charmer’ - the charmer will put a spell to remove the germs that are there.
This is a part of the world where ghosts and demons ride at night, it takes a lot of confidence
before they go anywhere else but they think that what the white men have is good and better
than their own. We could sell them anything and say it would cure anything they would accept
it gladly. We have sold many things to them, even if they had education and money they still
want what you have. A sub-inspector of Police came to us with money and said he wanted to
buy something. We sold him a torch. We later found out that we had treated the child’s hand
with the exact wrong thing – so much for Dr US.
Sunday 14 February 1965
As promised the enchanter turned up accompanied by the policeman. He was a short, slight
man wearing European clothes and a wrist watch, a sign of prosperity. He had sleepy eyes and
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carried a bag of tricks. In no time at all a crowd gathered around. He said he would need some
children to help him. He gathered one boy from every caste.
I should first have said that we were awakened by a man we have made our friend, carrying
the fly sheet on his head. Two women of the village had found it buried by a wall; the sand on
top had blown away, exposing the canvas. The gossip in the village was such that everyone
knew we were both pleased to get it back. Our joy was short lived when we found a bag
containing Tony’s clothes had been stolen in the night, so the enchanter was trying to retrieve
this.
He took from his bag small framed pictures of some Hindu Gods and placed these in the tree
above where the bag was stolen. Then took out seven bananas, peeling four and placing them
in front of the four boys and three unpeeled behind and spaced between the four in front, into
these he stuck seven joss sticks, and lit them and took out some black polish and polished the
right thumb nail of every boy, then started his prayers shaking a rattle of circular wood and
bones, telling the boys to look hard at their thumb nails. Soon the boy’s eyes were transfixed
on their nails. I don’t know but I think they may have been partly hypnotised.
He carried on calling on the Gods in short sentences. This was repeated word for word by the
boys. He called on Hindu and Christian Gods alike, the boys repeating with eyes transfixed to
their nails. He would suddenly give the command to stare hard, the boys stared as hard as they
could at the shining black nails. The message would be given in the reflection of the nail at
first with no effect, but before he knocked off for lunch he said it would be back by 4 o’clock.
We decided to wait until then, we still had gear to clean and to pack in the Land Rover.
We worked on and were having lunch when the enchanter returned with the policeman. He
placed his pictures on the notches of the tree again, sat the boys round and started making a
spell, we lost interest and I could not say what went on as we had to pack the Land Rover.
We hear he did the spiritualist trick of making a glass move with a finger on it and more
mumbo-jumbo still.
I went for a wash when I returned at 4.20 no bag but one boy who was staring into his nail, in
front of him was a human skull, and joss sticks burning. He said he could see the man and
knew his name. The enchanter told him to say nothing but one man in the audience of about
100 men was hotly denying it. If I got it right, he said he only took the things, and we got them
back. If so he gave himself away.
The enchanter left it and said he would get the bag back tomorrow. I think he works on fear as
all the men are God fearing here. We decided to go, leaving our names and addresses with the
cop, who I wouldn’t trust an inch, and the head man. He is a wise old man with a lot of respect
for the English. He is going to drop me a card and let me know in Calcutta. I have hopes it will
work for the thief must feel cursed and he will put it back but we will not be there to find it.
Even I have had my bellyful of the villagers. Today they have been real pests picking
everything up. It is too late, we left at five and drove to Cuttack. (Out of ignorance we left no
money for the enchanter’s work. But we did receive a card from the head man who told us the
enchanter never came back and did not get the bag).
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The enchanter with the boys and bananas
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Sunday 14 February 1965
Cuttack, India
Not much, today spent almost entirely trying to get a part made (a driving shaft lost in the
Persian desert). As usual in India, being sent from pillar to post and ending where you first
started. But in the end we succeeded with the aid of an Indian student, who missed a day’s
lesson to help us. A student here is only at college one third of the time he should be. He
turned out to be a bit of a pest in the end. We also managed to get some tubing to repair a
broken tent pole. This took all day, we had a meal, talked until 12 o’clock then to bed cheating
the mosquitoes by putting up the mosquito net that we had been accustomed to doing when we
sleep outside, and a good night’s kip.
Monday 15 February 1965
Cuttack, Bhubaneswar
We rose late, worked on the L.R. painting the white parts and recovering a door panel. The
original fell off. We had put it on the roof rack and lost it, so, with hardboard we had, I made
up another panel and covered it by tearing a matching cushion up and using the material, it
looks as good as new, almost new anyway.
Then to the government-run firm for light industry where the splined driving shaft was made,
their bit was a bit loose but for our purposes ideal. We spent three hours there getting it fitted
into the winch, now it works every time. Then on to Bhubaneswar where we booked into the
tourist bungalow, the same one as before, ordered a meal and met a little Gurkha from Nepal.
He had been almost everywhere by bike, his living is getting interviews on radio, papers, and
with local dignitaries who usually give him one. When we met him he had no money so we
paid for a meal for him. He’s a bum though, and relies on his past deeds. He has a scrapbook
full of newspaper cuttings, usually headed “round the world on a bike”, him standing in a
photograph with a bike in hand. He also had interviews with Prince Phillip who gave him £80,
I bet he had the cheek to ask for it. He told us many a weird doubtful tale, I think most must
be true. He works or earns his meals by telling such stories to other tourists. I hate being
referred to as a tourist, it reminds me of old ladies in flowery loud dresses, done up to the nines,
being impressed by everything in sight.
Goodnight! P.S. I have just discovered I have lost a day somewhere.
Wednesday 17 February 1965
Puri
After breakfast we left to see the temples of Bhubaneswar and chatted to a peace corps girl who
was on her way home after spending two years in Africa, talking mainly about Africa. We
drove to Puri and were greeted by our wavering Raja. He was tickled pink by our letter to him.
We are taking him and his son whom we have not yet met to dinner at the Railway Hotel. We
have dined there before; the food is as good as I have ever tasted – one can ask for as much as
one likes for the same price 7 rupees at our rate 7/- 35p – at official rate 10/- 50p. The dinner
is in European style. Tonight’s menu is, clear soup, fish, roast mutton, sweet and coffee. Then
we go on to the wedding of Raja Singh’s son. It seems that guests just come to the reception,
eat, give their good wishes and go. This does not start until 11.30 so I expect a late night. The
time is now 7.15 and I must wash for dinner.
We had dinner, good as usual. Rajas’s son accompanied us. He looks much like his father but
of course, much more sense. He is a quiet man and on our arrival at Purikud, will take over as
host. We shall duck shoot along with any other game they have.
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After lunch it is proposed that we went to the wedding of Raja Singh’s brother’s daughter; we
arrived early: the actual wedding had begun but not there. Tony and I decided to go at 10
o’clock when it was supposed to begin.
We did, but the wedding had not yet arrived so we found and tagged on to the procession. The
procession was that of the groom who was on his way to the bride’s house. He was wearing a
coat of gold, a turban of silk with white trousers, shoes and socks, with a dagger in one hand
and garlands of flowers around his neck and looked a right twit.
The service was long growling and galling. There are two priests, one for the bride and one for
the groom. The service is a long session of scattering rice and other food around a concrete
raised platform about 10ft square, one foot high with a foot square hole in the centre.
One of the first parts of the ceremony, where the groom sits on a cushion with the bride’s father
and the two priests, the bride weeping in the house with just cause, she had never seen this drip
of a groom – she 16 and him 22, is to light an oil light – it is a crude affair with a wick just
floating in oil. The priest chants on for hours throwing offerings to the Gods for a good and
prosperous marriage.
Back to square one. The groom is escorted by the bride’s father over the threshold holding
onto each other’s hands. At the gate of the house the groom’s feet are washed. From then on
until he walks as far as the reception platform he holds tightly onto the bride’s father’s hand.
The groom walks on a length of cotton sari in two pieces so one piece he is walking on with
the other being taken from behind and put in front.
At the reception there is the platform raised off the ground and a square of seats around the
edge. All the guests take a seat and are given small offerings of welcome. From there the
groom is taken to what I can only term as the marriage ceremony after which the groom sits
wearing garlands around his neck, then the priests began to chant throwing offerings. Twice
during the ceremony the priests disagreed over the order of the offerings, quite a heated
argument followed in which everybody joined in until the priests agreed at one. At one stage
fires were lit in the centre hole, the sobbing bride was dragged out, a cotton sheet was hung
between them and they both threw rice from each side of the sheet. The bride was so weak
from crying that she could hardly stand.
More old rigmarole, the bride’s clothes are changed, the priests had a rest, then the groom sat
down again; more chucking rice about. I was tired and bored by now. I had been up all night.
The service started at two and finished at six in the morning in the light of the rising sun. The
bride was called out again, her hand and the grooms bound together over a small brass jar, I
think containing water. The cord used had been spun with little procedure by the two priests.
Then the bride was made to sit by her groom, who on several occasions tried to peek at his
bride he had never seen, only in photographs.
They sat, her sobbing a shapeless mass, completely shrouded, they tried to fix a silver paper
crown on her head with little success. At the end of the ceremony the bridesmaids tried to get
the two together mainly by teasing the man, he succeeded at one time in getting his little finger
between the clenched fist of the girl. Once in, she squeezed like mad digging her nails in so he
couldn’t get it out again; when he did he showed his marked finger around for sympathy, with
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nail marks in it. We left soon after to have our breakfast and sleep away the next day until 2
o’clock.
Thursday 18 February 1965
The Raja had a touch of gout. We thought we would have to stay in Puri another day but as
luck would have it his gout soon cleared and we were on route to Cuttack at 4pm. We were too
late to have a meal with the wing Commander so contented ourselves with drinks with the Raja
at Ranpur. Unlike our Raja, he had money and lived in a tasteful furnished house. He is a
typical Air Force type, talked mainly of his escapades pranging his cars. I liked him but he
could soon be a bore. We put our names and remarks in his book of noted persons along with
Indian dignitaries.
Then a cheap meal, by our Raja in the station restaurant. Then on to the Raja of Talchur arriving
there at two in the morning. As we hear he dines at three or four in the morning, our late arrival
did not upset him any.
He gave us a room each in his tumble-down Palace. The one he gave me was littered with rat’s
droppings. I saw one brown rat run up the electric flex and along the beamed ceiling. So I
moved in with Tony, to be kept awake until I got up and got the insect spray from the car,
heavily sprayed the room and was troubled no more by the cursed mosquitoes. Before I went
to bed Raja Talchur showed me his guns, some very old and all interesting, and his trophy room
– the walls covered with the stupid heads of tigers, leopards, bison, spotted deer and crocodile
heads, elephants skulls, plaster statues of his ancestors and things for state ceremonies. Each
and everything was in a state of collapse; all rusty bridles and saddles strewn over the floor that
was centred by a full size billiard table.
The room in which the Raja lived could never be referred to as anything else but an interesting
mess. Great elephant foot stalls were pulled up to sit on, old photographs of Rajas’ meetings
all over the walls along with photographs of the Raja standing over, by and between tigers,
elephants and two great six feet long elephant tusks that stood either side of him dwarfing the
little man. In his garage stood a 1935 Rolls Royce. He has three, all old and running. In all he
has ten cars. He is as interested in us as we are in him and his property.
Friday 19 February 1965
Tikker Para6, Orissa7
I rose late after a good half night’s kip. I had no chance to do all else but look again at his
palace and trophy room before lunch. That was nothing special and in a dilapidated condition
of what once must have been magnificent splendour. Then we left after a lot of messing about
by our Raja to get himself an air-conditioned bungalow for the following night. Then on to
Tikker-Para. We met on the way a lone English man working for the Paper Mills, supervising
the shipment by rafts of bamboo to the mills further down the river.
He arranged for the Raja and us to stay at the mills bungalow. We arrived in the dark (the
Englishman’s name is Leo George, he has lived in India for 30 years, but has a home in
Orpington, Kent where his wife and three sons have moved to, to go to school in Dulwich). We
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could see the morning could bring a pleasant view; we were deep in the densest jungle, tigers,
panthers, leopards, deer, crocodiles, in fact every animal India has except rhinos.
Tony and I supervised the servants cooking the evening grub, then after a little writing I went
to bed.
Saturday 20 February 1965
Talcher (Raja’s Palace)
The morning was spent up till 10 o’clock wandering about the river banks and exploring into
the jungle, that is indeed wild. We found elephants, and their droppings but little else except
the tracks of animals, some we think were tigers.
On returning to the bungalow we met Leo George again who told us of a picnic up river with
two Americans. We are invited and also there would be a chance to see a crocodile basking.
We were driven in his Jeep to his boat which by the way he built himself; the boat is driven by
jet and skimmed along the river, and sure enough there was a great big crock basking in the
sun. We didn’t get nearly close enough before it slid into the water but I took a photograph
anyway.
We had a good picnic lunch with an Anglo-Indian and his wife – an American woman and her
children, there were four little girls in all running about in their ‘starkers’. We had a good chat
about India and its corrupt government; they all reckon that all the aid poured into India ends
up in Swiss Banks under the names of private accounts of the Ministers (This still happens in
2016).
After an hour or so we went back down the river to join the Raja who was sleeping off his
lunch, we sat about for a while whilst he rose, packed the Land Rover and drove to the tourist
bungalow where the Raja settled in. We washed and changed – a real hot shower; and then on
to the Talcher Palace. The Raja of Talcher said we were welcome to dine but he was going to
dine at a wedding dinner down the road in Talcher village. Our Raja decided we should go, so
after drinks we all trooped down to one of the best and interesting meals I have ever had.
A large square of tables was spread out under a lightly decorated canopy. We sat down and a
large leaf about 2ft dia. was placed before us, then Dal, a type of fried unleavened bread, was
given us, then every type of vegetarian food was brought, dished out until the leaf was covered.
On it went vegetable curry, pickles, chutney, many types of nuts, sweetmeats and fruit. All to
be eaten together. The meal was interesting but I would not relish it every day.
The Raja was driven to the bungalow and we back to the Palace, the Raja of Talcher had to bid
us farewell as he went down to dine. We were preparing for bed when there was a knock on
the door, and in trooped other guests at the Palace, a Raja a young man who we shall dine with
tomorrow, two other Rajas’ sons, and two other men whose position I have forgotten. They sat
down and talked. Tomorrow we will go out on an elephant into the game reserve, to see the
animals.
There is a saying “If people think you have money you don’t have to spend a penny”. This we
are proving; they think we must be loaded, two young men in a big Land Rover charging around
the world. They are only too happy to entertain us and treat as “Royal Guests”.
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We have learned many things about our Raja. One is that he hasn’t any money, two he’s
famous for being the world’s biggest scrounger, he just uses his friends as he calls them so calls
them in turn for free food and accommodation and gets it. He also has the cheek to tell his host
what he wants to eat and by all and sundry is regarded as a joke. Everybody laughs at him,
including the servants that couldn’t be more stupid. He must choose the stupidest men he can
find or maybe it’s only the stupid ones that stay.
Of course, we too are being taken for a ride, giving him free transport, wherever he wants to
go, but we have also let him know that we aren’t going to be at his beck and call. He appreciates
our strength and tries not to put us out when he can get others to put themselves out instead.
Sunday 21 February 1965
After a morning of hanging about we did eventually go to the enclosed deer park, we drove
around in the Land Rover instead of the elephant that didn’t materialise and we saw Sambuck
a large spotted deer with huge antlers. We saw little else as we noisily drove round.
On our arrival back we again had a meal with the Raja of Talcher, a typical Indian meal that I
have grown to enjoy. Directly after we went to visit a coal mine nearby. The manager had to
be got out of bed. Eventually we got down the mine, shown round by the second in command,
a man who wouldn’t say boo to a goose, and had spent seven years studying in England. He
took us around the most dangerous part of the mine where they were preparing to fill in a
worked part of the mine, where the walls and roof were falling in. Men bare-footed were carting
the coal in baskets on their heads to a conveyor belt. When it is finished they fill it in by sealing
off the cave and pumping sand and waters into the space left, the water drains off leaving the
packed sand to hold the roof and walls up. The whole method was crude but I don’t know how
English mines are worked so I have no comparison.
From there we went to pick up our Raja. We washed and got ready to dine with the Raja of
Talcher’s brother’s son, unlike most younger brothers he had his own palace and property. He
also runs a tiger hunting camp for rich Americans; we sat and had a meal with them. One said
a strange thing. “If I don’t shoot a leopard soon, there will be none left”. We wasted much
time waiting for the two Rajas to get ready then left with one for the palace, one hour late,
which is nothing in India. Our Raja started to play up, he wanted to forget the dinner date and
told us to take him back to the bungalow, we said no, we must first go and apologise for not
arriving as we were only a mile away.
Our Raja wanted us to stop and let him out, we were in the middle of no-where. Tony was for
letting him go but I wouldn’t hear of it, we drove on until the Raja wanted to get out again.
This time Tony opened the door despite my spouting from the back seat, to not let him go, and
the Raja stormed off. I didn’t like Tony’s attitude, one must make allowances for an old man.
We arrived at our dinner date, told our story and arrangements were made for the second Raja
to pick him up in his old Rolls. He did so but when they arrived neither Tony or the Raja would
make amends. The meal had an odd atmosphere about it.
And we left. I feel very sorry at Tony’s lack of tolerance about an old man. I like him and now
it is out of the question that we should stay at Parikud with him. The Raja of Talcher tried to
patch it up but Tony was happier to leave things as they were. I know that the sooner the Land
Rover is sold and Tony and I part, each to go our separate ways, the better for us.
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Monday 22 February 1965
Talcher Palace, Tikker Para, Orissa
Although the Raja had forgotten his experiences of the previous night, a visit to Parikut was
out, so we returned to the palace with our Raja who I have not stated before, lives
approximately four miles away from Talcher Palace in an air-conditioned bungalow. He caught
a chill having the air conditioning on all night when the weather was cool anyway. He said he
just wanted to use it like a new toy.
He was off his grub, a rare thing for our Raja who does a round of his friends in order to live
free. This he has managed very well; in the 10 days we have known him he has only bought
three meals all of them the cheaper variety but we have lived very well on the hospitality of
others. Now I am resigned to the fact that he is going. I’m glad and feel relief he has given me
an insight to four entirely different Rajas, for this I will be eternally grateful.
Our Raja wanted to be put straight on the train to Cuttack, but the Raja of Talcher the wise old
bird, told us to bring him back to the palace for lunch with us, with Talcher’s number one
servant, to ensure his return. So our Raja could not get out of it. He tried with excuses about
his health but couldn’t get away from coming with us.
It was not long before we realised why Talcher wanted Parikud to lunch with him, the
arrangements for the big wedding had to be decided upon. The two Rajas could not agree upon
the size of the dowry. Talcher wanted a smaller wedding and a dowry that he could afford. It
seems that a bill has been passed in the Indian so-called government that the groom can no
longer demand a huge dowry as was the custom in the past.
Parikut was trying for a big dowry for his son but Talcher was sticking to the letter of the law.
A heated argument took place. At one time Parikut stomped out of the palace shouting at his
servants to unload the Land Rover. Talcher got me to bring him back; I did, and his pretext for
leaving was that I wouldn’t take him to the station and he was going to go by cycle rickshaw.
Talcher at last got Parikut to put his signature on a document of agreement about the wedding
and Tony and I took him and his entourage to the station, said our not so fond farewells and
left him to find himself a carriage.
By now the time was 4 o’clock we had our lunch and intended to leave for Tikkar Para but the
Raja kept us there by showing us his old books on Indian Rajas about the era of his grandfather
and less, his ceremonial swords, his knives. We did not get away until dark, then on to Tikker
Para stopping on the way to say hello to Leo George. We had tea and biscuits, on to Onger to
stock up and have one of the best and cheapest meals yet, then to Tikker Para to climb under
the mosquito net and into bed.
En route to the bungalow we ran over a hare (like a rabbit) that I finished off with my kukri
(Nepali knife) for the pot.
Tuesday 23 February 1965
Tikker Para, Orissa
We rose late and I set about skinning and gutting the hare. Not too pleasant a job but at this
bungalow no food or provisions can be bought so the meat on it became a necessity. With the
inedible remains I set a jackal trap but it didn’t work, a dog soon had the meat and scampered
merrily away with it as I approached.
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The rest of the day I spent under the bonnet cleaning and adjusting points, plugs and tappets.
But alas when I pressed the starter it wouldn’t go and the coil that I hadn’t touched refused to
function. I messed about trying to get it going to no avail into the darkness, so in the end I gave
up and we cooked the meal.
We boiled the hare for what we thought was sufficient and ate it with onions and spuds, but the
hare tasted strange and so did the vegetables, we ate it but did not enjoy it. As the bungalow
has no electricity along with no running water we sat at the table chatting about our recent past
until 11.30, lit by my improvised lamp made out of an empty whisky bottle, a wick made of
plaited string, filled with paraffin. It worked quite well, at least it saved our few candles, then
to bed. God bless mosquito netting, it makes sleep possible. I lay awake some time listening to
the noises of the jungle and thinking of my future and home.
Wednesday 24 February 1965
Tikker Para, Orissa
We breakfasted on biscuits and jam, with ants in it, and coffee. Tony had tried the village for
eggs but without success. He met Mr Peacock a workmate of Leo George. Leo George is
coming to see us tomorrow, he’s a wizard with engines. As I’m stumped I shall let him have a
go. I’m sure it’s something simple, also he will get us some eggs.
After breakfast I tried again with no avail to get the coil to function, the electricity is going in
but nothing is coming out. Tony is taking a hike up the nearby hill to see what there is to see
whilst I stay in the shade of the bungalow filling in my diary to the moment.
The night came, still the Land Rover not working, we cooked a meal of three fried eggs, chips
and peas, talking until 11.30, then to bed. I spent half the night chasing imaginary noises of
animals, the night air is full of them.
Thursday 26 February 1965
Tikker Para, Orissa
Leo George came at about midday, he tinkered with the L.R. awhile with no effect. He had just
put the engine back into his boat, so suggested that we went for a slow chug up the river whilst
he ran it in. We took lunch with us and left for what turned out to be a very pleasant picnic
indeed.
On our return we tried again to trace the fault in the L.R. for a long time without success but at
last found it, a small thing of course, as all the worst car problems are. We chatted into dusk
and night with Leo and made arrangements to see him tomorrow. Tony and I decided we would
go to the hunting camp and introduce ourselves to the Americans. We thought it was only 6
miles away but it turned out to be 12, and on our arrival, we found only the chief servant there,
all the hunters had gone out after a leopard. They had found a natural kill and went to the spot
to await the leopard’s return.
The chief servant made us very welcome, first giving us tea, then a very good meal of curried
Sambuck (a large deer), rice with many other savoury dishes, followed by a toffee-like coffee.
I enjoyed the meal very much. We had a job to start the Land Rover but after a short push she
went. On our way back, we again opened the supposed locked barricades across the road; they
are supposed to stop poachers, but it was little trouble for us to open or get round them. On the
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way back, we only saw a hare; we could have run one over for the pot but I, remembering the
taste of the last one – Bad.
Friday 26 February 1965
Tikker Para, Orissa
Again rose late, breakfasted on two or three eggs, fried bread, tomatoes in large quantities, then
to the hunting camp, we sat around waiting for the hunters to return. They did, they were not
at all happy as to the way no game had shown itself.
The price for the three ageing Americans must be £1,500 for the three for 10 days hunting.
They had only potted the most common of game – no cats included; if no tiger shows itself in
the next two days they will receive 25% rebate, but neither the hunters or organisers want this.
We had a very good lunch there and stayed there chatting until 5pm when we had made
arrangements to visit Rene Beteille; the permanent occupier of our bungalow. He at the
moment is directing operations of work six miles away and is camping out in a small hut – he
has made it for himself and his wife, he is half French and she is all Indian. Before the meal he
took us out in his almost falling to bits old jeep to see if we can spot animals. We were lucky
we saw plainly in the head-lamps one cow bison, and a fleeting glimpse of a Sambar. If we had
a good hand spotlight I’m sure we would have seen many more.
His wife with the aid of three servants prepared a meal for the four of us, curried chicken, rice
with some of the usual Indian dishes, very nice. We left about 11 o’clock, both Tony and I
having a dose of the trots – Tony’s worse than mine.
Saturday 27 February 1965
Tikker Para, Orissa
Tony’s trots were bad, he was running from bed to bog all morning, finally feeling better about
2.30 and showering himself. I too had a dose so ate nothing except half a mango type fruit
which I do not rave about and two oranges which I do. The Land Rover suddenly developed a
knocking from where I can’t detect. It had righted itself, I spent another idle day messing with
the Land Rover and generally idling my time. Soon we must move, perhaps two or maybe three
days from now. For an evening meal we had three soft boiled eggs each and bread and butter
– after a chat, Tony goes to bed and I, as usual, spend some time writing, mainly about nothing.
Sunday 28 February 1965 and Monday 1 March 1965
Tikker Para, Orissa
Nothing of any great importance except I have spent the past two days with my head under the
bonnet trying to trace a vicious knocking that suddenly came from the engine. I had had both
the head and sump off, but not been able to find its source. Leo George will be back from his
upstream tour of inspection tonight, I will ask him for the use of his garage facilities in Anugul
35 miles from here, then start again hoping he may have some ideas. At the moment I’m going
through a stage of being fed up to the teeth with the confounded car, but also know that I will,
because I must, beat it.
On the evening of the 20th Leo George stayed the night at this bungalow, we talked for a long
time with this very interesting man, hearing many stories about the jungle and its animals. The
animals are now diminishing fast, due to stupid men with guns who kill for its own sake without
discrimination, as long as it has edible meat. This is excusable if it is the poor shooting for
food but it is the rich, shooting for the sake of it, stripping the jungle of its natural inhabitants.
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Rene Beteille and his wife are back at the bungalow – they both want very much to go to
England and live, they think it would be worth braving the cold damp air exchanging it for this
warm haven of easy going natural existence. I think we have made them satisfied with their lot
here.
Tuesday 2 March 1965
Tikker Para, Orissa
In the village of Tikkerpara, one sees many of the women displaying wealth that is not
customary of village life. If one pries deeper one finds out why. Tikkerpara belongs to a caste
of people that live off prostitution. Every night the bus comes in at about 7 o’clock, then the
trade begins, men rushing up to prospective customers to arrange terms and a bevy of so-called
beauties parade outside their mud huts.
There is a forest bungalow below ours. This we hear is very popular among the more wealthy,
who come to Tikkerpara for a night’s stay. Also liquor is distilled here. I have only had a little
taste and don’t like it, but the villagers and guests drink to a state of drunkenness, although I
have not seen anyone under the influence, most people carry with them a bottle, sometimes full
of the clear gut rot they drink.
Nothing very much happened today, I lazed away the day, although somewhat frustrated to get
on and get the Land Rover going, we must wait for Leo George to finish his tour of inspection
downstream then tow us back to Anugul where he has his garage facilities to get the job done.
In the evening we went spotlighting in Rene’s jeep, his wife accompanied us. She shone the
spotlight into the jungle. As we drove slowly past the only thing which we saw was a small
deer in the distance, we expected more.
Wednesday 3 March to Friday 5 March 1965
Tikker Para, Orissa
Still here waiting to get to Anugul that is only 35 miles – blast the Land Rover. I’m getting
bored, I read all day and lie awake (dreaming up daft schemes) at night, don’t sleep until about
3 o’clock, then sleep away half the morning. I never feel tired yet never feel full of life. I’m
not really fed up, yet not really wanting to stay. I would say my state of mind is typically Indian.
Leo George did show up, we got towed back to Anugul where there was just enough daylight
left to give me time to take the head off. Lo and behold, I found a 1/4 inch bolt imbedded in
number 4 piston head. I have no idea how it got there. On prizing the bolt out of the piston I
found it had knocked a hole in the softer alloy piston (not damaging the head) rendering the
piston U/S. I have written to Ron my brother in England and if I can’t get one in Calcutta I will
telegram and I hope he will get one too.
Later on we decided to go on three cylinders to Calcutta. Leo got us invited to a party held by
an Indian couple who are working at the American sponsored Thermal Power Station. We had
a very good evening, except for a bore of a Sikh who was more American than an American,
and thought he was funny when being crude – sorry for no information but I have been doing
so much work on the Land Rover I had had no time to write.
The date today is the 8th. I have written to Ron and asked him to Air Freight out to me one
piston. I’ll hope to hear from him in Calcutta.
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Friday 5 March 1965 to Monday 15 March 1965
Anugul to Calcutta / Calcutta
I have written nothing for 10 days but not very much of any significance has happened. It took
11/2 days of easy motoring from Anugul to Calcutta. Tony upset the people at Anugul Post
Office when he posted my letter home. So I don’t expect it will ever arrive. I often wonder if
there is any point in writing. I’m sure very few letters from India have made it before the
thieving bastards take the stamps off and resell them.
I intended to give a list of this country’s dear people, where nothing is what it seems, but now
cannot be bothered. I’ll be glad when I’m out of the joint. I must admit I have been treated well
by the Indians. I have no cause of complaint but the way that bigger fleas have smaller fleas,
is causing this country problems that, along with the corruption, must also possess the biggest
hypocrites the world ever possessed, also probably the stupidest. The poor are likeable fools
and the rich, except for many exceptions, are over-powering fools, who if they have read one
sentence on any subject consider themselves to be masters on that subject, and are bores, but
to them I still show tolerance, and hope they don’t see it.
On our arrival in Calcutta we went first to the Dewer’s garage. Major Dewer is a Scot who
owns the best garage in Calcutta. He is also the main Land Rover dealer. For us alas, he had
no piston to give us. Land Rovers haven’t been supported since 1958 and they have no spare
parts for the 1960 onwards models, so after a word with the British Trade Commissioner, to
whom we had a verbal introduction from friend Leo George, who assured us that he couldn’t
get one for us through official circles, and that we would have to go through the mill, first
obtaining an import licence. This was not too hard as no foreign exchange would be involved;
as I hope Ron will be able to send it out post-haste to me.
We then went to see the old school friend of Tony’s – his name is Peter Madars and is an
American by birth and a holder of a British Passport. He runs the New Kenilworth Hotel for
his father. He very kindly gave us free board and lodgings for three days. He is a very nice
quiet man, extremely casual in his behaviour towards everybody. His wife I only saw once, she
is an attractive blonde and he has two kids. He’s convinced, like many other Europeans that
India must crumble within two years and like many others will leave and is making preparations
to leave when this happens. He says he will either buy a hotel in England or the Continent.
When we had outstayed our welcome, we moved into the Automobile Association East India.
They have a guest room here that Foreign members can use free of charge for four days then it
cost 7.50 rupees per day after that. We have been here four days and still no sign of the piston
so from now we are expected to pay. When we arrived we met two families from New Zealand
– both having a baby daughter with them. The children are both three years old and they left
N.Z. in their mobile home in the shape of an x-ray truck (like a snub-nosed Bedford) of about
1945 vintage. It sounds very romantic, but before they got out of New Zealand both had trouble
with the truck and have had trouble ever since. They have spent I think 10 days here doing
repairs. The engine has blown up once, and it seems 1001 other little things are going wrong.
I hope they have come to the end of their misfortune and make the rest of the trip to England
in good time and fortune. When I get back to England I will try and contact them and see if
they made it OK. I only remember one name as usual that is Colin and Shirley Bickler and
Vernon and Diana …. The two children’s names are Vicky and I forgot also to take a
photograph of them and their travelling home. They left for Benares this morning. Good Luck
to them.
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We went to both B.O.A.C. to see if anything had arrived from England and to the British High
Commission where I hoped would be a letter from home, but instead there was a very long
letter from Win who told me all about Mum’s Christmas in America. I was more than pleased
to read so much news. I would be more pleased to hear from Julia, but I don’t suppose I shall
now. The weather has turned cooler. I prefer it this way but still have something wrong with
me. I’m treating myself both for hook worm and dysentery, one time I have one and then the
other.
Tuesday 16 March 1965
Automobile Association East India, Calcutta
No news yet about the piston – I remember falling off to sleep as the dawn was coming through
the two small high windows of our room; why sleep evades me I don’t know. I just lie in my
bed almost naked with the large roof fan blowing on me. It could be the itching of the boils
that come and go on my feet. As I already explained these were caused in the first place by
mosquito bites that I probably scratched and, wearing sandals, got dirt in them and somehow
got them infected. Every day, night and morning I rub sodium bicarbonate into the festering
wounds, every day they seem to heal until the next morning when again are at least as inflamed
with a new yellow head to it. When this is burst I treat them with sodium bicarbonate and think
that’s the last of it, none of them give me any pain – they just itch.
We spent most of the day in the reading room at the British Consulate. We went to the High
Commission and BOAC but there was nothing there for us. Then we just went for a stroll
around the market area looking at the rubies on sale. I saw just the pendent for Julia, a cluster
of rubies in a delicate gold setting, it was about the size of a half penny. We were assured the
rubies were real but will have a second opinion before I buy it. I think in England it will be
worth three or four times its price.
Then for a few Chinese dinners and to a film – one of the more feeble type westerns but we
enjoyed it. Tomorrow is Hoolee (also Holi) a Hindu festival of fertility – it seems everyone
goes mad and throws red dye at each other. The festival is supposed to be for fertility but how
getting covered in paint or dye makes one fertile I don’t know. On my return from the flicks I
sat up to write and read Hillary’s book ‘High Adventure’; not bad, it passed the night.
Wednesday 17 March 1965 - Hoolee Day
same joint
I rose for brunch at 1 o’clock in the afternoon. At 4 o’clock Tony and I went out to see if there
was anything left of Hoolee – I took several photographs of smothered figures, they threw
powder paint over themselves and others just for the hell of it. They do a sombre dance with
one of the men dressed up as a woman in a sari, false bust and make-up, adorning themselves
with jewellery, they look right twits. Whilst taking a photograph of one party I almost got too
well received, luckily managing to duck and escape the handful of red powder paint and away
up the street. Tony on my heels.
About 50 yards further down we saw a strange sight, a completely naked woman of about 30
walking down the street, she tried to get into a Tea House and was soon on her way out again
– she was mainly greeted with a very shocked look by other passers-by. I wondered what
reception she would have got in London. Probably not very different from here. I could see that
the rest of the Bengalis didn’t like us to see her. They needn’t have worried I don’t think
anything will make my eyes stand out on stems. We then had our worst meal yet.
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We took only a little money out with us counting every piece, we just had enough to get tickets
to see ‘How the West was Won’. I think we both enjoyed it, then back to the club. I sat up
finishing ‘High Adventure’; wrote in my diary and to then try and sleep, a good night’s sleep
will do me good.
Still no news about the piston !
Thursday 18 March 1965
Still no news about the piston. Soon I’ll begin to flap. We haven’t too long before our insurance
and cards run out. We spent the day running around to try and find Tony a map of Nepal to
play with. He can spend hours with them – I wouldn’t mind if only he would stop ruining every
tune that was ever put to words by singing it.
After our row, some time ago, he became more what like a human being should but now alas
he is his old self losing his temper with everybody that doesn’t fall into his ways. I’ll be glad
to see his arse ! One minute he’s o.k. the next he’s letting some poor Indian who doesn’t know
a word of English feel his tongue.
Tonight for instance, we got back to the club the door to our room was locked and the chap
who has the key is not here as he doesn’t work on Thursdays. Thursdays being a dry day and
no alcohol is allowed to be sold. He normally comes back at about 10.30 but tonight he didn’t.
Tony set about trying to get into a room where he thought the key was kept.
How he worked out that the key would be on the wrong side of a locked door I don’t know.
Anyway he got the door open and found no key, of course. The Manager came in at three
o’clock in the morning and caught me writing, he was full of apologies but I told him not to
wake Tony. He’s sleeping on a couch outside !
Friday 19 March to Monday 22 March 1965
The past few days I have spent either in bed or wandering around to the B.H.C. (British High
Commission) to see if any mail has yet arrived for me, so far no good. We have met a few
English people and exchanged information; they dining with us and us with them; although the
frustration of not receiving the piston sometimes gets intense, time passes quickly enough, I
have written a few letters and read a few books.
Today we decided to send an express cable home to try and discover if the cursed piston has
yet been sent – we should have cabled a few days earlier, our frustration of being so near and
yet so far from unloading our Land Rover that now has become a burden we want to discard at
the earliest opportunity.
Tomorrow may bring relief –
Tuesday 23 March 1965
Did it hell, another day wasted trying to get some idea where the bloody thing is. I can’t
understand why it takes so long even to get a letter through. I at least expected to receive some
confirmation about when and what was happening, if I don’t get out of here soon I’ll go
crackers. We are just wasting time and money here – also, the longer we wait the less chance
we have of selling the car in East Pakistan or Nepal. Nepal is bringing in a legislation to restrict
the import of cars and our buyer in Pakistan must by now be looking for something else, and
who could blame him.
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We expected a reply to the telegram today but of course heard nothing, the silence at home is
uncanny. I’m in such a bloody temper about the whole bastard thing that I won’t sit still for a
moment. For Christ sake may the bastard arrive tomorrow.
Wednesday 24 March 1965
THE PISTON ARRIVED - but not before we had blamed the BOAC and had to eat our
words. I started work on it at 3 o’clock and was finished by dusk putting the finishing
adjustments to the tappets as night closed in around us – tomorrow we shall be on our way to
Dhaka.
Thursday 25 March 1965
We covered half the journey to East Pakistan and stayed the night at Faridpar at an American
Baptist Mission. The address had been given us by the New Zealand families, we had met
before. We got further than we expected due to the fact that a ferry was still operating at 9.30
at night. We had to pay some ‘Baksheesh’, we promised them 10 but gave them 2. We and
they both treated it as a joke and arrived at the Mission at 11.30. We didn’t wake the
Missionary, instead we slept in a room shown us by his servant/cook that was cool, clean and
mosquito free – for once I slept very well.
Friday 26 March 1965
We left the Mission at 11 o’clock after an early rise and breakfast with the Missionary, Mr
Rither. He was more than nice, living in a nice bungalow with his wife and their three
daughters.
He showed us around his school and the trades he taught his boys. When he heard I was a
moulder he pricked up his ears but said nothing but his Bengali helper, said why don’t we sign
him up. It seems they want a foundry to make parts for his mechanics class that can’t be bought.
He came round to asking me if I would like to spend a few weeks helping to get his foundry
going; it must be as crude as possible to cut costs of erection, and if I would like to help. I said
I would think about it.
And wandered my merry way. We arrived in Dacca about 5 o’clock after crossing three ferries
all of them good and one taking one and a half hours to cross. At Dacca we made straight for
the B.H.C. There I received a letter from Julia. The first one for nearly 4 months, the joy I
received is indescribable – without being sloppy – also much of the mail that was sent to Ceylon
then on to Dacca most of it from just after Christmas; one also from Sophia. She told me
amongst other things that she is now engaged and will probably marry in the coming Summer.
I spent quite a long time reading most of the letters sent to me, it was just like Christmas.
We then went to meet our contact with the Director of the Peace Corps here. He was not home
but his wife was, and after introducing us to the American who wasn’t interested we went to a
gathering of the Peace Corps Volunteers, meeting many of them and getting invited to stay at
their hostel, which we did so and have enjoyed their hospitality.
Saturday 27 March 1965
We tried using our letters of introduction given by friendly people we met in Calcutta at the
AA.E.I. These could be of some use as far as getting permission to sell in Pakistan. Personally
I think we will be lucky to sell here and also the price isn’t what we hoped for. I don’t know
but it is my fear that we will have to get back to Nepal as soon as possible to try and sell there.
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I’m afraid the good old Land Rover is now a ‘white elephant’. I think it is very unlikely that I
shall make any money from the sale – all I can spend it on is an air ticket to somewhere.
The afternoon I spent trying to trace a squeak from the engine – I found it after a short while
and gave it a lump of grease to cure it.
The evening we were asked to join a party. We did and I drank a fair amount of gin getting
myself tipsy as I’m writing now, soon I’ll be in bed.
I don’t know if I have stated before but I’m now staying at the Peace Corps Hostel in Dacca –
out of money except for my own, we are trying to sell off some of our equipment to get some
money, we won’t break into our money unless we really have to. Things are getting tight, I’m
tired of travelling and think I would catch the first plane home quite happily as soon as I get
the money from the Land Rover. I will buy an Air Ticket. I’m just tired of travelling and want
to relax for a while, I don’t know still exactly what I shall do, but my thoughts are for home,
and I want to be there as soon as possible. I will close now and finish tomorrow.
Sunday 28 March 1965
Dacca, East Pakistan
At about 11 o’clock the friend of Rajat, a boy we met in Calcutta, came round in his car. He
took us round to see the town in his car a new V.W. He’s a nice chap, especially when he gave
us the news that his cousin the Secretary to the Governor has ironed out all the red tape involved
in importing a car and we are going to the Secretary’s tomorrow where we have great hopes of
success. I’ll soon know where I stand.
later the same day - Sunday 28 March 1965
At the moment things are sparse for us, until we sell something of our stock we have no money.
Of course we could change some of our sterling, but today we heard that we will soon be
granted a licence to sell the Land Rover so we don’t want to change any more money than we
have to, and if we can sell something, all’s well and good.
I can’t even post this letter until I can sell something. I have just washed all my dirty clothes
in the P.C. Hostel’s washing machine. I don’t think they will ever come up white again; also I
made a terrible job of ironing a shirt.
Later
We sold off much of our cooking gear etc. at a reasonable price, so I can buy stamps and post
this. We had a very good evening meal, afterwards sat around talking to the Peace Corps
volunteers. I have invited one to visit me when he gets to London. I have given him my address,
he will arrive about September, I hope I’m back to meet him.
They really are a fine bunch of lads here. They of course suffer from disillusionment but do a
good job, they say life is tolerable if one doesn’t try to measure success in leaps and bounds;
they are lucky they are all engineers, at least they can leave roads and bridges behind them.
Monday 29 and Tuesday 30 March 1965
Dacca, East Pakistan
Nothing has really been done, we have been over each day to see our golden goose who is
cutting the red tape for us. Today the Minister we want to see is away at Chittagong so we must
wait until tomorrow – always tomorrow here but I feel we shall triumph in the end. We shall
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see what we shall see. I also have adopted certain Eastern ways of thinking and to save myself
from the ‘Nut House’. I just relax and don’t worry about a thing. By the way, what do you think
of this pen, mine ran out so I picked it up where someone had dropped it?
The food, conversation and company are good here, it’s not lively here it’s just interesting,
someone around who wants to kill time by just talking about places, people and things in
general. The Hostel is supposed to be one of the best of its kind, it’s clean, well-furnished and
comfortable, not that I would like to live here forever, but it’s a good place to idle time away.
We have managed to sell some of our gear for reasonable prices; we even got a good price for
old cutlery and our crockery also fetched a good price. But we only sold two sets to an English
couple who have just moved here and set up home. Today we met an English boy who is
teaching out here, we talked for a while, he has invited us to eat with him tomorrow evening
so we’ll do that.
I still don’t sleep too well at nights, so I don’t even bother to try. I write all I have to say or
read until my eyes are too tired to read on, there are many books here, and providing the subject
is right for me, I like reading very much. I have just finished a book about the ‘huns’ and in
doing so learnt something of Roman history.
I seem to at times have a passion for writing, take now for instance, I have nothing to write
about so I just doodle. I’m the only one left up, I don’t want to sleep so I’ll select myself a book
and do some reading. Goodnight folks. !!
Wednesday 31 March 1965
Dacca, East Pakistan
Today was spent entirely trying to get stupid Government Officials – it’s a good job that at the
head of these departments there is someone with some sense. Of course we start at the head
and work down. Tomorrow will tell whether we have covered the first stumbling block. They
are trying their hardest to find reasons why we shouldn’t be able to sell, there is no official
Government Policy saying no so the prize nit is running to everyone else instead of taking the
responsibility his job allows. That is the big bad thing about these people, they will not ever
make a decision.
We dined with Rodger and two of his friends who work out here teaching in an American
Catholic School. They are all here for a year unless they extend. They all are here under the
British Graduate VSOS, one is a prize exaggerator, the other is quiet and Rodger follows the
Rugger, come amateur dramatic type. The meal was good and the conversation was boring at
times. We met many of the ‘Fathers’, none of them seem like Priests; they are all too relaxed
and casual. They will talk on every subject and very easy to get on with, as indeed I have found
nearly all Americans to be.
Also it looks as though we have made a sale of our tent, camp beds, crockery and medical gear
to the Pakistan Red Cross, they haven’t cribbed about our price. All these people have pots of
money to throw about that are in big charities.
Thursday 1 April 1965
Dacca
This morning we went to the Red Cross and put up the tent in their back yard. We tried to
make it look as good as possible before we left. We must return at 5 o’clock and see the
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Director to start haggling. I hope we can get a reasonable price for it. Then generally ran around
to see the Baptist Missionary but he was sick, the American Embassy where they kindly gave
us facilities to advertise the Land Rover on their many notice boards and the British High
Commission where Tony, the lucky beggar received two letters. Letters that were sent on from
Ceylon are still drifting in, although they were all sent the same day from Ceylon, they had a
post strike here about a month ago, and they still haven’t sorted out all the back mail.
We phoned up the State Bank to see if we had permission from them but of course nothing, we
are going to try again at 2.15.
Later
You’ll never guess, we won, and we now have permission to sell the Land Rover so we went
to the would-be buyers, they seem very interested, and we must take the Land Rover to show
them in the morning at 8 o’clock. The committee has to decide, so we will show them first –
they will tell us if they want it or not. I would not say my hopes were high, I have a fantastic
feeling that after crossing the main bridge things could still go wrong. They have a new one on
order from England so they may decide they have enough Land Rovers.
We also went to the Pakistan Red Cross, we gently haggled over the price for the tents, camp
beds, medical equipment, they only really want the medical box and we ended up 600 rupees
the richer (£45). We are reasonably satisfied with this. We still have to sell one stove and six
sets of crockery plus a few other odds and ends. We will probably make another 100 rupees
(£7/10/-) before we are sold out.
Friday 2 April 1965
We were up at 7 and out at 8. We arrived at the Baptist Mission office right on time. We
showed them the Land Rover in all its aspects, showed them all the spare parts and tools that
go with it. They seemed impressed. They asked us how much we want; said £900 willing to
go down to £800. To my surprise and relief they accepted, providing we could keep the import
tax to below 40%, this we think we can manage with ease.
Armed with the necessary letter from the Baptist Mission we marched into the State Bank; by
now we are so unpopular that the man we should see put his deputy in command; the result
was that the man would pass anything to get us out of the way and we managed to execute this
part of the agreement – they said that the Baptist Mission could only sell to a privileged person
for a currency other than rupees. Now they can sell for rupees if and when they want to which
suits them, and if they like it then so do we.
We went back to the Red Cross at 5 o’clock to get the money for the tent etc. that we flogged
them. They couldn’t pay us until they had a bill of sale so we signed, and will go back
tomorrow. We also hope tomorrow to have got the import permission from the Imports and
Exports. I think this will be done without too much trouble due to the time we spent with the
State Bank.
I went to bed early only to be awoken up by Tony at 10 o’clock who thought it was time to
play the guitar that is in our room. He wouldn’t stop when I asked him to and I was soon so
wide awake that I knew I wouldn’t be able to fall asleep again, so I got up and went to the
lounge. This to me is the crowning point, I pray that we make a sale with the Land Rover – I’m
going to forget about Nepal and start to make my way back to England via Africa flying most
of the way. I will be sorry to say goodbye to Tony.
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Saturday 3 April 1965
Our business at the Imports and Exports was lengthy but to our purposes and we walked out
ready to do battle with the Customs and Excise. We got there at about 12 o’clock, pushed from
pillar to post in the usual Bengal fashion – punk officials who have nothing to do with your
case insist on knowing all the ins and outs before sending you to the next clot who starts all
over again until one eventually finds oneself sitting in front of the right man.
We had to contend with two and both officials at the start tried their best to duty and sale tax
us out of the market, saying we would have to pay over our buyers’ market. We worked on
the price of £400 as the price we were getting for the Land Rover. One man, a real laughing
bastard who was being deliberately rotten, trying to misinterpret the laws to say we had to pay
£320 duty and tax; they even tried to make us pay 30% of freight costs even though we brought
it in overland. He was trying to make us pay as though we had brought it in overland to buy a
car here, but the price of the car and the freight charges together add 30% to it, then add another
15% sales tax to the total sum of the previous two. This of course ends up a crippling blow for
our plans but we were not going to be beaten at the last fence so we sat and did battle.
First, we interpreted the rules and regulations as they should be, first trying to get a reduction
on the original price of £400 that we were supposed to pay a year ago, this we did successfully
much to the annoyance of one man who was really against us. He wanted us to phone a dealer
and find out its second hand price, he wanted us to pay tax on 100% or £800 but luckily for us,
the other man who was his superior stuck to the ruling that one way to price the car was its
price in the country of origin, and as we paid supposedly £400 that is the value on the car; so
we worked to that as it is the only proof we have of any price. So he accepted it, the bastard,
now in a rage, and both of them going to town in Bengali – we won and he reduced the price
of our car because it is old to 250%. Then he added his 30% of £75 making the price £325 then
added 15% to that £325 so the duty payable is £125. This is well without our customer’s limits
so it looks as though we have at last, after a week of struggling won. We have filled in the
necessary forms ready to return Monday to confirm the amount of tax payable.
Then back to our buyers. Who knows by Tuesday I may have £450 in my pocket, then to try
and get home with as much of it as possible.
Sunday 4 April 1965
I did nothing all day except read, in the evening. Tony and I went to see an old film, Goliath
and the Giants, it passed a few hours away. Really I’m waiting for tomorrow.
Monday 5 April 1965
First we went to the office of the Baptist Mission, the gentleman in charge was happy on most
things except he wanted us to be the importers not them, so we went back to the Customs and
Excise to try and get this. We have had many concessions but this was not one of them and
they wouldn’t budge, their argument was sound and we had to agree on the point, back we went
to the Mission Official. There we stated the case put to us. They unhappily agreed the total
price they had to pay was £1,035. He started to very cleverly play with words to the fact that it
was too high a price to pay and that things didn’t look so good as far as them being able to buy
it. We acted reluctant and said make the price around £1,000. Of course out of this we pay
£120 to £130 duty, he seemed happy, and will tell us tomorrow whether or not they could buy
it. He must call a meeting of three committee men. If they agreed to buy, which I think and
hope they will, they inform the Chairman of the joint committee telling him of the
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recommendation to buy. He will almost certainly say Yes if they recommend so and tomorrow
we go, with fingers crossed to find out – Yea or Nay !!
In the evening we went round to the U.N. officer who lured us here in the first place. We had
a long chat and flogged him our maps for 30 rupees. He wasn’t interested in our crockery and
if we get no takers I will probably ship them home.
Also the Baptist Mission have a carpentry class for local people making Kennedy-type rocking
chairs - you know, ones with the rocking horse type rockers; they are reasonably priced so with
any spare rupees I have, I hope that I will be able to buy one and have it freighted home, they
are sold in pieces to be stuck together the other end.
Tuesday morning 6 April 1965
The main thing that has happened in the past three days is the price of the Land Rover has
dropped from my cut of £450 to £320, a blow but one that has to be borne. The Baptist Mission
decided that they really didn’t require another Land Rover so said that at this price they couldn’t
buy it, we asked them what price they could buy it at. They had another meeting and came back
with 10,000 rupees or £750, out of that we must pay £130 duty on the bloody thing leaving us
with £620 between us; we have sold tents and other gear and have another £50 so things aren’t
so very bad, are they? I expect when all is settled I will have about £400 including the money
I have carried around with me all the time. I hope to remit at least £150 into my bank account
at home.
Another thing is that Tony and I are parting company. I shall miss him in one way and another.
Although we have our differences he has been a good friend and we are parting on good terms,
which is a good thing for such a long and trying partnership, and I put this down to both of us
giving and taking. I think I have done more than my share of giving but what does this matter
if the result is the same? We have achieved the impossible. The British High Commission said
it couldn’t be done. We had to get permission from the State Bank; the Imports and Exports
and the Customs and Excise. All said they would give permission when the other two do.
It looks as though we may be here until the 18th, a bloody holiday is coming up – and bloody
is the right word. The Muslims kill a cow or a goat depending upon how much money they
have. It is a family affair where they all kill the animal by slowly taking nicks out of it, the poor
thing takes half an hour to die.
This is the country that advertises in its tourist brochures the culture of the people of East
Pakistan. I have never been able to convert the word culture into a meaning that is other than
derogatory to the country that claims to have some – derogatory at least to the people of the
country.
When reading a “flowery” travel brochure of a place I have visited I can do little but laugh.
The brochure reads “Dacca hums with cultural activities throughout the year particularly
through the winter months, cultural shows, exhibitions or painting and handicrafts local fairs
and festivals, all excellent occasions of entertainment and opportunities for visitors to get
acquainted with the CULTURAL HERITAGE, and way of life of the cultural heritage and also
life of the cultural people of East Pakistan.”
Such phrases as “Dacca is known the world over as a city of Mosques and Muslims”. Have you
ever heard of it? Dacca is famous for so many things, that I begin to wonder if I’m in the same
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place as they describe. I have spoken to so many people who have tried to find the “Great past
preserved in rich monuments, impressive beauty whose exquisite structural pattern, intricate
design and workmanship bear witness to high standards of art and architecture by the Mughals
who ruled here from 1575 to 1701 AD.”
The poor disillusioned people who have sought in vain to find these glorious relics of the past.
If one tries hard enough, one can find a spot where it once stood. Dacca is both new and old,
the old being slums, the new in the shape of houses that, according to the P.C. engineers, by all
the laws of engineering should never stay up. They put in footings for a bungalow, when they
get more money they build another storey on it until they have three or four storeys high – of
course, they will fall down. At the moment they are all new, the houses have concrete verandas
that extend 20ft from the house on the second storey, the floor being three inches thick, and
supported by one one-foot-thick column, even I look round in amazement that buildings stand
up. Every house is on the same lines, ugly and impractical. All of them look like Odeon type
houses in white concrete, rounded bays and flat roofs.
It starts with a bang though, Istanbul is the best and it slowly deteriorates as one goes further
east with certain exceptions, mainly the Middle East. I hear that the South East Asia is a
refreshing difference but unfortunately, I cannot include these places on my agenda.
Wednesday 7 April 1965
I have done nothing today except sell some more crockery, we have only one stove and a
thermos flask to sell, then we have liquidated all our assets. I’m glad to say, we have managed
to sell all our junk off for reasonable prices.
Tomorrow is our big day providing things have not gone against us, when we start our struggles
again and I hope final ones. Soon I hope to be able to really know my position regarding
finances. I’m looking forward to counting the cost and to be able to look into the future
knowing what I have in my pocket and to be able to make firm plans, also to travel alone with
only my own whims to cater for and when I get fed up with a place, to be able to move on as
fast or as slow as I please. What bliss!
I’m continually poring over a map of the world trying to find a quick and yet interesting way
home, sometimes inspired to see more and yet, more often think of a French boat that leaves
Chittagong for England and only costs £120. It’s very tempting but I have two desires left, one
is to see the Seychelles Islands and the other is to look at the so-called evil country that is called
South Africa.
Saturday 10 April 1965
Dacca, East Pakistan
Today we rose late, dressed and washed in a rush. We had to be at the Baptist Mission by 9.30,
we arrived just in time to catch Mr Moore before he went away to a meeting. He still could not
give us a firm yes, saying “I think I know what they think.” So we can go ahead and get the
ball rolling to save time, he signed the three necessary forms and we completed them before
going to the Customs to get a complete assessment of the duty; this they did, the man in charge
being very helpful to us. We had to exaggerate our position saying the Land Rover’s engine is
no good, that’s why we have to sell at such a cheap price. This was the deciding factor that
swayed his actions from against us, to for us. We got the necessary forms and made our way
back to the hostel, for we can do no more until the Baptist Mission opens Monday and if we
cannot conclude the deal then I can see us here for another week. The Muslim holiday starts
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on Tuesday and ends Thursday – Friday is Good Friday so the Baptist Mission will not be open.
I don’t think our business can be concluded until the following Saturday, so with fingers
crossed I await tomorrow in the hope that enough can be done to satisfy the Baptist Mission.
After lunch we went into town to see what we could sell, we only got 10 rupees for a torch – I
couldn’t find a buyer for my tripod. I can’t carry it on a plane, I have too much luggage already.
I have had one of my cameras stolen, the black and white one. The camera I don’t care about,
the view finder was wrong, it was hard to guess when one was and was not going to cut off a
head. The crying shame is the film in it. I had six photographs of the burning Ghats of Benares,
all of them taken at the risk of life and limb. The camera was insured anyway so I have put a
claim in; alas the tripod no longer works, the legs won’t lock so it’s best I sell it.
After our unsuccessful sales campaign we went down into Old Dacca, a seething, swarming
mass of humanity, one part is nothing but stalls and shawls and so-called Dacca muslin. I
bought nothing and after an hour of wandering made our way home, catching a ‘baby taxi’ one
of the scooter type back.
After dinner we were told of a Sophia Loren film on at the “American Information Centre”.
We went to see it. It was quite good, called ‘A Touch of Scandal’ starring amongst others
Maurice Chevalier. I thought it American propaganda about a young American businessman
who wins and marries an Austrian Princess. Why is it that the Americans fancy themselves
marrying a European Princess?
After the film was over we saw two of the V.S.O. chaps who teach here and invited them back
to the Hostel for drinks. We still have a bottle of Rum and Brandy that we bought on the crosschannel trip 6 months ago. Also Dick French, whose father is with the U.N. here, came along.
We are the first ‘Britishers’ he had ever met, and also I fear Tony let the side down by arguing.
Two rather comic middle-aged American women PCV’s (Peace Corps Volunteers) arrived late
at the Hostel. They came from West Pakistan having completed their two years and are now
on their way home, both typical mutton dressed up as lamb, middle-aged Americans talking
about themselves as though they were both 18 years old, bless them.
Sunday 11 April 1965
All morning cows, bullocks and goats have been herded past the hostel on their way to their
purchasers who are going to sacrifice them to Allah on Eid, which is Tuesday; they kill them
in a very crude way, just with a knife and offer it to Allah. A reason I have been told for doing
this is once the animal has been bought and killed, one can’t get his money back. Of course
they gorge themselves with the meat.
The cows that have passed are the best I have seen here. No sores or diseases amongst any of
them, also the cleanest. They must have all been well scrubbed in a river somewhere. I expect
all the good ones are slaughtered and the mangy ones left to breed. This would be in keeping
with their mentality, after all, the Gods would be offended if they didn’t have the best, wouldn’t
they?
The cows and bullocks have their necks garlanded with flowers and a newly dyed purple bridle
made of coarse rope, one can tell it is newly dyed because the colour runs all over the face of
the animal. I expect Tuesday will be a ‘bean feast’ not only for the Muslims but for the
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scavengers that either fly or creep from rubbish dump to dump in the way of mangy dogs and
bony cats; the crows and so-called shit hawks will have what they leave behind.

Sacrifice of a bullock
Apart from wandering down to the hotel for some cigarettes I did little or nothing besides write
all the past junk you have just read. After dinner I was challenged by the little Pakistani cook
here, to play pool (like billiards). I was thoroughly thrashed, winning the first one, and losing
the next five, I was afterwards told that he plays on the table every day.
Monday 12 April 1965
Today we were told that the deal was on and only the groaning and ironing out of the last two
details remain, and one of them is underway. After a talk with Mr Moore, we decided to take
a walk over to the P.I.A. office and make a hopeful booking to fly to Calcutta on Saturday
evening. I’m hoping to have the deal concluded by then and have the money, about £325 of it,
in my pocket. I have worked it out that I can send £174 home and get myself home on the rest
with some to spare.
I have discovered why Eid is a Muslim festival of sacrifice, it’s because – in the Muslim
teaching of the supreme act of sacrifice made by Abraham of his son ‘Ishmael” to his God. As
you know God stopped him saying “Stay Abraham, in the eyes of the Almighty you have
already made the sacrifice, unbind your loyal son, lift up his head, and complete the rite with
yonder ram instead.” Eid-ul-Azha, is the full name of the rite, the idea is that everyone should
rejoice because of the act of Abraham when he would sacrifice his son and should sacrifice an
animal to show his faith in his creator. It seems the act should be done with two and a half
strokes with a knife, so you may guess that the Pakistani, who is a strong man if his strength is
half mine, makes an awful hash of it, and the poor beast often lingers – an awful death. The
Muslims say that the saving of Ishmael “Was to live forever and determine the whole course
of human history.” I have reason to doubt this, it was probably the idea of the journalist who
wrote the article.
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Tomorrow is the day I shall wander around camera in hand to see what I can get. I’m told that
no-one minds people taking photographs, so I shall to my heart’s content, as sick as I may feel.
I doubt I shall though, I’m too hardened to be affected by it. One more thing before I close,
here in East Pakistan they advertise a hair cream “That is both good for hair and brain.” I’ll get
some for my brain.
Tuesday 13 April 1965 - Eid-Ul-Azha
We rose, ate breakfast then went out, camera in hand to witness the sacrifice of Eid. We did
not walk far down the road before we were called over to a group of people gathered around a
cow, that one man was trying to bind its front legs together and put it over on its side. This
took some time the cow being a strong one and refusing to be pushed over until both front and
rear legs were bound. One man pushing on one side and another pulling with the tail managed
to tip it over with a thump on the grass.
Then the four hoofs were bound together to stop the cow from thrashing about, then the head
was twisted until the horns dug into the ground leaving the cow’s throat stretched taught to
enable the slaughterer to get a good cut. The knife was sharpened and without ceremony
proceeded to cut with a back and forth motion on the throat of the animal, at first I thought the
knife was too blunt as it would not cut through the loose hide around the animal’s throat; then
it started to slice deep into the throat and with a stream of blood, the hissing gushing sound as
life is ended, the life of the cow was ended, gory to say the least. I took four colour photographs
of the scene. I did not wish to stay and watch the butchering of the animal as is the custom and
was relieved when invited into the house of the part-owner of the cow along with the man, an
ex-Magistrate, who owned the other half, to take refreshment. The Magistrate told me that the
cow should really be kept by its purchaser for a period of six months before the sacrifice and
during this time should be well cared for and create some affection for it, then the sacrifice is
all the greater; we talked for some time about world differences taking a very sweet liquid with
chopped nuts in it. It would have been much better if it had been less sweet, and of course, tea
served by his young daughters, in their only years of freedom, once they are fourteen they go
into purdah forever. I don’t think they, the poorer people, really understand purdah. If one
happens to come upon a woman bathing, in a fit of panic they pull their sari over their face
exposing their naked breasts for all to see; also when going about their toilet they will squat
down in the road, exposing themselves from the waist down, but of course keeping their face
covered. I’m told and I believe it that a woman would die of shame if somehow her face was
uncovered in public. Only the poorer women are out on the streets, the middle and upper
classes are never to be seen outside the house.
I’m told of a story of an Australian Baptist missionary who, on his return home, gave a film
show of East Pakistan telling the audience about the women in purdah. There was an outcry,
many of them saying that the U.N. should do something to emancipate the imprisoned women.
I can’t say this is typical of the West in their ability to try to put an end to old culture and
beliefs.
In Turkey it has been made illegal for a woman to go into purdah. The law was not taken any
notice of and when the government saw this they added to the law that all prostitutes must wear
a veil. It is said that the next day there was not a veil to be seen. Whether there is truth in this
I don’t know, but in Turkey the veil is nothing like it is here, only a flimsy transparent pretence
of one.
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When one talks to the Pakistanis like we did today, one realises that they consider themselves
more like the Western peoples than the Western peoples consider themselves like them. They
think that their thinking is just as ours and we know that it is worlds apart. East is East and
West is West and never the two shall meet. I’m inclined to believe this, the two will never be
on the same footing at least in my lifetime.
It is my belief that the developed countries of the Western nations should help by giving aid to
the under-developed, in theory this is good but in practice is an impossibility. First is the fact
that the people cannot do even the simplest engineering job themselves. All the brain and drive
must come from outside; although the Indians and Pakistanis claim to have achieved all these
modern improvements off their own back, the only ones that work are designed and built by
foreign people and aid.
A few years ago they tried to build a bridge of reinforced concrete. The bridge was swept away
by the first big rain that came. A little further down the river stands a bridge built by the British
nearly 100 years ago.
Take the shocking wastage of meat today. The rich must give one third of the meat to the poor.
Their families cannot possibly eat two thirds before it goes bad. One must remember that the
average man eats half in bulk what I eat and only the rich have the nutritional value. So once a
year they kill their best animals, have more meat than they can eat, and do without it for the
rest of the year.
After lunch I decided to take a walk out to have a look at what they call animal corner. On my
way, I watched a rich family giving meat to the poor. It was being thrown in chunks wrapped
in newspaper to the poor, who were crowding together arms outstretched trying to catch it.
They all missed and the meat dropped on the ground with a thump. The woman throwing it
was not in purdah, neither were the rest of the women. As I have said, generalising is wrong,
there are many exceptions in all things. The poor seem to do very well out of the deal, going
from house to house ending up with a bulging bag of meat. I should estimate about 10 – 15 lbs
of it, wrapped in a dirty cloth or in a sack.
The Zoo so called, I regret to say is exactly what I expected it to be, a collection of animals in
degrading conditions penned in tiny cages being tormented by the people who visit. Nobody
tries to stop them. The monkeys seem to be the ones that come in for most of it, also the poor
otter, who just wants to be left alone. Its den is almost filled with stones where people throw
them to make it move. The dear children throw stones hard at the monkeys and a great giggle
is heard when the poor thing jumps in the air. Every one of them look in a sorry state, with the
exception of the deer and the leopard who both somehow manage to keep their self-respect.
On the defence about my generalisation, one of the PCV’s (Peace Corps Volunteers) has lived
next to a government official for six months. During that time he never once saw his wife, apart
from a fleeting glimpse behind the fly-mesh of the windows. And when he left, he got up and
away by five in the morning so no one could see his wife. What an existence that woman had,
it’s not much better than the animals in the Zoo except the animals are stared at. It is the reverse,
both are caged.
Mr French and two of his sons gave us a visit just before dinner. He had decided to buy a new
Land Rover from England. We did a lot to create his enthusiasm for Land Rovers and dissuaded
him from buying a Mercedes Benz car to do the trip in. In fact we acted as Salesmen for Land
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Rovers; not with tongue in cheek it is my belief that it is second to none in its class. I can see
no other car completing the trip we have just done in a second-hand car, with the weight we
had in and on it.
Wednesday 14 April 1965
Nothing happened today, it’s still a holiday and everything’s shut. I talked until the early hours
with a suede-booted Texan – he’s dreamy, talked with a slow drool. I liked him very much. I
still couldn’t sleep though. I lay awake until I don’t know when, I expect about 4 o’clock. I
don’t know why it is I can’t sleep. At 8 o’clock I felt tired so I went to bed, thinking I may get
a blissful 12 hours sleep. I went to bed tired but the longer I lay there the more awake I became
so I gave it up as a bad job. I don’t worry about anything. I just lie there thinking, scheming,
planning about my future, realising that when I get back I must fix my eyes on and achieve
something.
Our luck has changed – there is a good chance that the deal will be settled, cash in my hand
tomorrow. We only have to get the customs people to give us a clearance chitty, then the Baptist
Mission will pay us by cheque and I’ll change some into travelling cheques, buy an air ticket
and be away from here by Saturday evening and in Calcutta shortly afterwards. Yippee –
wouldn’t it be nice to be steaming out of Bombay in one week from now, I don’t know the days
of the boats but it’s within the realms of possibility.
The evening was spent having dinner with the Frenchies. Mr French is an American who works
for the U.N. and is a Professor of Social Welfare. We discussed the state of Pakistan and the
Pakistanis. The trends of the conversation I have previously discussed; the only conclusion
reached was that the Moslem religion is holding the country and its people back, also that the
people haven’t got used to the British not being here. When the British were here naturally the
people worked against the government, grabbing and fiddling all they could. This was all for
sport, as the British were their rulers, but now the British are no longer here, the people cannot
tell the difference and they still swindle all they can for their own ends. One bad thing is that it
is not what you know but who you know, no matter what his abilities.
(I have lost a day somewhere)
Friday 16 April 1965
Today, armed with the necessary documents we went to the Customs and Excise, there with
their typical effrontery, they wrote a clause on the back of one of the forms (we ended up with
at least 18 of them) that had to be signed by the buyer. This they could have told us a week
ago, but of course only like to give one part at a time not to run around with the complete set.
This we did, having to go to Mr Moore’s home and get him to sign. Mr Moore with his usual
shrewd reluctancy did so only when we proved, or tried to, that it was absolutely necessary for
him to do so. I don’t blame him, one thing out of order, and the good Pakistani Government
confiscates the car or anything. In one case a firm had a duplicating machine, there is a law that
the Government can confiscate any machine they take to, they took a fancy to this and
confiscated it. I bet £1 to a penny that it now sits in some office broken, as they do to any new
toy they get like cars, typewriters, transistors, cameras; anything that they aren’t used to, they
play with and break it.
When we returned to the Customs they wanted Mr Moore to sign again that he had received
the Land Rover. We blew up, telling him that we had just left Mr Moore and why didn’t he tell
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us before and lying saying Mr Moore was in Church – we had to fly out tomorrow, it was Good
Friday today and we wouldn’t be able to see Mr Moore again until Tuesday. In the end he
allowed Tony to sign it, receiving it on behalf of the Baptist Mission. Then the tightest time of
all, the bastard customs official wanted to see the Land Rover before he would finally give us
customs clearance. We told a pack of lies, we had already said that the car was a dilapidated
heap, that the engine needed a lot of work done to it, in reality it looks the best it ever has, and
the engine is going well.
We finally won, after throwing everything at him we had, what finally decided it – the thing
was I remembered what his superior had said two weeks ago, “In this case we won’t want to
see the car.” So he grumpily gave us the clearance. If he had seen it, I know what he was
thinking, we would have had to pay him off. He would have slapped on so much duty otherwise
that our past three weeks of haggling would have been thrown to the wind. He is a bastard of
the first order. He laughed all the time he had us over a barrel and turned glum when we finally
won.
We then tried to get a different form from the one we had from the Imports and Exports. Today
is a half day so the man who would do the job had gone home. Instead we tried to deal with his
skinny mealy-mouthed underling. We tried to sit it out, talking all the time but of no use,
nothing would make this weed take any responsibility on his own, so we returned for lunch.
We had an appointment with Mr Moore for 3.45 so we restlessly waited around until the time
to go. We arrived bang on time at the Mission. Mr Moore who gives the sermon, was having
his last words to the stragglers who were leaving the service. Soon we were talking business
again and convinced Mr Moore that the five sheets of paper we now had were enough to satisfy
the needs of anyone who would ask any questions. He took out his cheque book and the past
three weeks bore fruit. We gave Mr Moore the keys to the Land Rover, showed him all the
little intricacies of it, he started up and we watched him drive down the road with his four sons
in it. It was a short sad moment for me, I began to miss it straight away, as we looked around
for a Baby Taxi. We decided to have a coke, and wandered into a restaurant to talk things over,
then back by Taxi to the Hostel.
The rest of the evening was spent with Tony typing out letters to all concerned. Our joint
account, my account where the money to be sent home, has been remitted 850 dollars, 350 of
which is to be transferred into Tony’s account, sorting out all our papers, throwing all we didn’t
need any more and generally tidying up our effects.
I’m settled with my lot, I have completed a 6 months trip at a total cost of approximately £90
– I don’t think this can be bettered by anyone. I have lived well, eating on the odd occasion at
the best restaurants in town, had any material things that I could possibly have wished for. I
think that starting again with what we know now, we could have had a new diesel Land Rover
and made a profit easily.
Tomorrow will be a day of packing, deciding what to leave behind, I fear I must leave my
fishing rod, that is looking rather sorry for itself, and a blanket that has kept me warm on cold
nights of the past. I’m hoping to be able to pack all my gear into the U.S. army bag I have, and
a leather grip that termites have eaten the bottom of, I bought it in Jerusalem.
I have decided against going by land from Mombasa to Durban. I will go all the way by sea,
spend a few weeks looking around South Africa. I am assured by an American that it is well
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worth a look at. I will try and see Victoria Falls, I hear the country and game are well worth
the effort. Back to Durban, follow the coast line round to Cape Town. This coast is also
supposed to be beautiful. Then boat home – I hear one can get a very cheap governmentsubsidised fare from there.
I hope to be home within two months from today, two weeks on the boat, one week at the
Seychelles or maybe two and about 3 or 4 weeks seeing South Africa.
I got to Calcutta by air then by train across India without stopping at Bombay. I couldn’t get a
boat to the Seychelles and the one to Mombasa was full of Indians emigrating. I realised that
if I had bribed the ticket clerk I would have got a ticket to Mombasa. The only ticket I could
get was to Marseille, France, through the Suez Canal, then by train to England. On such things
life hinges. Who knows what would have happened if I had gone to Africa instead of going
home.
Sunday 9 May 1965
aboard the Viet Nain
I left Bombay sailing away, leaving behind me the things I had almost begun to regard as
second nature to me, the streets lined at night with sleeping bodies, the professional beggars
that work on the annoyance angle; they work it out that if they follow by your side pleading
and crying you at least pay them off to get rid of them. I soon learned words like ‘Nay Muncta’
I don’t want anything, when being pestered to change black-market money, or buy a woman
for an half hour or so, and ‘gaw’ go, to the pestering beggars who follow carrying a baby,
pointing to the child’s stomach and whimper at you, and the kids of 4 and 5 who hang on your
hand, or try to kiss your feet. In a very short time, kindness is exhausted and a frayed temper
breaks the few words that get rid of them.
On two occasions I went with other young men from the Red Shield Salvation Army Hostel to
explore the red light area. I have been told that there are 10,000 prostitutes in Bombay. This I
believe, some of them very pretty but the majority look like backs of buses. They lure one in
by saying that they have an English girl, I wanted to see the English girl who of course turned
out to be an Anglo-Indian, with white powder on her face, but the rest of her as dusky as any
Indian - on both occasions I returned feeling sick of the whole set up. Boys of twelve pimping,
unable to throw them off, for a rupee they give one a conducted tour of the whore houses. I
suppose I have a morbid fascination for these ranker but always lively areas of any city. I think
every man has a fascination for a loose woman or a prostitute.
How can I conclude what India has been to me? I have not enjoyed it very much yet not hated
it with any gusto, not that I have ever hated anything. Its impression will never leave me. I
admire very few Indians and despise the majority for their unrealistic minds and unpractical
thoughts and deeds. There is an Indian on the boat on his way emigrating to England. He
caused a scare at breakfast this morning asking for more milk, using the tone he would use on
a bearer; the Steward’s back was up, the Indian wanted to report him to the Purser. I told him
not to bother along with a Canadian whom I was sitting with; his argument was that he was
going to report him not for himself but for the honour of his country. What good will this man
be in England, we have too much nationalisation of our own let alone having a stupid so-called
educated Indian, who says he’s a school teacher, teaching English. Of course his English was
good, as it is over the whole of India, but he will not make the grade to teach English in England.
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Not all Indian immigrants are as he, some on this boat are highly intelligent beings, with a mind
that will easily assimilate western culture and straight away will take to town life and needs no
teaching how to use a lavatory. But some here are obviously never going to live any other life
than that lived by their forefathers, since time began; it’s in their roots, nothing will erase it,
except death.
The following was written on 1 February 2016:
Postscript
Maybe now after another 50 years of life I should reflect on what has happened. The
Moslems I met 50 years ago would invite you into their homes. They don’t any more.
50 years of emigration to Britain, and we still have two separate societies. All the
other millions of immigrants have assimilated and become British. Islam forbids
integration. We don’t understand their belief and faith. We are taught to question.
They believe every written word to be true. We are having problems with Moslem
Fanatics who are convinced it is right to kill all Non-Believers.
I hope another 50 years will see WORLD PEACE!

THE END
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